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INTRODUCTI ON

The purpose of this paper is to analyze th( substantive

rules which relate to the problems of inspection and qualit;

assurance. The analysis will be limited to inspection in

firm, fixed price contracts. Because it was necessary to limit

the scope of this paper, and because of the nature of the

contracts generally treated in the decisions, only supply,

construction, and service contracts will be considered.

The emphasis of the analysis will be on the substantive

rules themselves. While a certain amount of description of

the inspection processes is necessary in order to understand

the issues and the cases, there are simply too many methods

of quality assurance used by the agencies to enable a complete

description. Some areas will recieve more discussion than

others, though. For example, sampling inspection has

posed quite a problem in the past, and the specification that

is commonly used, MIL-STD-105D, will be discussed. Similarly,

the agency policies on surveillance and verification will be

described, as will the contractor inspection system provisions

which are commonly used.

There have had to be other limits to this analysis. It

is difficult to write about this area without touching almost

all of the substantive areas. For example, pre-award surveys
4.

are an important initial step in assuring the quality of a

product, but contractor responsibility will not be covered.

1



2

Nor will this paper be concerned with the issues involved in

first article testing, although some of those cases are useful

in determining the propriety of Government inspections.

There are some other important issues which involve

inspection but are beyond the scope of this analysis. One of

the most substantial involves the question of what can be done

with the inspection results even assuming they appropriately

evaluate the work. There are substantive limits on the

rejection of work which is close to meeting the contract

requirements. In construction contracts, this is known as

the substantial performance doctrine. In supply contracts,

there may be a limit on the right to default terminate where

a contractor has timely delivered goods which it believes

are acceptable but which are defective in certain minor

2respects. This Radiation Technology doctrine is also a

limit on Government rights after inspection, but it will not

be analyzed here. Nor will the apparent rule which has

similar effect in service contracts.
3

One final qualification which should be made relates to

the inspector authority issue. Where a contractor is arguing

that the Government has changed the contract through the acts

of an inspector, the Government invariably makes authority an

issue. The problem will be discussed only peripherally in

Chapter V.

What will be discussed are the liabilities arising from

the inspection process itself. When the Government chooses

to conduct the inspection in a certain way, and the contractor's
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costs increase above what was expected when a bid or proposal

was prepared, there are often claims against the Government

for having constructively changed the contract. Chapter I

will evaluate the rules which appear to limit the Government's

broad right to inspect at all times and places. The Government

designates the place where inspection will take place, and

the effect of those designations on the Government's right

to inspect at other places will be evaluated. Also, -he

standard inspection clauses require the Government inspect

so the contractor is not unduly or unnecessarily d( yed. The

rule in these cases has been defined as one of reas -oleness;

Chapter I will analyze the considerations in the determination

v of whether the contractor was unreasonably delayed.

In Chapter II, the focus will shift to the ability of

the Government inspection to measure the contractor's compliance

with the contract. Under the inspection clause, the Government

has the right to reject defective work, and the inspection is

used to determine whether the work complies with the contract.

4 If the inspection method imposes requirements in excess of

those in the contract, or if the inspection or test is

otherwise unreasonable, the rejection may be invalid. The

rules with respect to the validity of inspection or testing

vary depending on whether there are specified or unspecified

*. .. inspection methods in the contract, and on the degree of

subjectivity involved.

Chapter III will evaluate the rules relating to sampling

inspection. There are special problems whenever the Government
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rejects work based on an examination of only a portion cf it.

MIL-STD-105D, which is the standard sampling specification

- commonly used, will also be discussed.

In the latter half of Chapter III, Government verification

inspections in supply contracts will be discussed. There has

been some recent confusion about the conditions under which

the Government can loosen and tighten its inspection practices

when it has chosen not to conduct full acceptance testing and

to rely on contractor quality control instead. The issues

involved are an extension of the delay issues discussed in

Chapter I, but the existence of specific agency procedures

and policies warrant their separate discussion. Chapter

III was an appropriate place for the analysis because there

has been confusion about the effect of sampling specifications

on the ability of the Government to tighten its verification

inspection procedure.

In the final two chapters, the focus once again shifts.

Chapter IV will evaluate the allocation of the costs of

Government inspection and testing. The chapter will conclude

with an examination of the duties that the Government assumes

during quality assurance, considering the commonly repeated

statement that Government inspection is for its own benefit

and does not relieve the contractor of obligations under the

contract.

* Finally, Chapter V will evaluate the obligation of the

Icontractor to conduct testing. The chapter will also analyze

the contractor's inspection system obligation under the

- o.* *



4.. .J. standard inspection clause, as well as under the supplemental

quality control provisions which the agencies use on more

complicated supply and construction contracts. The chapter

will end with a discussion of the remedies which the Government

has when the contractor inspection systems fail, or the

contractor does not perform specific quality control

responsibilities.

As can be seen from this introduction, the emphasis wll

not be on the remedial provisions in the inspection clauses.

In a way, this analysis stops at a point just short of

rejection, and the procedural aspects of rejection and

termination for default will not be analyzed. Consistent with

that limitation on scope, the post-acceptance rights of the

Government will also be left out of the analysis. To put

the scope of this paper as briefly as possible, it will

be concerned with the propriety of inspection and testing

and the allocation of the responsibilities of inspection and

J.. its costs. Of course, to a certain extent the discussion

has to be done in the context of liabilities for failure

to meet the duties which exist.
9-.

The current inspection clauses which are used in fixed

price supply, construction, and service contracts are

reproduced in Appendix A. In doing research in this area, one

has the luxury of consistency in the contract language which

has been used. The current version of the clause used in

Department of Defense supply contracts has been the same for

twenty-five years. In fact, there is a reported case which

f. -.
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reproduces the 1949 version (,f the supply contract inspection

clause; it is almost identical.
4

The language in construction contracts has slowly

4.I evolved, however. The contractor inspection system

requirement, used in some Department of Defense construction

contracts, was added in 1961.5 In 1976, there was a

revision of the clause which clarified the right of the

Government to charge the costs of reinspection made necessary

by a prior rejection. There has also been a change in the

language relating to the effect of inspection of materials

before delivery to the site; that change is discussed in

Chapter I. Otherwise, the language which is pertinent to

this analysis has been the same.

Considering this constancy in the language, one final

note is in order before beginning the substantive discussion.

A recurring theme throughout the decisions is the need to

assess the objective expectations of parties to these kinds

of contracts. Sometimes it seems from the decisions that

terms like "reasonableness" take on a separate life of their

own, and they appear to mask an intuitive decision by the

court or board about the propriety of Government inspection

activity. However, most of the rules make sense if the

analysis is done with one eye on what the parties could

9.. reasonably have expected when they entered the transaction.

9From that perspective, what is reasonable in terms of

interference with the contractor's performance involves

different considerations than does the reasonableness of

4.

4T.
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an inspection or test in relation to its ability to measure

the contractor's compliance or noncompliance with contract

requirements. An attempt has been made throughout this paper

to return to that fundamental approach where possible.

Apparently neither the nature of the issues nor their

analysis is going to change in the foreseeable future. The

proposed Federal Acquisition Regulation inspection clauses

have been included in the Appendix B, but they have received

,*,. little attention in this paper. That is because they change

very little. The clauses are basically an adoption of the

Department of Defense contract provisions as they existed

before the November 1982 revision of the supply inspection

clause. In fact, the FAR fixed price, supply inspection clause

really only adds a requirement that the contractor furnish

the Government advance notice when it tests and when supplies

are ready for inspection. That may have an impact on the

delay issues discussed in Chapter I.7 The construction

contract Inspection and Acceptance clause combines several

DAR clauses, including the Contractor Inspection System and

Government Inspectors clauses 8 What this means is an

expansion of uncertainty about the meaning and effect of

the standard inspection system provision to other federal

agency contracts; 9 only the DAR had the requirement before.

The FAR proposals also have a clause which is very similar to

to DAR Responsibility for Inspection clause, and the scheme

for use of advanced quality control requirements is the same. 11

For these reasons, the issues analyzed in this paper will remain

important.



INTRODUCTION FOOTNOTES1

See H.L.C. & Associates Constr. Co. v. United States, 176
Ct. Cl. 285, 367 F.2d 586 (1966).
2 177 Ct. Cl. 227, 366 F.2d 1003 (1966).

3 See, e San Antonio Constr. Co., ASBCA 8110, 1964 B.C.A.
-T z479 TCI9T4).

4 Winder Aircraft Corp. v. United States, 188 Ct. Cl. 799,809,
412 F.2d 1270 (1969).

5 ASPR Revision 6, 15 November 1961.

6 Defense Procurement Circular 76-5, 15 October 1976.

See pp 17-21.

8 DAR 9 7-602.10; DAR T 7-602.43.

9 See p 164ff.

10 Compare FAR T 52.246-1, Contractor Inspection Responsibility,
and DART7-103.24.

11 FAR % 46.202. The FAR bases the choice of quality system
or clause on the complexity or criticality of the item
procured, as does the DAR. The FAR accomodates, however,
all of the different agency quality programs. See the
description at pp 172ff of the different quality programs
used in supply contracts.

8
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CHAPTER I

LIMITS ON THE LOCATION, TIME, AND MANNER

OF GOVERNMENT INSPECTION

All of the inspection clauses give the Government broad

rights to inspect supplies and services. In fixed price supply

contracts, the Government is given the right to inspect "all

supplies . . . to the extent practicable at all times and

places including the period of manufacture, and in any event

prior to acceptance." l The right of inspection in construction

contracts is similarly broad and gives the Government the right

to inspect and test "at all reasonable times and at all places

prior to acceptance." 
2

Yet the contracts also contain language which limits the

right. A Government obligation to not delay the work is found

in that part of the clause which requires the Government to

inspect "in such a manner as not to unduly delay the work"

in supply contracts. 3 In construction contracts, the Government

must inspect "in such a manner as not unnecessarily to delay

the work." 
4

Apart from this contract language which mentions delay,

the right of inspection is also circumscribed by the implied

obligation not to interfere with, or hinder, performance

of the contractor. When the Government engages in activity

that contravenes a contract provision limiting inspection, or

9
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that is beyond the scope of permissible inspection, or that

is an unreasonable method of conducting inspection, the Gov-

ernment may be liable for increased production costs. Further,

the contractor will be excused from any resulting delay in
i perf ormance.

N" The first problem area which will be discussed in detail-S

is the location of the Government inspection. The procurement

regulations generally require that the contract designate the

* 5places of inspection. Generally, the inspection either is

done at the place of manufacture, often the contractor's

plant, or the inspection is done at the destination or

construction site. For simplicity, these alternatives will

be referred to as the source and destination inspections.

This discussion will analyze the extent to which these contract

provisions limit the right of the Government to inspect at

all times and places.

Changing the Geographical Location of
Government Inspection

Contractor claims arise in two contexts. In one, the

contractor argues that the Government can only reject supplies

or materials based upon source inspections if designated in

the contract. This argument is used to avoid the effects of

rejection when it is based on inspection at the destination.

The other context involves a claim for compensation. The

contractor seeks payment for increased costs caused by the

change of the inspection location from the source to the

destination.

'



The Right to Change the Inspection Location

In 1979, the Court of Claims resolved the first issue

in A.B.G. Engineering v. United States. 6 The court held

that the inspection clause in supply contracts gives the

Government the right to base a rejection on an inspection done

at the destination even though the contract specifies the

source as the place of inspection. The court reasoned that

the inspection clause gives the Government the right to inspect

at all times and places prior to acceptance, and that accep-

tance does not occur until delivery at the destination under

the standard clauses. The designation of the contractor's

plant as the place of inspection does not limit that right.

A.B.G. Engineering did not make any great departure from

precedent, at least as far as supply contracts are concerned.

In 1965, the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals had

similarly permitted the Government to reject supplies based

on an inspection at destination, although source inspection

was specified in the contract.
7

A.B.G. Engineering did not resolve the confusion about

the effect of Federal Procurement Regulation provisions which

specifically say that destination inspections should examine

only for damage in transit, quantity, and possible substi--

tution or fraud when source inspection is specified in the
8

contract. Boards have reached conflicting conclusions about

whether the regulation limits the Governments right to inspect

at the destination.9 Some agencies have amended their

regulations so that they now expressly allow Government inspection

' 0I, .
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at destination although source inspection is specified.

Construction contracts have had a different analysis of

the problem because of unique language in their inspection

clauses. Previous editions of the clause gave the Government

the right to inspect at "any and all times during manufacture

and/or construction and any and all places where such

manufacture and/oronstruction are carried on:'11  The clause

also stated that inspection would be "made at the place of

4 production, manufacture, or shipment, whenever the quantity

justifies it . . . and such inspection and written or other

formal acceptance, unless otherwise stated in the specifications,

shall be final, except as regards latent defects, departures

from the specific requirements of the contract, damage or

loss in transit, fraud, or such gross mistakes as amount to
fraud." 1 2 The Boards have historically held that the clause

operates to attach "finality" of acceptance to the inspection

at the source, precluding a later inspection at the desti-

nation or site.
13

That clause is different from the one currently used

in construction contracts, which does not characterize the

source inspection in terms of "acceptance" or "finality. 14

* That difference in language has been cited as the reason for

reaching a different result when the current clause is used.15

The rule now appears to be the same as that in supply contracts;

designations of source inspection do not alone preclude the

Government's rejection of nonconforming materials after an

inspection at the destination or site of construction.

N o aa,-',.-.,- .. ..
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Compensation for the Change

The conclusion that the Government has the right to

conduct the inspection at the destination does not mean that

the Government is not liable for any increased costs incurred

by the contractor which were caused by the change in inspection

location.
16

In Merritt-Chapman & Scott Corp. v. United States, the

Court of Claims considered a claim by the contractor that it

was entitled to the costs of correction when the Government

inspected at the site and ordered correction there. The

court, while considering the claim for compensation, wrote:

In sum, it is concluded that the contract
read as a whole establishes that final acceptance
of the gates was to be at the job site and not at
the fabrication plant. Moreover, the record
before the Board overwhelmingly supports the
Board's finding that the corrective work required
to be performed was necessary to correct defi-
ciencies in fabrication . . . Indeed, plaintiff
[contractor] could not cite one instance where
the correctiv1 work went beyond specification
requirements.

The court held that the costs of correcting defective work

must be paid by the contractor. That result seems consistent

with the conclusion that the Government has the right to

inspect at destination even where source inspection is

specified. Yet other cases have charged the Government with

some costs caused by these changes.

In Merritt-Chapman the Government had been performing

source inspections as agreed upon between the parties, although

some defects had apparently passed the first inspections undetected.
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It appears that the contractor must bear the costs of correction

after rejection so long as the Government is not ignoring

its promise to inspect at the source.

A 1978 Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals decision,

Boeing-Vertol Co. 19 suggested this rule. During performance

of a supply contract for the production of helicopters, the

Government began noting problems with the quality of the product

and elected to move its final inspection. The contract included

the standard supply inspection clause and stated that the Gov-

Aernment inspection would be performed during manufacture;

final inspection was to be done at the contractor's plant.

The Board noted the standard contract provision which requires

the contractor to provide reasonable facilities and assistance

to Government inspectors, but it concluded that the contractor

was entitled to reimbursement for the extra production costs

caused by the change. Those costs included increased hours

expended by the contractor's quality assurance personnel and

personnel reassignment costs.

The Board reasoned that the contractor had "established

that the working relationship between the parties had extended

for some time and that the contract price was predicated on

prior experience" and that "the appellant Lcontractor] was

entitled to rely upon the past practice that had been followed

by the parties. When the Government elected to change its

inspection practices, this became a change pursuant to the

contract's changes provisions and the appellant is entitled

to be compensated for any additional costs it reasonably

%--
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incurred as a result of that change."2 0

It appears that the key to the decision is the nature of

the Government change. The entire inspection practice was

changed. No more source inspection at all was conducted.

That distinction from the Merritt-Chapma situation seems sup-

ported later in the decision. In the portion of the decision

dealing with quantum of entitlement, the Board did not allow

recovery of costs for "performing more thorough inspections

by the appellant's [contractor's] own inspectors and the

correction of additional defects which were being located

by both appellant and Government inspection personnel."

Those costs were characterized as "attributable to the effort

necessary to produce quality aircraft which the Government

was entitled to receive under the terms of its contract .

They are not costs reasonably attributed to the Government's

change in inspection practices." 2 1  On the other hand, the cost

arising from the need to allocate additional personnel to the

quality assurance effort was allowed.

There has not been yet any clear case which defines which

costs the contractor must bear when the Government changes

the location of inspection. It appears that, while the Gov-

ernment has the right to base rejections on the later inspection,

it must bear the increased costs of production unless the source

inspections have been conducted as contemplated by the parties.

In that case, the contractor probably must pay the costs

associated with rejections based on inspections at the

destination or site. In any event, the contractor remains
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responsible for the quality of the end product, whether

inspections occur at the source or at the destination. The

contractor always must bear the costs associated with correct-

ing rejected goods, except that the Government apparently must

bear the marginal cost increases caused by a total change

of its inspection from one conducted at the source, as agreed

between the parties.

Delayed Government Inspection and
.. Inspector Unavailability

Although the inspection clauses use different words to

express the limits on the right of the Government to delay

the contractor when it inspects, 2 2 the duty of diligence has

not been defined differently by the cases. They appear to

evaluate the delay based on its reasonableness. This seems

to be done by assessing the reasonable expectations of parties

when they enter similar contracts. When parties contract, of

course, they probably have no idea of how long it should take

the Government to conduct its inspections, but expectations

are likely more in terms of how much hindrance the contractor

can expect from Government inspection. It would also seem

that these expectations would be tied to the utility of t'e

Government activity. The cases seem to support this analysis.
23

For example, in Russell R. Gannon Co. v. United States,

the Government had directed the contractor to not begin

tests until a Government inspector was available to witness

the beginning and end of required tests. There were numerous

occasions when no Government inspector was available at the

WV. ~ * .5 . .
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beginning of the test period, and other times when the test

had to be continued longer than necessary because there was

no available inspector to witness its end. The contractor

had been promised that an inspector would be furnished on an

on-call" basis. It was clear from the findings that the

contractor was on a tight production schedule and that inspec-

tor unavailability was at least partially responsible for the

contractor's failure to produce and ship supplies on twelve

workdays, out of a total performance period of about six

months. The court found the delay unreasonable.

Considerations in the Analysis of
Reasonableness of Delay

Gannon Co. suggests a requirement for more diligence

when contractor progress is directly tied to the availability

of an inspector. In these circumstances there is probably

much more opportunity for substantial cost impact when the

Government is not diligent in inspecting. In fact, the

Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals has concluded that

an inspector in such situations must respond in a 'reasonably

prompt and cooperative manner' when the Government insists that

24
contractors wait for inspectors to be present. In circum-

stances where contractor progress is linked to Government

approval of stages of performance, the Court of Claims has

stated that the Government must do "whatever is necessary to

enable him to perform.
" 25

Where the contractor asserts that delayed inspection during

1
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* -. performance caused increased costs, it must establish that

: the linkage of contractor progress to Government inspection

was pursuant to the contract. If, instead, the Government

is merely accommodating the contractor, who is voluntarily

waiting for inspector approvalL before beginning other parts

S"-of the work, there appears to be no Government liability for

26
these kinds of delay.

Even when the Government is under a duty to conduct

these inspections diligently, and the contract requires the

contractor to await approval before beginning other stages of

work, there appears to be a contractor duty to mitigate delay

by shifting effort to other parts of the work where

possible. 
27

The determination of the reasonableness of inspection

28delay must be done on a case-by-case basis. The length

29
of the delay itself has been called "meaningless, although

there are delays which are intuitively so long, such as six

months without explanation, that they receive little judicial

analysis.3 0  A comparison of the length of delay and the

total time for performance is apparently also relevant to the

of 31
determination of reasonableness.

The decisions do appear to allow delays of a "day or two"

without Government liability for them, 32 and delays over

""- weekends or federal holidays have been held reasonable where

there was no evidence of a contrary intent of the parties

when they entered the contract.3 3 As has been discussed, however,

the known impact of inspection delay on the contractor's costs

-%-A
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is important. 34  One decision found one day's delay the maximum

reasonable where the Government had contractually assumed the

responsibility for testing during construction.
3 5

The decisions treat other delays as reasonable, apparently

because they are to be expected by the parties. The illness

of an inspector has caused delays which were held reasonable,
36

as has Government testing delay caused by the occasional

breakdown of testing equipment.
3 7

Another consideration which supports this approach is

the extent to which inspector behavior is questionable.

Evidence of dilatory behavior, such as long lunch breaks,

unexplained failures to meet appointments, or unusually short

work hours, tends to demonstrate unreasonableness of the

resulting delay.3 9 However, there is no requirement for per-

fection in inspector conduct, and occasional tardiness does

not automatically make delay unreasonable. There appears to

be sensitivity to inspector schedules and workloads.
4 0

So the unreasonableness of the act which causes delay is

a factor to be considered in determining its reasonableness.
4 1

It seems probable that the parties expect that Government
42

inspectors will not always respond instantaneously. But

while the usual approach in decisions involves an estimation

of just how much delay would be reasonable under the circum-

stances, with the Government not being held accountable for that

portion,4 3 if the reason for the delay is itself unreasonable,

it is probable that the entire period of delay will be held

unreasonable, even when a Suspension of Work clause is included
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in the contract. 
4 4

Where the Government is unquestionably engaging in

productive activity, such as testing, there appears to be

more tolerance for some delay. One Board even characterized

a permissible inspection practice as "reasonable, if leisurely,

action." 4 5 One of the situations which may lead to more

careful, deliberate inspection is discovery that the work

may not meet contract requirements. Delay which is a result

of such a discovery is more likely to be held reasonable. 
4 6

The grounds for suspicion must be ones which are contract

requirements. For example, delays where work does not look

right would not be reasonable where cosmetic appearance was

" not a contract requirement.4
7

On the other hand, a United States District Court has

sanctioned a six month delay in testing before acceptance.
4 8

The contractor was required to manufacture and supply water

purification tablets. When they were delivered, they had

spots in them which caused the Government to inspect and test

more closely for impurities. The court noted the proposed use

of the item and the potential safety implications and concluded

that the suspicion justified the "careful steps that it took

to be sure that the tablets were in strict conformance with

the specifications ,,.9. The language seems to sanction

the use of visual suspicions where appearance was not a

contract requirement. However, the spots on the tablets were

unusual, and the court considered those spots as a reasonable

indication of a problem with purity, which was a contract

requirement.

I-
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When the contractor complains about the length of time

the Government took to inspect or test, the contractor must

demonstrate that the inspection was inefficient, needlessly

slow, or the result of an absence of "effective liaison'

between the inspector and supervisors or other Government

personnel. 50 When a laboratory is involved, its workload

5- is a proper consideration.51 Where a particular inspector's

inexperience with similar work prolongs the inspection, a

contractor will be entitled to compensation for the resulting

delays.
5 2

One final consideration that is particularly important

is the presence or absence of contractor complaints

contemporaneous with the delay. 53 Considering the fact

that reasonableness of delay is evaluated using party

expectations when the contract was entered, it makes sense

that one would expect a contractor to object when a delay

exceeded those expectations.54

The Time From Which the Government Is
Accountable For Delay

The contract clauses do not specify the time from which

the Government must exercise reasonable diligence. Of course,

where the Government is obligated to approve parts of the

work during performance, the analysis will change depending

upon the particular contract clause involved. What this section

will consider is the obligation to conduct inspection prior

to acceptance or rejection generally.I

S, 
4
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There has not been much discussion of the issue in

supply contracts, probably because the time when supplies

are ready for inspection is more easily identified by the act

of delivery or tender. But in construction contracts, the

assessment of liquidated damages against contractors for late

performance has led to arguments by them that the Government

did not inspect the job within a reasonable time. The rule

is that inspection must be done after the work is substantially

complete.5 5 Perfection is not required,5 6 and the work is

ready for inspection when the facility is capable of adequately

serving its intended purpose.5 7

Where the contract requires that notice be given to the

Government when the work is ready for inspection, the Govern-

ment will not be charged with delay if the contractor fails

to provide the notice 8 unless the Government can be charged

with knowledge that the work is completed, as may be the case

when the Government has possession of the work.5 9

Where there is a requirement in the contract that the

contractor maintain an acceptable inspection system which

incorporates specified tests, the work is not complete until
60

the tests and inspections have been completed by the contractor.

Although the standard inspection system requirement alone61 does

not does not establish a characteristic which is independent
a61

of the technical requirements of the products themselves,
6 1

where the number of defects discovered during the initial stages

of inspection demonstrate a substantial failure of the "ystem,"

apparently the Government can refuse further inspection.
6 2
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Contractor Remedies and Burdens

Of Proof

The contractor can recover the costs caused by Government

63inspection delay as a constructive change or as a constructive

suspension of work where the Suspension of Work clause is
64

included in the contract. The period of delay is not

charged to the contractor's period of performance, and

liquidated damages based on a period of unreasonable Govern-

ment inspection delay will be remitted.
65

The contractor has the burden of proving the amount of

its own delay in performance to be attributed to the Gov-

ernment delay, where it is seeking to have performance delay
66"

excused. The contractor must prove the amount by which

the unreasonable Government delay caused its performance costs

67
to increase when the contractor is seeking compensation.

Where the contractor is attempting to have its total failure

of performance excused, there is a more difficult burden of

proving that the Government inspection delay impeded contractor

performance to the point of excusability, which has been defined

as the point when the Government made continued performance

"impossible. 68

When the contractor is appealing the assessment of

liquidated damages, the burden of proof is different. The

Government must show that the inspection was arranged and

carried out as soon as reasonably possible after receiving

notice that the work was completed.6 9

n.
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Hindering and Interfering With

Contractor Performance

The last part of this chapter will cover other instances

in which Government activity can delay the contractor and

otherwise increase its costs of performance. While in the

last section, the focus was on finite periods of Government

delay in its own inspection, this discussion will evaluate

Government liability for its use of unreasonable methods

of inspection.

The interference cases which are most clear, but of

least interest to this analysis, are those cases where

quality assurance personnel engage in excessive supervision

of contractor employees by exercising "complete dominion and

control over the contractor." 70  This interference issue has

arisen primarily in construction contracts; it constitutes

A a breach of the implied obligation not to hinder the contractor
Sin the discharge of its obligations.71 Even though there are

contract provisions which give the inspector some supervision

or technical direction authority over work,72 "complete

dominion and control over the contractor" is beyond the intent

of that provision.7 3 Even where the inspector is ordering

the contractor to comply with his interpretation of the

contract, there may be interference unless the inspector is

correct.
74

The touchstone of the analysis of interference and

hindrance claims is reasonableness. 75 Most inspections and

tests interfere with contractor performance to some extent,

but the scope of the inspection right operates to require the
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contractor to bear some of the cost.76

As always, the parties' expectations when they entered

the contract are controlling. So specific contract provisions

may limit the time and manner in which the Government may

inspect, and contractors may recover costs incurred when the
7?2

Government chooses to ignore those requirements.7 7  Well-

known and well-established trade practices can also limit

the scope of the Government right to inspect.
7 8

The normal remedies available to the contractor are

compensation for increased production costs and excusal of

delays attributable to the Government hindrance,79 but it

is possible for interference and hindrance to rise to such

a level as to make performance impossible, excusing further

contractor performance. 80 The contractor bears the burden

of showing that the Government inspection impermissibly

interfered with performance and the effect and extent of

any Government-caused delays on performance. 
1

The Use of Incremental Inspections

In Construction Contracts

The Inspection and Acceptance clause used in construction

4 contracts allows the Government to inspect at all reasonable

Itimes and at all places prior to acceptance.82 Inspection

of construction projects by phases or parts of the work is

a recognized way of conducting construction projects. 83

4 Where the contract does not require the Government to

make incremental inspections at specific stages of production,

the contractor has no right to insist that the Government

I

*........................*p w . .. .. ,
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change to incremental inspection to accommodate the contractor.
8 4

Even on a construction contract where weather might degrade

otherwise acceptable, completed parts of performance, the

* .., Government has no obligation to do incremental inspections

and acceptances. 85

On the other hand, even where not specified, the Govern-

ment can choose to inspect during production or construction.

It is constrained by the general obligation not to "unnecessarily'

delay the work. 86  The rule appears to be that the Government

has only a very limited right under these standard provisions

to condition contractor progress on Government inspection

activity.

For example, in Edward E. Stafford v. United States,87

the Court of Claims held that the requirement that an inspector

supervise the planting of each of ten thousand trees and shrubs

* was unreasonable. That procedure was not required by the

contract, and the court considered the short time for per-

formance, the intensity of the effort, and the availability

of only one inspector to do the supervising. 88The rationale

of the court seems very similar to the impact analysis done

when finite periods of Government delays are evaluated for

reasonableness. 89

Similarly, a 1964 Court of Claims decision, Dale

Construction Co. v. United States,9 0 held the Government

accountable for all delays caused by an incremental inspection

and approval procedure implemented for no other reason than

as a cautionary measure. The contract was for installation of

*2 - . * * * * * ~ -- *~- -~\ ~ * - * ~ .
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a water main. The contract required sterilization of a section

of pipe before acceptance of that section. The Army engineers,

exercising an 'abundance of caution," required an independent

bacteriological test of samples drawn from the pipe and did

not allow the contractor to work on succeeding sections until

the test result was returned. No contamination was discovered.

The court found that about twenty days of delay were caused

by the procedure and held the Government responsible for the

.. entire period.

On the other hand, Forsberg & Gregory, Inc. involved

a limited incremental inspection and approval procedure that

was held to be reasonable. 9 1 In that housing construction

contract, the contractor was complaining about the hindrance

caused by an inspector's practice of subdividing of framing

into distinct parts. The inspector would inspect a phase

and require correction of defective work before allowing the

contractor to proceed.9 2 The Board considered the Government's

right to inspect in conjunction with the contractor obligation

to replace defective work and concluded that this method of

inspection was reasonable. The Board did not specifically

comment on the fact that the contractor's scheduling of its

work sequence was being interrupted by the requirement that it

make corrections before continuing other work. However, the

implication was that the practice was approved.

Forsberg & Gregor_= probably is distinguishable from

Dale Construction Co.. First there was no suggestion in

Forsberg & Gregory that having to correct defects immediately
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was causing any real problem to the contractor, whose real

complaint appeared to be the entire incremental inspection

procedure, not just the immediate correction of defects.

In Dale Construction Co., on the other hand, the effects of

the hindrance were more clear and the contractor was clearly

challenging, not the inspection, but the delays in waiting

for test approvals that were neither required nor authorized

by the contract.

That is the other major distinction. In Forsberg &

Gregory the delays were a result of a specific Government

right in the contract to inspect and require correction.

What interference there was only arose after defective work

was discovered. That seems more reasonable than the routine

test approval practice in Dale Construction Co. where delays

were experienced although there were no problems with the

contractor's performance.

A synthesis of the results apparently allows the Gov-

ernment to inspect during construction if it wishes, but

it may not require the contractor to routinely wait for its

test results before allowing performance to continue. However,

where an inspection discloses a defect, the Government can

require its correction before other work commences. The

contract must make special provision for the Government to

condition contractor performance progress on Government

inspection activity otherwise.

4-
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'Tightening' Supply Contract
Surveillance Inspection

In Chapter III of this paper, the contract provisions

relating to sampling and verification inspections will be

discussed. Generally, the prourement regulations allow

for more reliance on contractor quality control, with reduced

Government inspection of end products, where the nature of

supplies allow and the contractor has a good record for

meeting quality requirements. 9 3 At the other extreme, there

may be such a critical need for in-process control of

intermediate characteristics of supplies that the Government

makes an intensive effort to verify contract compliance

during production.94 In either case, the Government may

become dissatisfied with contractor performance and choose

to change the frequency or time when it conducts the inspections

so product conformance can be more adequately assured. Those

kinds of changes often lead to increases in production costs

in continuous production items because production lines get

delayed.

The effect of contract provisions on these rights of the

parties will be discussed later. This subsection will evaluate

liability of the Government for hindrance where there is no

contract provision speaking directly to the issue. Such a

case arose in Allied Paint Manufacturing v. United States.
95

In that case, the agency responsible for Government quality

assurance changed from the Department of Defense to the General

Services Administration. The contract was for supply of paint,
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The prior inspection practice had required the contractor to

conduct testing of paint samples during production, and tne

Government inspectors would base their inspection on surveil-

lance of that process, with some verification inspection done

by the Government. The new agency instituted a 'general

tightening" of inspection procedures, which was not provoked

by any specific problems with the quality of the contractor's

paint. The new procedures included lot-by-lot testing by

the Government, with no shipping authorization until test

results were reviewed and found satisfactory. The court

characterized this as a 'switchover to complete acceptance

testing, ' 96 compared to the previous moving lot inspection

which relied on contractor quality control records. The

changed procedure caused saturation of the contractor s ware-

house; accumulation times before shipment rose from two days

to about four months. The inventory pile-up curtailed manu-

facturing capacity.

The court found no agreement which precluded the Govern-

ment from changing to a complete acceptance testing procedure

of its own, noting that '[s]uch a result would require a

quality assurance agreement between the parties . 9

The court held that the contract did not prohibit the change

of testing procedure, and the termination for default was

upheld.

It appears from Allied Paint that, absent a contractual

agreement between the parties, the Government may always use

complete acceptance testing, even though it has chosen a relaxed

'..,
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inspection practice initially. While the facts in Allied

Paint made the result seem harsh. it makes sense that a

contractor should expect the Government to use its broad

inspection right except as specifically circumscribed by

the agreement. Of course, the Government always remains

98
liable if it unreasonably delays the contractor through

dilatory behavior, needless or unreasonably duplicative

inspection, and the like. Finite Government delays have

been discussed. To the remaining kinds of unreasonable

inspection activity the discussion now turns.

Hindering by Using Unreasonable

Inspection Practices

If the Government hinders the contractor through the

use of unreasonable inspections and tests, the resulting

-V delay is excused, and the contractor is entitled to an

equitable adjustment if it incurs increased costs.99

Inspector Misconduct and Failures to Cooperate

As early as 1926, the Court of Claims found Government

liability where an inspector had harrassed the contractor,

was prone to quarrel, had constantly used abusive language

. towards the contractor, and had generally demonstrated conduct

"not due to the exercise of the spirit and discretion which
,I100

were contemplated in discharge of his duties. Where

a contractor can prove that an inspector was arbitrary and

capricious in the performance of his duties, the inspection

is unreasonable.1 01 Evidence of bad faith of the inspector

102
toward the contractor is relevant, but such allegations
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-, carry a heavy burden of proof. There is a presumption that

public officials act conscientiously in discharge of their

.'..., duties.103

The emerging duty of cooperation has also been a source

*of findings of hindrance where it was breached. In Larco-
-'-. 104

. Industrial Painting Corp. the construction contract called

for painting of buildings. During the walk-through inspection,.5

only minor deficiencies were noted; among them was a loose

screw (of four) that held a security grille in place and

paint which had adhered to a door frame because the door had

been closed before the paint was dry. Upon learning of the

defects, the contractor immediately corrected them. The

problem was that the inspectors had refused to designate the

minor deficiencies, even after the contractor requested them
to. The Board held the practice unreasonable, stating:

The conduct of respondent's inspectors in
refusing, upon request, to designate minor
deficiencies of which only they were aware
was unreasonable. It was a hindrance to
appellant, because the deficiencies were so
minor that appellant's painters could not
reasonably have been expected to cure the
deficiencies unless respondent's inspectors
identified them. 05

Unreasonable Amounts of Inspection

Even where there is no question about the inspector's

conduct, or his good faith, decisions have also considered

the amount of inspection activity. The Government does not

have unlimited authority or discretion to conduct product

inspection without regard to the impact its inspection

practices may have upon the contractor's production.I06
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Government liability for costs incurred by the contractor

has been found under the Changes clause of a supply contract

where Government quality assurance personnel made about

five hundred visits to a contractor's plant within six months

after the contractor began having production problems.
1 0 7

The usefulness of the inspection activity also appears

important to the determination of reasonableness. In Lumen, Inc.,

the costs caused by a substantial increase in paperwork require-

108ments during contract performance were held compensable.

The contractor had been experiencing production problems on

a supply contract for the manufacture of movie projectors.

Ten or eleven different inspectors were assigned to the

contract, and a requirement for additional forms and reports

was initiated by Government inspectors. There were an estimated

five or six thousand reports required. The contractor computed

that about 500,000 signatures of contractor quality control

personnel were required during performance. The Board noted

that Government inspector initials or stamps appeared on the

reports and forms rarely, and concluded that 'the enormity of

this paperwork imposed on the contractor a burden outside of

reasonable contract requirements.".109

Vacillating Inspections

When the Government subjects the contractor to a pro-

liferation of inexperienced inspectors making unreasonable

inspections and demands, the Government is liable for the

110costs caused by the interference. In fact, in 1978 the

Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals invaliiated a Navy

#%1
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inspection procedure for use in janitorial services contracts

where a separate "inspector" was appointed for each of the

forty buildings covered by the contract. The inspectors

were actually "building monitors" who had no prior experience

with custodial maintenance contracts and were given only about

two hours of training in inspection techniques. The Govern-

ment had taken deficiency deductions in the contract price

based on deficiency reports submitted by those "inspectors.'

The Board concluded that "such serious flaws in the Navy's

inspection system taint all the deficiency deductions made

.112during its use . . . The case exemplifies the importance

that boards and courts tend to place on inspector experience

and training as a consideration in assessing inspection

reasonableness.113 Inspector experience and training will

show up again in this paper in the discussion about the
114

reasonableness of subjective judgements during inspection.

When the Government uses an inspection practice that

produces conflicting results and hinders the contractor, the

Government will be held liable. For example, when a

contractor has work approved by one inspector and is consis-

tently facing disapproval of the same work by other personnel,

such confusing and vacillating inspections are unreasonable.1 15

This Government liability from the use of inconsistent

inspection practices should be distinguished from the general

rule that inspection of work does not preclude its later
116

rejection even though the work was approved. In inter-

ference cases, the issue involves a continuing Government

-. ,- , ....p.'-, ';'. ¢ o. .,> ........ :,'', . , : . ,'? . '. . :'.""/ ,.'."."'.'''. . ..
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practice, apparently, rather than a single inspection. In

W.F. Kilbride Construction, Inc. ,117 the rule was stated as:

[I]f inspection procedures are confusing
and vacillating, and the contractor's work is
subjected to multiple inspections to differing
standards by different officials, an equitable
adjustment should be granted under the Chages
Clause for any delay or increased 

costs. lo

Improper Testing or Inspection

The failure by the Government to conduct testing

properly will entitle the contractor to an equitable

adjustment under the Changes clause and an extension in

performance completion time where its costs and time of

performance are increased.1 1 9  Any inspection that holds

the contractor to a higher standard of performance than

demanded by the contract will entitle the contractor to

an equitable adjustment in contract price, usually under

the Changes clause.120 While these kinds of problems are

generally treated as constructive changes, they have also

been characterized as a breach of contract. In WRB Corp. v.

United States,121 the Court of Claims held that the inspec-

tor's use of a "zero tolerance" during inspection was

contrary to contract requirements and a breach of the Govern-

ment's duty not to impede performance.

The focus of that analysis is on the standard of work

demanded by the contract. An inspection that does not

appropriately evaluate work is probably another example

of unreasonable activity that will subject the Government

to liability for delay. But the key to resolving the issue

I J
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lies in an analysis of the propriety of the inspection as

a basis for making the decision to reject or accept. In that

way, the issue is somewhat different from the analysis that

has been discussed in this chapter.

It seems that in these other interference cases, the

boards and courts are often faced with activity which cannot

be neatly separated into proper and improper inspection and

tests. In some cases, there is at least some inspection

- that is proper, although the entire practice appears

vacillating, inconsistent, or very excessive. At some

point, the activity becomes so suspect that contractor

recovery is predicated on an overall conclusion of

unreasonableness.

Nevertheless, the WRB Corp. factual situation bears

exploration. The determination of the propriety of inspections

and tests as determinants of contract compliance will be

discussed in Chapter II.

Conclusions

Where the Government agrees to conduct its inspection

at a certain place, that does not alone foreclose its inspect-

ing at another place. However, where the Government changes

the location of its inspection and causes increased production

costs, it is liable for those increases. This rule seems

sensible in that it allows contractors to plan their own

costs based on the expectation that the Government will inspect

where it promises to. However, the contractor cannot expect

the Government to give up its right to inspect elsewhere; it

i.
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can inspect at the destination and require the contractor

to bear the costs of correction so long as the Government

source inspection has been performed as agreed.

Issues which involve delays in Government inspection

and contractor hindrance do have contract language embodying

the parties expectations, but it is very ambiguous. The

decisions have to apply a reasonableness analysis to determine

whether the Government is liable for delay caused by its

inspection. The considerations appear to approximate those

one would expect reasonable parties to find important at

the time of contracting. There is a balancing of the impact

on the contractor against the reason for the delay. Inspection

which is necessary is probably within the expectations of the

parties. But where the contractor is hindered by dilatory

inspector behavior, failures of cooperation, the use of

useless or unnecessary inspections, unreasonable amounts

of inspection, conflicting or vacillating inspections, or

the use of invalid tests or inspections, such reasons for

delay are probably outside of the reasonable expectations

of the parties.
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Defense Acquisition Regulations (DAR) 7 7-103.5(b); Federal

Procurement Regulations (FPR) § 1-7-103.5(b); NASA Procurement
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B.C.A. 9 4892 (1965).
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§ 4-14.105-1 (1982); General Services Administration Procure-
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at 36 ,314 (1969).

12 Id.
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CHAPTER II

THE PROPRIETY OF TESTS AND INSPECTIONS AS

DETERMINANTS OF CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

A The last chapter evaluated the rules under which the

Government can be held liable for delay and hindrance of

a contractor when it uses unreasonable inspection practices.

In general, that problem had less to do with product quality

requirements than with party expectations about the manner

in which the Government would conduct routine inspections.

The chapter concluded with a suggestion that the use of

improper tests routinely would subject the Government to

v liability for interference, but the more common interference

case involves excessive inspection, delays caused by inspection,

or other instances when the Government conducts its inspections

at unreasonable times or in unreasonable manners which may

impede the contractor.

This chapter will, on the other hand, consider the

propriety of inspection and testing as it relates to the

specific quality requirements that the contract establishes.

There are substantive rules used to evaluate whether the tests

and inspections used by the Government determine contract

compliance. The rules appear to be different depending upon

whether the activity is an inspection or a test. although

there is no clear distinction between the two.

46
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Yet there is a spectrum of subjectivity involved in the various

kinds of inspections and tests that the Government uses. This

chapter will evaluate the substantive rules in light of that

spectrum, since that seems to be the important distinguishing

feature in the choice of rules.

The first subject discussed will be the use of tests

which are specified in the contract. Then, the analysis will

move to the use of unspecified tests and inspections and

the rules for evaluation of the reasonableness of inspections.

The last substantive area discussed will be resolution of

disputes where the inspection involves subjective judgments,

and the emphasis there will be on inspection in custodial

maintenance service contracts. Finally, the chapter will

close with a summary of the remedies available to the contractor

who encounters improper inspection and a discussion of the

burden of proof encountered in the claim that the Government

used an invalid or improper inspection.

Specified Inspections and Tests

An inspection is an examination (including testing) of

supplies and services to determine whether the supplies and
1

services conform to contract requirements. Testing is

considered an element of inspection and generally denotes

the determination by technical means of the properties or

elements of supplies and involves the application of estab-

lished scientific principles and procedures.- Testing

generally involves less personal judgment of the inspector.
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There are no generalizations about what tests one may

find in the contract specifications, but they can be spread

throughout the document along with the rest of the specifica-

tions which define the physical and operational characteristics

the product must have. Sometimes test specifications will

refer to attributes the product must have at various stages

of production. For example, component specifications may

require one type of test and end item specifications may

hae another. Generally, the contractor must produce an item
4

that meets both.

The Government may use a test specified in the contract

to evaluate performance or design, even if the test is severe

and imposes conditions not likely to be encountered in actual

use. 5 The tests to determine compliance with the contract,

and the contract requirements, constitute an equation.
6

So, in general, where a contract requirement or characteristic

is defined in terms of a test, it can be used by the Gov-

ernment in making its rejection and acceptance decision.

The only real exceptions to the rule involve tests

which cannot be passed. For example, where the contract

specifies a test as a means of determining compliance with

a specified, unambiguous requirement, the test must not be

impossible of attainment or, although possible of attainment,

not involve an unforseeable, novel factor which makes attain-

ment impossible from a reasonable and practical viewpoint.

Also, a specified test may not be used if it is intended to

measure a clear performance requirement and the test is more

-- 4 . - 4 4 . 4-
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8demanding. These issues involve subsidiary problems which

are beyond the scope of this analysis which are present in

any dispute involving an allegation that Government furnished

specifications are defective. For example, the contractor

1.0may have assumed the risk, or it may have a duty to inquire.

Defining The Test

Identification of the precise test procedures which must

be followed is a matter of contract interpretation. This

paper will not attempt to retrace the development of the

rules of interpretation, but it probably is useful to

highlight some which are important in this context.

For example, where there are unresolved ambiguities in

defining test results that are acceptable and those that are

not, the ambiguity is resolved in favor of the contractor's

12reasonable interpretation. On the other hand, where only

one interpretation of a test is reasonable, that one is

adopted.
1 3

Where tests are ambiguous, contemporaneous actions of the

parties during the course of testing are relevant to the

interpretation, and a failure of the contractor to object to

the Government's method of testing has been cited as a reason

14not to hold the Government test improper, particularly

where the absence of objections has continued over a contin-

ued course of time. 15

Of course, where there has been a joint approval of testing

16:" equipment, their use by the Government is proper.
" . " .

,5.
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The specifications do not usually dictate every detail in

the performance of a test. Sometimes they simply refer to

a test by its customary name. In such a case, industry

practice is used to resolve an ambiguity in the specifics

17
of test procedure.1 In this regard, there are also detailed

test procedures which are published by some agencies in

handbooks and pamplets which might be relevant to deciding

whether a Government inspector has improperly performed a

specified test.
1 8

-' Test Performance

Equipment Accuracy and

Operating Conditions

The Government test must be conducted so it does not

introduce contaminants or otherwise induce characteristics

.which are grounds for rejection.1 9 For example, tests for

purity must be controlled so that they prevent contamination. 20

Some tests are operational in nature. That is, they test

performance characteristics instead of dimensions or other

physical requirements. Such tests must be representative of

the conditions to be encountered during use of the product
'['-'[21

if no operating conditions are specified. For example,

where a contract specifies that an item must be capable of

twenty-four hour operation, that does not mean that the

worst possible conditions can be imposed during testing.22

Test instruments used by the Government must meet

specified calibration standards. The use of defective test

9.
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equipment or gauges will invalidate a rejection based on

them.2 3 Likewise, a rejection is wrongful where the Gov-

ernment uses equipment which cannot be relied on where close
24

tolerances are involved and the equipment yields varied 
results.

Compliance With Test Procedures

Where the contract specifies a test procedure to be

followed, a failure to comply will invalidate the test results.

However, absolute identity is not required. One decision

has approved the use of a procedure which "approximated"
~25

those described in a treatise which defined the procedure.

The focus of attention, though, probably should be on whether

the faulty testing is sufficiently deviant to undermine the

Government's assertion that the items do not comply with

the specifications.
26

Where a test requirement is considered of limited value

or has no "rational basis," it is enforced, but less deviation

. is tolerated.27 Even a very small error in testing procedures

would invalidate a rejection where the prescribed test is

measuring a characteristic with precision and a standard
28

of relative perfection is demanded. But if the Government

can prove that the difference in procedure does not effect

the evaluation of relevant characteristics, then the deviation

is immaterial.29

Specified Inspections

Apart from the common specification of tests as a

Imeasure of contract compliance, the contract may also prescribe
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a procedure for an inspection which involves more opportunity

for subjective judgments. The analysis of these cases appears

to be the same as that used in analyzing testing, although

the number of cases is not as great. As an example, in

Contract Maintenance, Inc.,30 the contractor was providing

custodial maintenance services. The inspection was required

to be done at specific times of day, but the Government

inspector chose to do the inspections at all times of the day

or night. He had no set time for inspection but did it'When

he felt like it.£ 31  2he Board noted the importance of adhering

to time constraints during inspection of service contracts

because cleaning will degrade with time and use. The Board

concluded that "'t]he failure of the Government Inspector

to conduct his inspection within the four corners of the

contract is fatal to the Government's case and permits

recovery by the appellant [contractor] of all monies withheld

under this contract.
"32

It appears that although it is difficult to clearly

distinguish between an inspection and a test, analysis of

their propriety uses the same rule structure where procedures

specified in the contract are not used. Government failure

to follow the specified procedure makes the inspection

presumptively invalid; the Government has the burden of

proving that procedural deficiencies did not affect the

outcome. Contract Maintenance implies this rule, but more will

be said about the burdens of proof at the end of this chapter.

V ' " " " " ""i"h:7 7.',
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Unspecified Inspections and Tests

The more difficult issues of inspection and test propriety

involve inspection procedures which are not constrained by

specific contract provisions. In 1961, the Court of Claims

established the basic criterion for these inspections as

one of reasonableness. 33 A reasonable inspection is one

that, if properly performed, determines whether the goods

or services conform to specifications. The Government may

perform any reasonable inspection, even if not described

in the contract, so long as it does not impose requirements

different from or more stringent than those set out in the

contract. A more current statement of the rule appears in

Puma Chemical Co. 34 where the Board approved inspection methods

and tests not specifically detailed in the contract as a basis

for rejection of a product where (a) the tests are accurate

and reasonably calculated to determine compliance with the

9 specifications, and (b) do not force the contractor to meet

different or more stringent standards and requirements than

those demanded in the contract and specifications.

Arguments have been made that if tests are specified

in a contract, then the Government is preempted from using

other tests. Crown Coat Front Co. v. United States, the

Court of Claims decision referred to above, addressed that

issue. There, the contractor was required to supply felt

canteen covers which were required to be mildew resistant and

have a specified content of a mildew inhibitor. The contract

specified a test for mildew resistance but none for the

'a . - - .' k--% -< ' - - ... ,..-. ..... ..... . ..
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inhibitor content. The Government used a test to determine

the amount of mildew inhibitor and rejected the lots based on

those tests. The contractor argued that the Government was

precluded from using any tests other than the one specified.

The court disagreed and held that the tests for content

of mildew inhibitor were both reasonable and necessary and

were accomplished in such a manner as not to unduly delay

the work. The court reasoned that although tests were

specified for some contract characteristics, the Government

was entitled under contract inspection clauses to inspect

for strict compliance with other contract requirements.

This seems like a sensible result; contractors probably

do not expect that the Government will turn its head away

from characteristics which have no specified tests in the

contract. This line of reasoning was applied in Waltham

Electronics, Corp. 5 where the Board held that when a

contract specified that electronic equipment meet frequency

"stability" requirements, the contractor should expect that

tests to determine whether the equipment conformed would

be used.

There are decisions, however, where the Government has

been precluded from using unspecified test methods. In

American Machine Foundry Co.? 6 the Board found that the

use of test procedures different from those specified

without more made the Government's inspection invalid. There

was no further analysis to determine whether the different

procedures were prejudicial by causing adherence to standards

0* *..*.~* -v...
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more stringent than those in the contract. In fact, the Board

suggested that such evidence would not even be relevant when

it stated, "[t]hese findings without more sustain appellant's

stated position." The Board's apparent refusal to allow any

deviation from the test specified may be explained by the fact

that the Board thought the particular test requirement arbitrary.

The Crown Coat analysis has also been modified when the

contractor and Government agree to a specified test procedure

by contract modification in order to resolve a dispute about

contract requirements. In Process Equipment Co. 3 8 the contractor

had been having performance difficulties and had failed some

performance tests. The parties executed a specific test

procedure by amendment to the contract, and the Board allowed

no deviation from it.

Other than these two limited exceptions to the right of

the Government to use unspecified tests and inspections, the

Government is primarily constrained by the remaining require-

ment that the inspections not change the contract requirements,

which appears to be the touchstone of reasonableness.

Changes To Contract Requirements

From Crown Coat one learns that an unspecified inspection

or test may not impose a different requirement for a physical

or performance characteristic or enforce them more stringently.

But the "Government is clearly entitled to get precisely

what it bargained for in the contract."39  If strict, intensive

inspection is necessary to assure this, then the contractor has

no valid complaint, and the Government can insist on contract
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requirements even if deviations would not impair usefulness

of the item.
41

Changes to Standards of Workmanship

If an objective standard of performance can be identified,

an inspection which demands a higher standard of performance

42is improper and any subsequent rejection is invalid.

But often, there is no quantified characteristic which will

give a court or board the luxury of comparing the standard

applied by the inspection against it. In that case, the

rules of contract interpretation must be used.

Unwritten 'tolerance" policies which have been applied

"for years" have at least once precluded enforcement of

43clear specification requirements, but it is more common

for extrinsic evidence to be used to interpret ambiguous

contract provisions. For example, a practical construction

which the parties themselves have given to a contract during

its performance and before the controversy arose is properly

44accorded great interpretative weight. Also, workmanship

standards which are well-known and well-established in industry

-. are relevant to interpretation of ambiguous workmanship
%45 standards. These summarizations of interpretation rules

are not meant as a complete analysis of these problems -

that is beyond the scope of this paper-but they serve as an

introduction to considerations which the decisions employ

to determine the objective intent of the parties when they
-I6

entered the contract.
46

A
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Even more important, those rules serve as a contrast to

an important qualification. It appears that where the Gov-

ernment has definitive standard specifications available which

define the standard of performance it is arguing should be

incorporated by trade practice, it will not be. In welding

jobs for example, identification of requirements is confused

because the description of work incorporates generic terms

such as "workmanlike." Then various standards are incorporated

by reference to military standard specifications, American

National Standards Institute publications, American Society

For Testing and Materials standards, and American Welding

.. 47
Society publications. In Reliance Enterprises, Inc.- a

dispute arose over the standard of workmanship for welding.

Although some of these publications were incorporated by

reference in the contract, the Government was arguing that

one not included should have been incorporated as a trade

practice. The Board held that the Government has an obligation

to incorporate them in the contract if it wants them applied.

The impact of the availability of standard specifications

will be also considered during the discussion of the standard

contractor inspection system requirement in Chapter V.

4, This subsection has considered changes to any given

standard or characteristic. A related problem, that will now

be considered, is the effect of the Government's evaluation

of a new characteristic not required in the contract.
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Impermissibly Evaluating New Characteristics

Where an unspecified test or inspection evaluates a

characteristic not called for in the contract, rejection

based on failure of the item to satisfy the inspection or

test is wrongful. For example, an inspection can not evaluate

cosmetic appearance unless it is a contract requirement.4 8

Sometimes this problem is difficult to detect.

For example, in Spec Tool Co.4 9 the contractor was

required to manufacture and furnish accelerometers. The

contract required that the accelerometers be able to with-

stand specified impact shock and vibration tests within a

S" temperature operating range of -55 degrees C to 70 degrees C.

The Government began its test by putting the accelerometers

in a refrigerator cooled to -55 degrees C. After cooling,

they were immediately removed and placed into an oven which

was preheated to a temperature of 70 degrees C. The Board

invalidated the test and subsequent rejection on the ground

that the test imposed a requirement not contemplated in

the contract. The extra-contractual requirement for resistance to

"thermal shock," which is the ability to withstand rapid

changes in temperature, was not in the contract.

An inspection or test which imposes a new requirement

is clearly an example of the kind of new contract requirement

cited by Crown Coat. 5 0 But there is one final way of evaluating

these changes to contract requirements. The Government can also

forfeit its right to use unspecified tests by using unreasonable

standards of inspection. The distinction between standards of

*4I
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performance and standards of inspection is a subtle one, but

one that is recognized.
5 1

The Reasonableness of the Inspection

." The need to recognize the distinction arises because

in some work, especially construction and service contracts,

there are some work requirements which can be defined in no

other way than through use of a reasonable inspection. For

example, in a construction contract which requires painting

of a building, the specification might state that painting

must be free from 'luns." However, the existence of runs

depends on whether inspection is done from a distance of

20 feet, 1 foot, or microscopically. Of course, if the

contract specifies the procedure for observation, it must

be followed, and failure to do so would invalidate rejections

based on the inspection.5 2 A decision which considered this

set of facts drew the distinction this way:

. . Implicit in this case appear to be
two aspects of standards, that are sometimes
taken as the same and sometimes taken as
different, namely, standards of inspection
and standards of workmanship or performance.
Certainly, these two are closely related
and in many instances are indistinguishable.
However, in at least some of the tasks
under the subject contracts a technical
distinction can be made in theory if not
in practice. Standards of workmanship can

be taken to relate to the end product of
work, with respect to such matters as
straightness of lines, smoothness of finish
etc. Standards of inspection can be taker. to
relate to the care, method, and frequency
with which inspection is done, such as every
inch of surface is viewed rather than random
samples, more than one inspector passes on
the same work, etc. . ..

d**.....-.i%.
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In a case such as this, a high standard
of inspection or even a varying standard of
inspection should not, for the most part,
alter the standards of workmanship, although
it might increase the amount of work a
contractor might perform, by reason of the
fact that little work below the performance
standard escaped detection. For example, the
quality of paint work required is relatively
independent of whether the inspectors pass
through once a day or once a month. On the
other hand, the workmanship required might be
affected if the inspection standard were
changed from a view at ten feet to a view
at one foot.5 3

What seems clear is that the evaluation of the

standard of inspection involves an objective examination

of the intent of contracting parties; the subjective

intent of one of the parties is not controlling. In

54
Chelan Packing Co., for example, the contractor was supply-

ing applesauce which was to be 'reasonably' free from peel

and other impurities. The contractor was claiming increased

costs due to the alleged overly stringent inspections.

The Board, in upholding the contractor's claim, concluded

that the "reasonably free standard imposed by the contract

was an objective standard the application of which depended

on the exercise of subjective discriminating judgment by

a person or persons with experience and expertise in the

subject matter."5 5 The Board held that the subjectivity

involved in the application of the standard did not make

it vague and indefinite or render it unenforceable. The

! Board considered favorably the existence of a referee inspection

procedure, but it thought the application of the inspections

too inconsistent to be reasonable.
oa .
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Some discussion of the standards of inspection has

already arisen in a different context. In the last chapter,

the standards were evaluated in the context of delay and

interference, namely, the standards which limit the time,

place, and amount of Government inspection. The standards

which are now of interest are those that relate directly

to the quality of the product or service.

SBesides bearing in mind that the decisions attempt to

assess the objective intent of contracting parties under

these circumstances, it may be useful to state some intial

observations as an aid in understanding the discussion,

First, as has already been discussed, the purpose of an inspec-

tion or test is to determine whether the work conforms to the

contract requirements. It is useful not to lose sight of

that overall objective as a reference point. Second, the

rule7 of contract interpretation are an apparent aid in deciding

what a reasonable inspection is. For example, the decisions

consider other contract language, as well as trade usage

and industry pr-ra-tice, in defining the parameters of reasonable

inspection. This approach seems sensible. Objectively, one

could expect the parties to a contract to reach expectations

concerning the extent of inspection based on such considerations

- where the contract does not provide otherwise.

'9.

'
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Accuracy

.Where the Government is using tests, all of the

substantive rules which govern the validity of specified

N: "5
% '. tests are apparently applicable. The tests must be accurate,5'

that is, they must be capable of assessing the existence or

nonexistence of the characteristic. The problems with

contamination and other failures to control the operating

-i conditions of tests would appear to equally affect the

validity of unspecified tests.

The Contract Language and Trade

Practice As Considerations

Where the contract incorporates tolerances which

recognize less than perfection as the general standard of

performance, an inspection which appears to demand perfection

is unreasonable.57 Besides the specific contract language,

other evidence of agreement between the parties, such as

extended past practice, is also relevant to the reasonable-

ness inquiry. 58

Methods of testing or inspection which are accepted

in the industry are also reasonable. 5 9 For example, the

tools used in common industry practice, such as "go-no go"

60gauges, may be reasonable.

Similarly, if the Government uses methods or tools

which are capable of measuring characteristics with great

accuracy, and the practice is contrary to standard industry

9practice which is well-known and well-recognized, the inspection

unresonale.61 6is unreasonable. In Tree Best Reforesters6 2 the contractor

-
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entered a contract for tree planting. The planting sites

were required to be "scalped" (vegetation removed) around the

sites for a diameter of eighteen or twenty-four inches

depending on the plant involved. The inspectors were measuring

diameters with a tape measure at several different points

around the circumference and would require rework if diameters

were more than one half inch off the required diameter. The

Board found the inspection invalid and found it more stringent

than trade useage would allow, although the Board never defined

what the tolerance was. The Board concluded that it was not

persuaded that the Government method of inspection was the

normal and usual method applied in the industry.

The use of techniques of unusual accuracy in construction

contracts is unreasonable where the contract does not provide

for them 63 Similarly, the inspection of painting sub-

stantially closer than customary in trade practice is

unreasonable.64  The same result has been reached in supply

contracts where roundness of bores has been customarily

measured with go-no go gauges, and the Government used

more precise methods.65

Intended Use as a Consideration

An unspecified inspection is unreasonable if it employs

operating requirements or conditions which are unreasonable
66

considering the product's intended use. The intended use

must be one reasonably gleaned from the contract, not the

subjective desires of the Government.'67 o, for example,

where a supply contract required packaging wnich would

• A'. . '1' . . . . .. . " . ' . . . . - , u , - .- . , ' ' , . .. . , , .- . , " . " .f . . j j . .
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"prevent movement or damage," a Board has interpreted the

requirement to mean prevention of damage during ordinary

handling; the Government's use of a rough handling test was

held unreasonable.68 Apparently these inspections and tests

must be done under conditions which are substantially
69

similar to those encountered during intended use.

This consideration of intended use has also been found

relevant in the interpretation of specified test results.

While the contract may specify that a certain test be per-

formed, there may be no definition of what result is

*70Asatisfactory. In Ovidio Flores, Sr. the contractor was

supplying parachute harnass. The contract specified a

four thousand pound stress test. During the test, one

stitch stretched and one broke, but the Government conceded

that the harnass was safe for its use with parachutes. The

Board found the rejection unreasonable because the test

results were unreasonably applied; the harnass was suitable

for its intended use.

One final case that synthesizes many of these rules

71is B.H. Tanner. In that case the construction contractor

was required to install vinyl tile in a mess hall. The

specification said only that the tile was to be resistant

to water, grease, oil, mineral spirits, etc. The Government

rejected the tile after sending it to a testing laboratory

and submitting it to tests using alcohol, grease, and

asphalt. The exposure to the corrosives lasted for as

long as twenty-four hours. The contractor argued that it
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had successful commercial experience with the tile; the

Government argued that it had special needs because the

floors would be subjected to more than normal abuse by

military personnel. The Board applied the standard of

reasonableness and noted that nothing in the contract

appraised the bidders of the existence of special Government

needs. The Board went on to say that '. . . when, as here,

'there were specifications available to set these standards7

the Government could have been specific as to the tests to

be met but instead used such a general contract description,

there are clearly limits to the degree of resistance that

the Government can insist on. And the test is what the

contract requires and not what the buyer needs .72

Tanner adequately demonstrates the objective focus

of the inquiry and the importance of the intended use

of the product to the determination of reasonableness.

Also, this preoccupation with the existence of other

more definite specifications, which the Government could

have used, again surfaces as an impediment to Government

arguments that their interpretation of contract requirements

is reasonable. 7 3

Reasonable Consistency

In the last chapter, the problem of multiple inspections

was discussed in the context of interference and hindrance.

It is equally true that the Government cannot base a rejection

on an inspection practice which is not reasonably consistent
74

and uniform in identifying defective performance.
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Subjective Judgments By Inspectors

One common thread that ties all of these cases together,

where there is no quantified standard of performance or

where human observation is a part of the testing and inspection

procedure, is a mention of inspector qualifications. To a

certain extent this is probably caused by application of the

rules of evidence. Inspectors are often testifying in these

cases, and no doubt Government counsel are qualifying the

inspectors as experts by asking their qualifications. But

there are apparently substantive reasns why this is important.

There isan opportunity for injection of subjectivity

into the inspection process almost without regard to the

kind of inspection or test. Even where a specified test is

used, unless the test instrument employs digital readout

or go-no go indications, the reading and interpretation of

-.. the test instrument is a subjective act. More commonly,

the use of hand tools for measurement gives the inspector

opportunity to reach subjective judgments. More clearly,

indefinite standards of workmanship such as "workmanlike"

or "clean" in service contracts highlight the problem of

subjectivity. One gets a sense from the cases that in

some of these instances the boards go through the analysis

that has just been described and are left with very little

in the way of objective criteria to resolve the issue of

contract compliance. Then, the case must be decided based

on an inspector's report or his testimony at the hearing that

the work was defective.

.* . ..- -
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Tnis is not always the case. In one instance, a Board

was able to make the determination based on its own examination

of the item. A contractor was required to furnish can openers

which were -to have handles which made operation comfortable.

The Government rejected the can openers because it thought

the handles were not designed so they were comfortable. The

Board had the luxury of having the can openers at the hearing.

The members of the Board apparently tried out the can opener

and decided that it was not comfortable to operate. 75 The

case offers an illustration of the difficulties of proof and

decision when the issue finally gets down to the judgment of

a Government official about whether the work is acceptable

or not. The Board in this case obviously felt that it had

the qualifications and experience to determine what

contracting parties' expectations would be about the "feel"

of a comfortable can opener. Considering the nature of the

item, they were probably as knowledgeabe as anyone; their

judgment as to comfort was probably just as valid as that of

someone having more training and experience.

The problem is that the contract work usually does not

survive to enable a Board to make such a judgment, or the

judgment may be beyond the expertise of a Board because of

the technical nature of the work. The most common example

appears to be the custodial maintenance contract, where the

quality of performance is closely related to the time since

cleaning. Subjectivity of inspection, and the problems it

poses to subsequent litigation, then is in plain focus.

S.
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In fact, it has been recognized explicity that in

custodial service contracts opinions can honestly differ as

S to what constitutes satisfactory work. Apparently this

recognition has led to a modified statement about what the

CGovernment can insist on in the way of quality. It is

work to a reasonable standard, and not perfection, that

is required.
76

Subjectivity In General

It has been said that where one party has the option

of specifying particulars of performance, it must be

"within limits set by commercial reasonableness." 77 Although

subjective inspection is not exactly an example of the

specification of particulars by one party, it does seem

analogous. Because contractors have entered a contract

with "cleaning" the only guide to acceptable performance,

it is sensible to allow the contractor to expect that

commercial reasonableness will be the touchstone of Govern-

ment inspection, unless of course the contract language

clearly indicates otherwise.

The general rule for evaluating subjective standards

in inspection has been stated this way:

It is not unusual for the application
of inspection, testing, grading and classification
standards to involve the application of subjective
discriminating judgment by persons with exper-
ience and expertise in the subject matter, but
this does not render the standards so vague and
indefinite as to be inca-Dable of application or
make them unenforceable.78

Idr_ It appears from the decisions that where the acceptability

%'C
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of work gets down to the subjective judgment of the inspector,

if the inspector is not exercising impartial, discriminating

judgment, or is not suitably experienced with the subject

matter to be able to make these kinds of judgments, then

the inspection is unreasonable. No cases state the rule

that way, but it is the apparent synthesis of the decisions.

Discriminating Judgment

Subjective inspections must be done impartially, and

evidence of the treatment of other contractors on similar

contracts is apparently relevant. 7 9 Evidence of inspector

bad faith is relevant, although such allegations face a

presumption that public officials act conscientiously in

discharge of their duties.
8 0

In custodial service contract inspections, inspector

conduct which demonstrates awareness that work need not

be to perfection, or spotless, demonstrates reasonableness. 81

So does an inspection practice which recognizes that the

variation in age, style, use, and location of a building

area will affect the performance. 8 2 The decisions treat

favorably presence of inspector sensitivity to the problem

of demanding perfection,83 and they look for evidence that

at least some doubts are resolved in favor of the contractor

when disputes arise.
84

Evidence which in other ways shows the deliberation

85and care exercised by the inspector is important, and

evidence of an unreasonable or arbitrary inspector attitude

-,.. .. * S - ..-
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I'case. 86

will taint the Government's case. The inspector is

expected to adhere to guidance which is available 87 such

as clarifications issued by superiors concerning deficiencies

that are acceptable. 8 8

Inspector Experience and

Expertise

The presence or absence of inspector experience is a

common factual finding in the decisions and sometimes is

an explicit part of the rationale for decision.89 Training

and experience are both ways to establish inspector

expertise. 90

Even where default terminations are based on observations

by individuals who have little experience in service contracts,

however, they will be considered if the observations were not

so involved as to have required extensive training.91 This

qualification seems consistent with the Boards approach

to deciding whether can openers were comfortable in use.92

No special experience is required probably to make that

determination.

Yet, the extensive use of inexperienced inspectors to

form the basis for deficiency deductions has been disapproved

where each submission required subjective judgments of work

acceptability, and the inspectors were given little or no

4V training and had no experience in custodial maintenance

contracts. But it is permissible to involve building

custodians, for example, in the initial stages of the

evaluative process so long as there is a review of

*- °
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discrepancy reports by someone with experience. In fact,

supervisory review of inspection reports has been favorably

considered in other contexts.
95

Remedies and Burdens of Proof
4,

Remedies

Where the Government has based its rejection on an

impermissible inspection or test, the rejection is improper.
9 6

A default termination based on such a rejection would be

converted to a termination for convenience. 97 Where

the Government engages in the use of such inspections and

tests over an extended period of time, it will be liable for

breach of its implied duty not to hinder or impede the

contractor,98 and any resulting delay caused the contractor

is excused.
99

Where the Government use of the improper inspection

or test has caused the contractor to repair work which

conformed to the contract or otherwise to perform to a higher

standard than required by the contract, the increased costs
-~ chnge. 00

are compensable as a constructive change.

Burdens of Proof

The Government bears the burden of proving that work

does not comply with contract requirements when work is

101rejected. On the other hand, when the Government's

inspection is cited as the reason for a contractor claim

that the contract was constructively changed, the contractor

has the burden of proving that the 'spection was improper.I0
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.,.* .4 There are several presumptions which operate to allocate

5,.' the responsibility for proving certain elements of claims

of inspection impropriety. First, there is a presumption

that inspectors are conscientious in the discharge of their

duties and that they perform them fairly and in good faith.1 03

Second, there is a presumption that laboratory reports and

other inspection reports prepared in the routine course of

inspection are accurate. I04  Finally, there is a presumption

that Government tests are proper,105 which allows the

Government to only make a prima facie showing of contract

noncompliance by submission of a test report showing that

the contractor's product failed to pass the tests.106

Apparently, this presumption is applicable only to the

technical or scientific tests performed in laboratories

or by specially trained personnel applying a minimum of

subjective judgment and using well-defined procedures.
107

Once the Government makes this prima facie showing,

the contractor has the burden of production. It must come

forward to show that Government test was not in compliance

with contract requirements or was otherwise improper.108

." The evidence need only be sufficient to meet the strength
.5-. 5

of the presumption, in which case the presumption apparently

is no longer operative, and the Government bears the

ultimate burden of proof that rejected work did not conform
' 109

to contract requirements. The presumption that testing

is proper does not allow the Government to rely on the
V.

i.Q absence of evidence where the contractor puts on evidence
S."'
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that its tests, which are more stringent than the Govern-

ment's, show compliance with contract requirements and

there are various methods of testing which can be used under

the contract. 0

The Government has the burden of proving that specified

testing and inspection procedures, such as sampling
,1lJ-

procedures, were followed. Where the Government

" s deviates from proper test procedures, it has the burden of

proving that the deviations did not prejudice the test.--

results.
I1 2

Conclusions

Any conclusions that one draws about the law in this

area has very little to do with specific contract language.

The Government is generally given the right to inspect and

reject; there is little definition in the contract about

the limits of that procedure. The validity of the inspection

as a measure of contract performance seems to have more to

do with all of the technical requirements in the contract

than anything else.

The decisions could be somewhat clearer about the

analysis that is used when the validity of an inspection and

test is questioned. Many of the considerations identified

in this chapter are mentioned in the decisions, but their roles

in the analysis are usually not very clear. The cases could

do a better job of linking the reasonableness inquiry with

the ultimate objective of determining whether the inspection

demands more in terms of performance than was expected when

4.m"
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the contract was entered. Crown Coat sets up that framework

for analysis.113

For that reason, the Government can use specified tests

to de'ermine whether work conforms to requirements; the tests

certainly were expected to define the contract requirements.

If the Government uses a different test procedure, it must

prove that the contractor was not required to perform to

higher standards.

Where tests are not specified, the focus on the parties'

expectations probably accounts for the similarily in analysis

when courts interpret specifications and when they evaluate

the reasonableness of inspections. The other conTract

language, prior course of dealing, industry practice, and

the intended use of the product all seem relevant to determine

the parties' expectations about stringency of inspection,

particularly where there may not be a quantifiable standard

of performance. In these cases, the decisions appear to

allow contractors to expect that subjective judgments by

inspectors will be discriminate and exercised by a person

with experience.

The ultimate label that is usually attached to a valid

inspection is that it is "reasonable." That term by itself

is not a very useful tool for resolving these issues without

an appreciation for the factual considerations which are

important. In the last chapter, the reasonableness of the

inspection was also part of the inquiry, yet the considerations

there were different. Where contractor delay and interference

I°[
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are the issues, the parties expectations, and the rationale

of the decisions, seem to depend on the expected impact on

the contractor balanced against the reason for the delay.

In the inquiry done in this chapter, reasonableness is

linked much more closely which expectations about the quality

of the work. If there is any suggestion to be made after

this analysis, it is that the decisions do a better job

of not treating the reasonableness of inspection as if it

had a life of its own. There probably is much inspection

activity that the Government thinks reasonable and in the

public interest but which exceeds the objective expectations

of the parties when they entered the contract.

J%
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CHAPTER III

SAMPLING AND VERIFICATION INSPECTION

In the previous two chapters, inspection was evaluated

from two different perspectives. In the first chapter, the

analysis was concerned with Government liability for delay

-and interference caused by its inspection activity. The

focus of attention was less on the quality of the product

than it was on the expected impact of the activity on the

contractor compared to its utility. In the second chapter,

on the other hand, the contract quality requirements were more

directly in issue because the propriety of an inspection may

be questioned after a rejection of work based on it.

In this chapter, one encounters elements of each. The

propriety of Government sampling inspection is directly

.. related to the quality requirements of the contract. Sampling

generally represents a choice by the Government to give up

100 percent inspection and allow some amount of defective

work to pass through to acceptance. Changes to the sampling

procedures can raise or lower the probability that defects

will be discovered.

Verification inspection, on the other hand, is the process
used by the Government to make periodic checks of contractor

work. It may be independent of the requirements imposed on

the contractor for testing the work. For example, the contrac-

tor may be obligated to perform 100 percent testing, while the

83
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Government might choose to rely on contractor test records

and compliance certificates in making its decision to reject

or accept. In this case, the Government may conduct its own

verification testing periodically to insure that the contractor

.* is controlling quality adequately to justify this reduced

Government inspection. If the Government is dissatisfied,

*it may institute full acceptance testing or increase the

level of its surveillance. As one can imagine, this problem

has less to do with changing quality requirements than with

interference with the contractor's performance. In that

way it is distinguishable from sampling.

Sampling Without Contract Authorization

The supply contract inspection clause allows the Govern-

ment to reject or require correction of 'supplies or lots

of supplies" which are defective. I The Inspection and

Acceptance clause in the construction contract, by contrast,

gives the Government the right to direct the contractor to

replace any material or correct any workmanship found by

the Government not to conform to the contract requirements."2

The question that arises is whether the Government can

inspect a portion of work and reject an entire lot based on

that partial inspection. In construction contracts, for

*example, an inspector might inspect part of the lumber used

in framing and order the contractor to tear out and replace

it all because the portion inspected was defective. The

answer to the question apparently differs depending on

whether a supply or construction contract is involved.

f. t.. ¢ ., . . f ,/ . < --- . . . ... . . ? { .--. . , . .. .... , . " . . . .... . . ... ...... . . . . . . . ..., .-. .. . .. . - . . .
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Supply Contracts

. Because the supply contract Inspection clause speaks

in terms of "lots of supplies," the Boards have interpreted

that provisior to allow rejection of an entire lot based on

- a random, representative sampling procedure though the

contract does not specify one. 3 Where the supply is not

a discrete item accumulated in lots, bit is a product such

as chemicals or other commodities which have not distinct

existence apart from the lotU, the sampling method must be

one capable of accurately and uniformly predicting the physical
- 4

characteristics of the entire lot.

In Frank & Warren, Inc.,5 for example, the contractor

was awarded a fixed price contract to supply items with

knurled knobs. The knurls made gripping the knobs easier;

the knurls were supposed to run diagonally from the upper

left to the lower right of the knob. The contract had

no specified sampling procedure, but upon delivery, the

Government inspected only 50 of the 313 items tendered. The

fifty were inspected visually; nine had knurls running in the

wrong direction. Fifteen of the 313 items were also inspected

for the required dimensions, and all of those failed to

meet the contract requirements. The Government rejected them

all, and the contractor claimed the costs of reworking the

lot.

The Board upheld the rejection on the ground that the

sample size was reasonable and the sample representative of

the entire lot. The Board reasoned that the contractor had

-
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supplied a lot that was defective in quantity as well as

quality; this was considered a valid basis for rejection.

What is confusing about the rationale is the need to

find that the samples were representative and of a reasonable

size. If one uses the defective quantity rationale, there

would be a failure in quantity regardless of how the defects

were discovered. It would not matter whether the samples

were representative or not. The Board did not say so, but

the reason for tre requirement of representative samples of
a reasonable size may be an outgrowth of the requirement

6
that the defects in performance be more than de minimus.

Today, thefocus would be on the substantial compliance doctrine

and involve a determination of whether the lot of supplies

was timely delivered under the reasonable belief that

they were acceptable, and whether tne defects were minor

and readily correctable. For a board or court to resolve

that issue, they will apparently impose these minimum

requiremerts on sampling where it is not specified in the

contract.

This conclusior seems supported by a more recent

8decision. In Filcon Corp. the Board also considered

non-contractual sampling and the subsequent rejection. The

Board upheld the rejection by concluding that the sampling

evidence was sufficient to establish the existence of

"significant nonconformities" throughout the lot. The
Board held that a sample in such a case must be representatve

of the lot and the sample size reasonable.

.JA.
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If the sampling is conducted properly., tre

is under no duty to inspect each item of a i 2.

out those supplies which are acceptable fr. -:-..

are not.
9

There may be specific provisions in

,*-. limit the right of the Government to oondc '

-K'>- inspections. MIL-STD-105D is a specificatic. ,::' -

the sampling procedures which must te foloed NfO. T

incorporated; it will be discussed later. c'wve7-er, -

special contract language can also constrain the v oe: .

use of sampling.

10
In Herlo Corp., for example, the contractor was

required to supply rifle barrels. The contract arovi de

that:

Barrels will be accepted based on a-
acceptable statement of findings. The Govern-
ment, however, may conduct independent
inspection to verify contractor findings.
Such inspections shall be made at destinatio
and non-conforming barrels shall be rejected
and returned to the contractor. Such barrels
may be reworked and resubmitted for acceptance.!

The Government rejected an entire lot of 571 barrels after

*, having completely inspected only about 100 of them. The

Board stated that this provision:

.. . read alone could be understood as
restricting the Government 'o rejecting only
particular barrels that do not conform to the
specifications as disclosed by the Govern-
ment's inspection. Since, such barrels may
be reworked and resubmitted, the clause at
least implicitly requires correct notification
of the defects to be reworked . .

What is important at this point of the discussion is the
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limit this special provision placed on the Government's

right to reject a whole lot based on a representative

inspection. Herlo also is important, though, because

the Board upheld the Government's rejection saying:

However, when read together with the
contract requirement that the contractor
maintain an inspection system, perform
inspections and submit the results thereof
with each barrel demonstrating that the
barrels conform with all requirements, we
think the Government's right is not re-
stricted to rejecting individual barrels
for individual stated defects.

We believe the Government has a
right not only to reject particular barrels
for particular defects disclosed after an
inspection of the particular barrel, but
also to decline to inspect a shipment of
barrels when an inspection of a reasonable
number of barrels discloses, as here, such
a lar-e number of defects as demonstrates
that the contractor's inspection system
has failed adequately to screen out
defective units. 1 3

This result will be analyzed further in Chapter IV.

But apparently, where -he contractor has a specific

inspection system and screening obligation, there may be

a right by the Gove-nment to use a sampling inspection for

rejection which might not otherwise have been allowed.

The rule may be particularly important to constructi<n

contracts, which have had a rule rezarding unspecified

sampling which is decidedly different from ta

contracts.

4 - ,4 x '-; 4 ' -i? ,. . ..> , -. ? _ , . , . . . . . .. .
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Construction Contracts

The Inspection and Acceptance clause used in construction

contracts differs from that in supply contracts in that it

does not specifically authorize the rejection of lots of

materials. Perhaps that is the reason the decisions do

not generally allow the Government to sample materials and

base rejections or replacement orders on that kind of

inspection. In a construction contract, rejection of material

based upon sampling is only proper if the samples are

representative and accurately determine the characteristics

which are uniform throughout the work.1
4

For example, in Pams Products, Inc. 15  the contractor

was awarded a fixed price construction contract for the

maintenance of airfield pavement. The contract specified the

proportions of ingredients to be used for protective sealant.

After application of three coats of the sealant, the Govern-
-1

ment detected peeling of the surface. The Government selected

a three square yard portion of the runway and scraped off
..

some samples. They were sent to a laboratory and failed the

testing. The contractor was then ordered to apply a fourth

coat of sealant to the runway.

In upholding the contractor's claim for the costs of

applying the additional coat, the Board found the sampling

method inadequate. It reasoned that three square yards out

of 725,000 square feet was an inadequate sample size and

that the method of selection of the sample, "eyeballing" by

the inspector, was not a representative method of sampling.
.'A

,1
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Such a sample, said the Board, was not proved to be repre-

sentative of the entire area.

If the Government can prove that the characteristic being

tested is uniformly dispersed throughout the materials being

tested, such as the tint of paint which has been mixed in

one operation, conceivably sampling can be used to demonstrate

the defectiveness of the entire batch. 1 6 The burden is on

the Government to prove the correctness of the sampling
17

method.

Contractually Specified Sampling

The presence of a contractual sampling plan may

eliminate the uncertainty about what size sample must be

selected as well as the need to demonstrate the representative

nature of the sample so long as the plan is followed. However,

the validity of the rejection then is closely tied to the

use of the procedures properly that are specified. There

are three generic classes of sampling plans that are used

in Government contracts routinely.

The one encountered most commonly in the case law is

MIL-STD-105D1 8 or its previous editions. This sampling

plan is referred to as inspection by attributes. The

specification identifies the number of samples which are drawn

based on lot size. The samples are evaluated for their charac-

teristics with tolerances being applied as specified in the

contract. The samples are rated on the basis of numbers of

defects. If the number of defects exceeds a specified level,

the lot is rejected.

----------- ......... . .
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MIL-STD-414 is a specification which embodies the second

kind of sampling, inspection by variables.19 The scheme is much

the same as MIL-STD-105D so it will not be discussed in detail.

This kind of plan can be used when a quality characteristic

can be measured on a continuous scale and the quality can be

expressed in terms of percent defective. For example, it can

be used when the characteristic can be measured in terms such

as pounds, inches, feet per second, and the like. When the

samples are selected measurements are taken, and instead of

an acceptable/unacceptable determination being made, the

defects are expressed in percent defective. There is a

statistical formula which is applied to the sums of the

percent defectives and their mean. An acceptability constant

is taken from tables in the specification and the rejection/

acceptance decision is made based on a comparison of the

constant with the percent defective quotient. This plan

generally makes the chance of rejection dependent on the

mean of the deviations from contract standards.

The third generic plan that one encounters is the

continuous sampling plan.20 Those procedures are used where

products are submitted for inspection by conveyorized process

or other straight-line materials handling methods where lot

accumulation, necessary for the other two plans, is not

feasible. For the continuous plan to be used, there must

be a moving product, ample physical facilities to permit

rapid 100% inspection when necessary, relative ease of inspection,

and a process which produces a homogenous material. The plans
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begin the sampling with 100% inspection. At this stage, the

inspection is simply a sorting process, with rejected items

taken off the production line and acceptable products allowed

to pass through. As soon as a specified number of defect-free

items passes during a given production interval (which are

units of time such as shifts), the sampling begins. The

specification specifies the 'trigger" number of defect-free

items necessary to begin the sampling. The specification

also prescribes the number of samples to be drawn during

any given production interval. The specification also has

"shifting" conditions for shifting back and forth between

100% inspection and sampling depending on the acceptability

of the samples.
21

The published decisions have involved the most common

of the three sampling schemes, MIL-STD-105D. For that reason,

portions of the specification have been reproduced in

Appendix C. A more detailed analysis of the specification

and the problems which arise will now be done.

MIL-STD-105D

An inspection by attribute is an "inspection whereby

either the unit of product is classified simply as defective

or nondefective, or the number of defects in the unit of

product is counted, with respect to a given requirement

or set of contract requirements.
22

The specification classifies defects according to

seriousness. A critical defect is one that judgment and

experience indicate is likely to result in hazardous or unsafe
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conditions for individuals using the product or one that

is likely to prevent performance of the tactical function

of a major end item such as an aircraft. 23 A major defect

is a defect, other than critical, that is likely to result

in failure, or to reduce materially the usability of the

unit of product for its intended purpose. 24 A minor defect

is one that is not likely to reduce materially the usability

of the unit of product for its intended purpose, or is

a departure from established standards having little bear-

ing on the effective use or operation of the unit.
25

The defects are classified according to the highest category

per unit. A unit gets only one classification, either

critical defective, major defective, or minor defective.

These defectives are classified in terms of percent

defective. The consumer agency specifies what is known as

an Acceptable Quality Level that sets the standard of perfection

for the lots or batches. The Acceptable Quality Level (AQL)

is the maximum percent defective that can be considered

satisfactory. 26 The consumer agency also specifies an

inspection level which is the relationship between the lot

and sample size. Then the tables in the specification are

entered with the inspection level and AQL, and an acceptance

number and a rejection number are extracted. When the

percent defective is compared to this rejection number, the

decision to either accept or reject is made.

The specification gives the Government the right to

reject any .nit found defective. The Government can, under
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the specification, require the supplier to inspect every

unit of the lot or batch for critical defects. Lots or

batches which are found unacceptable can be resubmitted

for reinspection only after all units have been reexamined

or retested and all defective units removed or defects

corrected. The Government reserves the right under the

specification to determine whether normal or tightened

inspection will be used during rescreening and whether

reinspection will include all types or classes of defects

or only the particular type or class of defect which caused

the initial rejection. 2 7 This is important because the

AQL may vary depending on the class of defect which is

being considered. A rejection could be caused, for example,

because of an excessive number of major defects, as specified

by the agency. The specification allows the Government to

order the contractor to conduct complete rescreening, including

screening for the existence of minor defects. This right

may be particularly important where the Government has been

relying on a contractor's inspection system to adequately
28

identify and correct these kinds of problems. To the

contractor, this specification of course means that there is

potential for higher production costs. 29

Sampling is done based on the accumulation of lots or

batches. The supplier has the obligation to provide adequate

and suitable storage space for each lot or batch, equipment

needed for proper identification and presentation, and

personnel for handling and drawing samples. 30 The samples
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may be drawn after all of the units comprising the lot or

"U batch have been assembled, or they may be drawn during

assembly of the lot or batch. 3 1

The specification also prescribes conditions under which

the Government can switch from normal to tightened or

reduced inspections.2 In general, these conditions are

a specified number of acceptable lots, for reduced inspection,
or the rejection of a certain percentage of lots for the

tightening of inspection. The specification allows

discontinuation of inspection by the Government in the event

that ten consecutive lots or batches remain on tightened
T33

inspection.3 3 Normal inspection is generally used at the

beginning of sampling unless otherwise directed by the

Government; such a direction will be tested for arbitrariness.3
4

Failures to Follow Specified

Sampling Procedures

The sampling specification does two things. First,

it establishes the standard of perfection for the samples

drawn from the lot. 35 Second,it establishes the size of

the sampla drawn.

Misapplication of the Acceptable Quality Level criteria

by the Government will entitle the contractor to recover

rework and reinspection costs after rejection.3 6 Also,

Vthe failure by the Government to select a sample size desig-

nated by the contract will render the test results invalid.
3 7

These rules are examples of the general rule that contractually

mandated sampling procedures will be strictly enforced.3 8 The
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burden is on the Government to prove that it followed them.39

A sample must be drawn randomly without regard to its

quality. "Eyeballing" work to extract a sample has been

disapproved and a rejection invalidated because it is an

imprecise method of insuring a representative sample is drawn.41

Probably what is more important is that such methods offend

the rule that samples must be drawn impartially and not with
42

regard to a preliminary determination of quality.

One case that applied this rule structure was A.B.G.

Instrument and Engineering, Inc. v. United States.43 There

the Government failed to select a large enough sample size,

which invalidated any argument that the lot was defective for

the defect evaluated by sampling. However, as appears to be

the case often, the contract specified a separate basis for

rejection which was based on major defects alone. Although

too small a sample was drawn, the major defect level was

reached and the rejection was held proper on that basis.

Note that the problem was not whether the sample was drawn

randomly. Had that been the case, there may have been more

discussion about whether the sample was representative, and

the contract specification might have been strictly applied.44

There is an opportunity to escape the strictness of the

rule, at least in the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals,

if the Government can prove that the deviation in sampling

procedure caused "no appreciable difference in result. ,45

In that case, the Board considered the impact of a smaller

sample size. The Government had selected six cases of eggs

.I
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out of a lot of 125 cases. The specification required that

the sample size be eight cases based on that lot size.

The Board considered statistical evidence which showed the

probability of acceptance was only about 2% lower using the

modified procedure and upheld the rejection. Again, this

question only related to sample size, not the random nature

of the sampling and not AQL. At any rate, the Government

apparently has the burden of proving that the defects in

the procedure were not serious enough to effect the outcome

appreciably.
4 6

"

There is one decision that represents a departure from

this line of reasoning and needs some examination, however.

'.5-.47 In Temco, Inc. a contractor was required to supply steel

shell bodies which had specified yield strength requirements.

The contract had a special clause which allowed the Govern-

ment to base rejection of lots of shell casings on the results

of tension tests conducted on two shells. The contract did

not contain MIL-STD-105D, but the Board found that the

initial agreement provided for random selection of the shells.

Sometime after an extended period of time where this

random selection was being used, and lots were uniformly

being found acceptable, the Government had a shell fail during

ballistics testing and suspected the tensile strength was

inadequate. Because of the importance of this characteristic,

the Government decided to change the method of selecting the

two samples it tested in each lot.

There is a correlation between hardness and tensile

,%5-
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strength in steel. Hardness tests can be performed non-

destructively, so the Government began 100% hardness testing

on the shells and selected the softest two shells for tension

testing. Of course, this procedure was designed to decide

which shells had the most probability of failure. The

rejection rate predictably went up, as did the contractor's

production costs in accommodating the new hardness testing.

The contractor claimed an equitable adjustment under the Changes

clause for the increased costs, and the Board held:

. . . the appellant is entitled to an
equitable adjustment for costs which can
be demonstrated as having been caused by
the change in the testing procedure (as
opposed to costs caused by rejections of lots
or portions of lots the deficiencies of
which might have escaped detection under the
original test procedure). This would include
such things as material handling; provision
of space, heat, light, etc.; equipment, if
any; the destruction of four bodies from each
lot instead of two; and the delay costs, if
any, occasioned because of the increased time
required by the hardness testing of each
body in a lot.114

The majority of the Board characterized the issue as:

. . . whether the contract called for the
appellant to deliver bodies, any one of which
could, if tested, successfully pass the tension
test or whether the contract called for the
production of lots of bodies from which two
drawn at random can pass the tension test.
The latter interpretation would be theequivalent of saying that the test procedures

specified by the Government were an essential
part of the over-all technical requirements,
and that these test procedures modified, limited,
and subtracted from those requirements.

The Board resolved the issue by reasoning that a promise to

use a random sampling selection could not have reasonably

been interpreted by the contractor to mean that the Government
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assents to lower technical requirements, e.g., an agreement

to accept some items with lower than required tensile strength.

Therefore, said the Board, the Government could use an other

than random sampling technique to insure compliance with

the technical requirements.

The dissenting opinion seems -re persuasive. There

seems to be no explanation for aj igreement to use random

sampling other than that the Gov iment has chosen to accept

the occasional defects which will .cape detection through

use of the agreed system. Probably the Government expected

that the production process would produce a homogenous

product and that the examination of two shells would be

sufficient to predict the characteristics of the whole.

The Government could have specified "selection" of

the two shells most likely to fail the tensile test, yet

it didn't. The only reasonable interpretation one can give

this kind of provision is that it did specify an element of

the technical quality requirements that the contractor was

".4 50required to meet.

Government Verification Inspections

Government verification inspection will be treated in

this chapter so it can be contrasted to sampling. Sampling

is a process of determining whether the work conforms to the

contract by inspecting only a representative portion of the

whole. Because the Government agrees to sampling as a basis

for inspection, the decisions have treated deviations from

contract procedures strictly. Sampling apparently is an element
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of those part. o: a contract, including -he -echnJ :-:

cations and test requirements, which define the v -.

51characteristics of work. The Goverrmen., wien-

by sampling, makes a decision to accept sometnin :

fection and even quantifies it when an A'L i eci:ied.

Verification inspections similarly involve ar. " , : :

of a portion of the work, but the purpose and egal --

be different. The purpose is to verify that itemS :rnduce

are complying with contract quality requirements,

inspection may be used for purposes beyond rejection. lV,:

inspections and surveillance procedures are used to insure

that the contractor is doing inspection required by tne :ontcru-,

submitting accurate statements of quality where tho-e are

required, complying with the duty to maintain an inspection

system acceptable to the Government, and otherwise perorinu

contractor responsibilities in controlling quality.52 While

rejections may be based on the accumulated data, these inscections

may also be the basis for other corrective action.

These verifications can consist of a range of activi>w,

from simple review of contractor records to actual Goverrnr-

inspection and testing.5 3  The problems which are arisin

not so much involve contract quality as they do the potentia'l

for increasing the contractor's production costs based on

the way the Government conducts these inspections.

This analysis will necessarily involve supply contrac-.

The issues which were discussed in Chapter I are introduclor;.

Also, the cases dealing with inspection during performance

V. - - % - . * .
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of construction contracts were discussed in Chapter I.'

Contractual Requirements

The cases are infrequent, but when the Government and

contractor agree to the conditions under which the Government

may conduct its verification inspections, the contractor will

be entitled to an equitable adjustment for cost increases

caused by Government verification inspections not in accord

with those provisions. 56 This rule was illustrated in

Columbia Products, Inc.
57

In that case the contract called for manufacture and

delivery of soup to be used by the armed forces. The contract

included MIL-STD-105D which allowed reduced inspection if

ten consecutive lots were not defective. The contract also

included Defense Personnel Support Center Manual 4155.5

which gave the Government the right to:

. . perform verification (examination or
testing or both) to assure that the inspection
performed or certificates furnished by the
contractor are reliable. Initially, the amount
of verification inspection may equal the amount
of inspection performed by the contractor. It
is the intent of the Government to be able to
rely on the results of the examinations and tests
performed by the contractor so that the amount
of verification inspection may be reduced
accordingly. . . When any element of the
contractor inspection system (a particular
test or examination of the end item or component)
has been determined to be unreliable. . . the
Government reserves the right to consider the
inspection system as a whole unreliable, and
to return to full lot by lot verification.
Examination and testing by the Government will
continue until such time as the contractor's
reliability is again established to the sat-
isfaction of the Administrative Contracting
Officer.

5 8
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The Government experienced some problems with the

contractor's performance and instituted full lot-by-lot

testing. It refused to allow a return to reduced verification

testing until ten successive lots had been tested and found

acceptable, arguing that MIL-STD-105D provided for that

procedure. The contractor, on the other hand, proved

that prior practice under the clause had reduced the verifica-

tion testing upon the acceptable submission of five consecu-

-" tive lots. The contractor proved that it had relied on

this contemplated reduced Government verification when it

bid, and that the Government insistence on lot-by-lot testing

deprived it of an important cost savings.
5 9

The Board held for the contractor. It first held that

the Government misconstrued the applicability of MIL-

STD-105D. The switching provisions there, said the Board,

related to the intensity of the sampling that either the

Government or contractor would use to determine whether or

not a lot complied to the contract requirements.60 On the

other hand, the DPSCM 4155.5 provision was the applicable

provision which controlled the frequency of the Government

inspection. The Board accepted the contractor's interpretation

of that provision and ruled that the Government was not

justified in withholding reduced verification inspection

for ten consecutive, acceptable lots. The Board also considered

alternative reasons advanced by the Government for continuing

lot by lot inspection, including the failure of the contractor

to submit required data, and concluded such a ground was not

- -.. .
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contemplated by the agreement; the contractor had demonstrated

that its inspection and test system was reliable, the only
61

relevant condition. The same result has been reached

under a similar contract provision where the Government

has agreed to conduct' "oving lot" rather than 'ttationary lot"

inspections. Failure to satisfy the contract conditions for

shifting to the more costly procedure, in terms of contractor

impact, will subject the Government to liability.62

What these decisions teach is that the Government can

not rely on the switching procedures of the standard sampling

specifications to justify verification inspection changes

where the parties have agreed on the conditions for the

changes. The sampling specifications are generally concerned

with determining the quality of products, not specifying

the conditions under which it is permissible for the

Government to increase the extent to which it can interfere

with the contractor's performance.

Verification Inspection Where

Not Specified

It now appears that the Government's right to conduct

verification inspection is only circumscribed by the general

obligation not to unreasonably delay the contractor.

Allied Paint Manufacturing v. United States,63 which was

discussed in Chapter I, suggested that rule. There, remember,

the Government tightened its inspection procedure by going

to full acceptance testing after it had been using reduced

verification testing previously. The court considered the

%.
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standard inspection clause, which gives the Government the

right to inspect at all times and places, as justification

for that kind of change in the absence of a "quality

assurance agreement between the parties. .,64 The court

went on to approve the Board's analysis of unreasonable

delay, implying that the obligation not to unreasonably

delay is still important in these kinds of cases.
In G.W. Galloway Co. 65 a supply contractor asserted

that a resident inspection force was excessive and that

the inspections interfered with performance. The Board

found that the Government had interfered impermissibly

with the contractor's performance. The Board held that

although the Government can inspect at all times and

places, and the contractor can even be expected to incur

some costs in assisting the Government with inspection,

the Government does not have unlimited authority or

discretion to conduct inspections without regard to the

impact that its inspection practices may have upon the

contractor's production process.

Implicit in this formulation of the rule are consider-

ations that were identified in Chapter I and which are of

particular relevance to this kind of issue. 66 Without

restating those observations entirely, the question of

unreasonable interference is probably resolved by gauging

the parties expectations to such a contract. The process

seems to come down to balancing the forseeable cost impact

67of inspection activity against its utility and necessity.

........... .............................. .. -... -..- .
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There are policies and procedures for verification

inspection located in different publications, most of which

are not incorporated into the contract but serve to direct

Government quality assurance personnel in the performance of

their duties. While these manuals and regulations do not

have the legal significance of provisions made a part of

the contract, such as those in Columbia Products, they may

nevertheless have some significance to any reasonableness

yanalysis. It has been said that Government policy pronounce-

ments may be considered in interpreting contract language.
6 8

It would seem sensible that the Government directives and

procedures might be useful in defining reasonable upper

limits of interference by verification inspection. With

that in mind, the discussion will now turn to the regulatory

provisions that apply.

Government Regulations and Policy
Concerning Verification

The use of verification inspections implies that the

Government will be engaged in quality assurance activity

at the source, the contractor's plant. There is specific

guidance about when source quality assurance action will be

designated. Generally, when an advanced quality control

specification or contractor inspection system requirement

is incorporated into the contract because of the complexity

or critical nature of the items, quality assurance at source

will be conducted by the Government.69 Additionally, these

activities take place at the source when:
7 0

• ..
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1. performance of quality assurance at any other place

would require uneconomical disassembly or destructive testing;

2. special instruments, gauges, or facilities are needed

and are available only at source;

3. Government quality assurance during performance is

essential, as where quality control is closely related to

production methods;
7 1

4. the supplies require inspection and are destined

for overseas shipment; or

p ~5. when otherwise in the best interests of the

Government.72

There is no real standardization among the agencies in

the use of these terms. Quality assurance has generally

been taken to refer to the activity the Government engages

f4 in to determine whether the contractor has fulfilled its

contract obligations pertaining to quality and quantity.73

It is a planned and systematic pattern of all actions nec-
essary to provide adequate confidence that adequate technical

requirements are established, products and services conform

to established technical requirements, and satisfactory

performance is achieved. 74 These actions can include

inspection of supplies and services, review of the contractor's

inspection system or quality program, maintenance of Govern-

V* ment records to reflect deficiencies and corrective measures,
Vo.0 and review and evaluation of other quality data.75

A

The terms used to refer to the contractor's obligations

vary; it may have to maintain an inspection system (DOD) or quality
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* 77control program. These are the focus of all the attention.

The procurement regulations are uniform in requiring

designation in the contract where the Government reserves

the right to conduct inspection78 or other quality assurance

activity.7 9 Generally when inspection is to be done at the

source, the location may not be changed without the authori-

zation of the contracting officer. 8 0  These requirements

may have helped alert potential contractors to the degree

of Government inspection they could expect, as well as

help them form some estimate of how much it would cost in

terms of production difficulties.

The specific mechanisms of verification inspection are

contained in agency handbooks and manuals that may not be

incorporated in the contract. Yet there are general policy

statements which encourage reduced Government surveillance

of contractor quality systems when the performance and

product quality indicate that it is justified. 1

One way that this is accomplished is through reliance

on contractor statements of quality or certificates of

conformance as a basis for shipment authorization or even

acceptance. 2 Generally, however, the Government still does

not forfeit its right to make periodic inspections, although

they are not conducted routinely as a matter of policy. 83

The techniques of verification by the Government range

from actual inspection and test by the Government, to

analysis of their records. 84 The Department of Defense employs

probably the most elaborate verification process.
8 5

.5V
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The Department of Defense quality assurance procedures

are published in a joint department publication, Defense

86Logistics Agency Manual (DLAM 82001. NASA and GSA have

published similar manuals for usely their own quality

assurance personnel, although they are not as detailed.
8 7

DLAM 8200.1 is of particular interest because it is used

by the Defense Contract Administration Service (DCAS) which

performs much of the surveillance activity for other agencies. 88

The verification activities described in the manual include 8 9

review of the contractor's quality control program, where

one is applicable, as well as a review of the written pro-

cedures which the contractor has published to guide its own

employees. The manual also prescribes the use of a

"Product Verification Inspection." The process begins generally

with an initial product verification which includes a review

of the physical facilities and an initial inspection of the

product. Depending on the outcome of this initial inspection,

the Government can use either a reduced or an intensified

product verification. The continuing verification has

sampling procedures which are much the same as those in

sampling specifications, although they are not constrained

by agreed procedures. There are also switching procedures

for tightening and reducing the verification sampling, based

on conformance of the product during verification testing.

This is but a brief description of the nature of the

Government directives which control the verification inspection.

These provisions are not contractually binding, unless of course

Iom
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they are incorporated in the contract. But they might

be useful to a contractor who is faced with what appears

to be unreasonable interference by the Government. The

policies, and the procedures used by the Government to

implement them, could highlight unduly stringent surveillance

of a contractor. For example, there is a provision in Defense

Logistics Agency Manual 8200.2, used by the Defense Contract

Administration Service, which says that routine surveillance

will not be done of a contractor whose quality certificates

are accepted unless there is a reason such as criticality

of the end item or a basis for questioning the reliability

of the certificates.
9 0

Conclusion

It seems quite clear that rejection can be based on

sampling inspection in supply contracts even if not specified.

The sampling procedure must include an adequate size sample,

impartial sample selection, and techniques which otherwise

insure that the sample is representative. In construction

contracts, however, the right to reject work based on sampling

is very limited unless specified in the contract.

The standard sampling specifications are strictly

applied when the Government agrees to base its rejections on

those procedures, although there is apparently room for the

Government to prove that deviations were statistically

insignificant, where the only deviation was in sample size.

The specifications also include other rights of the Government,
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however, which are important to its ability to assure that

work meets contract requirements. It can order tightened

inspection and rescreening under certain circumstances,

and it can even cease acceptance inspection where lot

quality is consistently bad enough.

The sampling specifications apparently have nothing

to do with the Government's procedures for verification

inspection. So if the contractor and Government agree to

.- the conditions under which the Government will perform

its verification inspections, the triggering provisions in

the sampling specifications do not apply generally.

But where there is no quality assurance agreement which

limits the right of the Government to inspect during production,
the Government's activity is constrained only by the general

obligation to not unduly delay the contractor. Absent some

demonstration that inclusion of these provisions in the

contract is beneficial, agencies probably should try to

avoid including verification procedures in the contract

unless they are willing to sacrifice the flexibility inherent

in the general right to inspect at all reasonable times and

places.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ALLOCATICIN OF THE COSTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

WHEN THE GOVERNMCENT INSPECTS

The previous three chapters were concerned primarily

with the limits of the Government's right of inspection. In

these final two chapters, the emphasis will change to an

examination of the duties of each party with respect to

assuring quality.

This chapter will begin with a discussion of the cost

allocation provisions in the standard inspection clauses.

Every visit the Government makes to the contractor's plant

or site of work requires expenditure of money. There are

specific rules which determine who should bear the cost of

Government inspection.

Then the analysis will turn to the responsibilities

for inspection which are assumed by the Government. While

the standard inspection clause language appears to relieve

the Government of any obligations to act for the benefit of

the contractor, there are nevertheless some duties, recognized

in the decisions, which are a source of potential liability.

One relates to the Government's duty to clarify inspection

practices and standards and to otherwise cooperate. The

other duty concerno the obligation of the Government to

disclose its knowledge of defective performance.

116
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The Cost of Government Inspections

This section is limited to a discussion of Government

inspection costs because generally the contractor has to

1pay for the inspections that it must perform. Similarly,

the Government bears the cost of much of its quality

assurance activity, 2 but there is specific contract language

which changes those general rules. Of course, there may be

special contract language which allocates the costs of testing,3

but this analysis will be concerned with the general provisions.

Costs Assumed By the
Government

Pursuant to the supply contract inspection clause,

the Government assumes the expense of inspection and testing

done at a point other than the premises of the contractor

or a subcontractor.
4

In any inspection or test, damage caused by the

Government which is beyond the extent contemplated by the

parties at the time of contracting must be paid by the

Government.5 However, incidental damage which is clearly

contemplated and usual, such as the chipping of mortar and

grout during inspection by an experienced inspector acting

in good faith, is not unreasonable and does not subject the

Government to liability.
6

In supply contracts, where sampling is prescribed by the

contract, the Government is not liable for any reduction in

value of samples used in connection with an inspection or

test that led to a valid rejection.
7

4 .

* f4
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Costs Assumed by the

Contractor

The Obligation to Provide Assistance

to the Government

Both the supply and construction contract inspection

clauses contain a provision which obligates the contractor

to provide, without additional charge, reasonable facilities

8 9and assistance, labor, and materials necessary for safe and

convenient Government inspection. The joint manual which

controls quality assurance activity on Department of Defense

contracts, DLAM 8200.1, states the obligation this way:

. . . The standard inspection clause when
included in a contract, is an agreement that the
contractor without additional charge shall pro-
vide all reasonable facilities and assistance
for the safety and convenience of the Government
inspectors in the performance of their duties.
What is reasonable will be determined on a case
by case basis for the minimum essentials
necessary for PQA [Procurement Quality Assurance]
actions. In some situations the QAR [Quality

". Assurance Representative] may only need the
short time use of a table or desk somewhere in
the facility. In other situations he may
need assigned desk space and/or inspection
space. This clause requires the contractor to
provide, as necessary, equipment and/or personnel
to perform inspection and test required by the
Government to determine product conformance
and contractor compliance to contract requirements.

The clause in supply contracts has been construed to

require the contractor to have an inspector present at no

charge to the Government during a test being witnesseby the

Government. It has also been applied to require, at no

additional cost, the disassembly and reassembly of valves

for inspection even though the Government could have inspected

them during production.12

-CC.
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The clause in construction contracts has been held to

allow the Government to require the contractor to supply

labor and equipment to assist the Government in taking soil

samiples at the construction site. 1 3 Apparently the obligation

to assist does not include the costs of unnecessarily repetitive

tests which are not normally incident to the type of work

14
involved. But it is clear that the obligation to assist

means more than just assisting in preserving the safety and

efficiency of Government activity or in simply keeping

personnel and equipment out of the Government's way.1

The limit of the obligation was apparently breached in

J.W. Bateson Co., although the issue was not squarely faced.16

There the contracting officer sent the contractor an order

to test the calibration of breakers in switchboards. The

contractor assistance provision was different from that in the

current clause, but analagous. When the contractor filed its

claim for the costs of the test, the contracting officer

couched the denial in terms of the contractor obligation to

furnish all necessary facilities, labor, and material for

examination of the switchboards. The Board found the change

compensable, concluding that an order to conduct tests not

required by the contract was "outside the scope of it."

Considering the fact that the contractor's obligation is stated

in terms of "assistance," it seems sensible that it refers

to helping during Government examination. Ordering the contractor

to perform tests not specified in the contract, as in Bateson,

or the use of special inspection devices not contemplated at

award, are beyond its intent.
1 7

A. VVPI
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Government Reinspection Costs

In the standard construction Inspection and Acceptance

clause, the contractor may be charged with "any additional

cost of inspection or test when material or workmanship

is not ready at the time specified by the Contractor for

inspection or test or when reinspection or retest is neces-

sitated by prior rejection. .18 This clause has been construed

along with a contractor notice provision to permit the Govern-

ment to charge the contractor for costs incurred in preparing

for a second final inspection because the project was not

"fully completed" as the contractor represented would be

19the case. Considering the nature of the defects in tnat

case, the rule is probably more accurately stated in terms

of substantial completion, rather than full completion.
20

A supply contract similarly allows the Government to

charge the contractor for additional costs of Government

inspection and test when supplies are not ready at the

time the inspection and test is requested by the contractor,

or when reinspection and retest is necessitated by prior

rejection.21 Where the Government relies on a rejection as

justification for assessing the costs of reinspection, it
22

must prove that a formal rejection took place. Suspension

of testing so the contractor can cure known deficiencies will

23not support assessment of reinspection charges. The

permissible charges of reinspection costs have been construed

to include the two way transportation costs t and from the
24

contractor's plant.

4 ,
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The Defense Acquisition Regulations have a procedure

specified for reinspection cost charging.25 The regulation

specifies some discretionary considerations in deciding

whether to charge the contractor the costs. These include

the frequency of contractor delays, reinspection or retests

under other contracts as well as the current one; the reason

for the delay, reinspection, or retest; and the expense of

* recovering the additional costs. The clause says that

charges for such delay, reinspection, or retest normally

should not be assessed when such delay, reinspection, or

retest occurs only occasionally, or results from causes

beyond the contractor's control, or when the expense of

recovery outweighs the costs to be recovered.

Government Inspection of Construction
Work Found Defective

Should it be considered necessary or advisable by

the Government to examine work already completed, by

removing it or tearing it out, the contractor is obligated

to defray all of the expenses of the inspection if the
26

work is found to be defective. It appears that the

requirement that work be torn out or removed is a condition

rather strictly applied before the Government can assess

costs under this clause.27 Routine laboratory testing costs,

even if work is found not in compliance with contract

requirements, apparently is beyond the contractual intent. 2
8

SJ4
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Government Responsibilities

This is not the first instance when Government

responsibilities have been discussed. Implicit in most of

the substantive rules discussed thus far is an element of-I.

responsibility. If one turns the rules around, the Government

is responsible for all kinds of things. It is responsible

for not unreasonably delaying the inspection. It is

responsible for conducting inspections and tests in compli-

ance with contract requirements, or reasonably if there are
4 '

no prescribed procedures. What distinguishes this part
'

of the analysis is the shifting from emphasis on the

specifics of the inspection activity to the broader question

of just what activity is required.

In the last chapter, the problem was introduced with

verification testing. For the most part, verification testing

is a process reserved to the control of the Government.

The Government generally only assumes contractual responsibil-

ities for conducting the inspections in certain ways when

there is an agreement. Of course, the presence of an agree-

ment between the parties obligating the Government to inspect

or test for the benefit of the contractor changes the whole

picture.

But usually the Government attempts to make it abundantly

clear to the contractor that it has the responsibility to

control the quality of the end product so that the contract

requirements are met. The standard inspection clauses are

quite clear in providing that inspections and tests by the
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Government does not relieve the contractor from any respon-

sibility regarding defects or other failures to meet the

contract requirements which may be discovered prior to

29acceptance. The procurement regulations similarly

emphasize that the contractor is responsible for controlling

quality.

Even though these provisions emphasize the contractor's

ultimate responsibility, the Government inspectors do have

"responsibilities" for quality assurance, though these are

not contractual in origin. The procurement regulations

generally state that the Government will determine the

type and extent of Government quality assurance actions

required, which can include inspection of supplies and

services, review of the contractor's inspection system,

maintenance of Government records of actions taken,

verification inspections and other surveillance, review

* of quality data including that submitted by the contractor,

and otherwise evaluating contractor performance and

monitoring the contractor's use of quality assurance

resources after award.3 1 Generally, inspection shall be

conducted in all cases prior to acceptance although

Certificates of Conformance may be considered as a basis

for acceptance where the supplier's reputation or past

, performance is reliable and there is assurance that that

supplies would be replaced without contest if defective.
3 3

However, these responsibilities have not been raised

to the level of a contractual duty. So they do not provide
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any basis for arguing that the Government has somehow

breached the contract by not inspecting or providing

quality assurance activity that might benefit the contractor.

To the contrary, the decisions are consistent in holding

otherwise.

The Government Duty to
Inspect

The case law is very consistent in saying that the

Government has no duty to inspect; inspection is for its own

benefit. The failure of the Government to inspect does not
"4

relieve the contractor of its responsibilities under the

contract.3 4  Just because material is to "be subject to

inspection and tests . . . without expense to the Contractor"

does not impose upon the Government the duty to conduct tests. 35

Inspectors are not at a job for the convenience of the

contractor, but for the benefit of the Government.36 The

primary duty to insure that work performed under the contract

complies with the contract requirements rests on the

contractor. Even specifications which state that assembly

"shall be performed in the presence of a Government inspector"

have similarly been interpreted to simply give the Government

the right, and not the duty, to be present.3 7

But what one finds is that an analysis of practical

issues is not amenable to simply deciding whether the Govern-

had a duty to inspect. While it appears that the safest

conclusion one can draw is that there is no such duty, there

are cases which suggest the opposite in certain contexts.

.4
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For example, the cases dealing with the finality of

acceptance lead to results which suggest that the Government

must conduct reasonable inspections. Where tne Government

seeks to rely on the latent defect exception to escape the

finality of acceptance, it must prove that the defect is

not one discoverable by a reasonable inspection. So in

a way, the Government assumes a duty to conduct inspections

if it wants any post-acceptance protection against latent

defects; the absence of an inspection takes away one way the

Government has of proving what a reasonable inspection should

discover.
39

Similarly, although there is no general Government

duty of inspection, there are instances in which Government

4orefusals to inspect have been held improper. Generally,

the Government may not wrongly refuse to inspect work

upon its completion, or substantial completion in the case
41

of construction contracts. But these cases do not imply

any duty to inspect. What they are really saying is that

the Government may not impede the contractor by suspending

inspection activity when the parties agreed that contractor

42
progress was dependent on Government inspection. And

in the case of final acceptance, the Government does not have

to inspect if it does not wish, but it has to do something

within a reasonable time. It is common though for the

suspension of Government performance of the contract in these

lei cases to be characterized as refusals to inspect, when they

1%43

should be properly be called refusals to reject or accept.4 3

sould popey. .- . . .45
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. A detailed analysis of those probems with acceptance and

rejection by the Government is beyond the scope of this paper.

Neither is really concerned with resolving just who has the

responsibility for assuring that work complies with contract

requirements. However, there are two other contexts, which

will now be discussed, which are more closely related to the

allocation of that responsibility. In one, the contractor

claims a constructive change for costs incurred because the

Government fails to cooperate in establishing the quality

requirements of the contract. In the other, the contractor

claims that the Government is estopped from insisting on

-.." contract requirements which it knew or had reason to know

were unknowingly being overlooked by the contractor.

The Government Duty of

Cooperation

The duty of cooperation was introduced in Chapter I

in the context of contractor claims for interference and

4'.44 45hindrance. Larco-Industrial Painting Corp. represented
'C,.:

a departure from the general rule that the Government has
;'4

no duty to furnish a list of defects, the "punch list", to

46the contractor. The case held that the Government has

a duty to disclose minor defects to a contractor who cannot

be expected to cure them, because of their minor nature, with-

out identification by the Government. That case, however,

involved a specific request by the contractor for disclosure,

and the work was apparently quite satisfactory except for

some very minor, common problems.

C,. ",- -'.C . . -'-. . . ... .. . .. * ~* . ... . . .. .. . .- . . . .. -. . .- .. ,. . .- .. .
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Generally, where performance requirements are clear,

but the test method is unspecified, the Government is under

no duty to specify the test it will use to determine

compliance.4 ? But the Government does have a duty to cooperate

with the contractor during administration of a contract in

the establishment of standards of performance where inspection

practices are controversial and need clarification; failure

to do so will subject the Government to liability for having

constructively changed the contract.4 8

The case which highlighted the rule in terms of complex

production contracts was Baifield Industries, Division of

A-T-O, Inc.49 in that case the contractor was producing

metal ammunition cartridges. Ballistic testing was the ultimate

determinant of acceptability, but the cartridges were to be

free from nicks, dents, scratches, holes, voids, and pits.

The Government had success with other contractors producing

the cartridges, but over the course of one and a half years,

Baifield had problems setting up a production process. It

at one point asked the Government to specify objective

standards for examination of the cartridges; it initially

declined. The Government finally did establish standards, after

a series of interim agreements between the parties which did not

resolve the dispute. The contractor made a number of claims for

constructive change relief, arguing that the Government knew

all along what the objective standards would be, that the

Government was using unreasonable inspection and testing

methods, and that the Government was performing its inspection

4

............................. .. ....- : 
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at places during production that were not authorized by he

contract.5 0  After the Board had sorted through i! all thes

claims, it found the Government liable for not specifyi

the objective performance criteria for about one year.

In answer to the contractor's assertion that the Govern-

*-,] ment knew all along what the standards for the work were, the

* - the Board said:

-The appellant's position that the Government
knew what the standards for the contract would be
throughout the entire contract term is incorrect
The establishment of standards is a joint function
between the Government and the contractor in
which the contractor, with the Government con-
currence, assumes certain risks when it proceeds
to manufacture and ship cases which imperfections
that could result in the failure of ballistic
tests, the Government's ultimate acceptance
criteria. 51

In consideration of the contractort argument that the

Government had a duty to cooperate, the Board said:

.'.-.We agree with the appellant that one of
the duties of the Government in connection with
the adminimstration of this contract was to cooo-
erate with the appellant in the establishment
of standards for metal defects. However,
appellant was an experienced manufacturer
with an extensive background in various forms
of metal working. The appellant knew, or
should have known, of the necessity for
standards and, had it so desired, could have
established its own standards for its own use.

u But the Board went on to say:

The fact that the appellant could have
established its own standards for its quality

o. assurance purposes does not eliminate a need
for standards to be used by both parties as
a basis of determining what the Government
would and would not accept. We conclude that
the position taken by the Government key
inspector . . . that standards should not be
developed until the appellant's process was
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proved, was incorrect. While it is true that
standards developed early in a production
program might necessitate changes or additions
as the program progressed, this is a common
practice.

The Government should have initiated action
for the establishment of standards. if for
no other reason than to assure that Government

.4 inspectors were being reasonable and consistent
in their inspections of the cases submitted by
the appellant. Even if the Government had
established standards on a unilateral basis,
it would have been beneficial to the appellant
since appellant would have had a clear and
permanent reference with regard to what the
Government considered was acceptable or
unacceptable.53

The Board considered other allegations by the contractor

that the Government failed to cooperate and found against

the contractor however. Evidence the Board found persuasive

included rapid response by the Government to requests for

assistance, absence of contemporaneous complaints by the

contractor, and assistance by the Government even where

not requested.
54

Several things are important to remember about Baifield.

The contract involved production of items whose acceptability

was ultimately measured in terms of performance; the

establishment of standards referred to by the board was

necessary in order to implement some sort of an economical

production line. The production was complicated enough to

be characterized as a cooperative effort at the establishment

of standards. There was a practice of routine interface

between the Government and the contractor personnel. Considering

all of these circumstances, the Board concluded that the

Government should have furnished evaluative standards.
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The Board in Baifield did not find any improper rejections :
based on unreasonable inspections, but one is left with the

impression that the Board thought these disputes ones that

are to be expected in the course of these kinds of contracts.

The Baifield result seems sensible in that it recognizes that

real disagreements will arise during performance about the

methods of inspections and enforcement of quality requirements

of the contract. Where the contractor requests assistance in

defining the Government's standards for inspection in order

to allow economical production, the Government must cooperate,

just as it must when the contractor is subjected to conflicting

*" and inconsistent inspections and asks clarification.55

Government Observation of Defective

Performance

This part of the analysis will explore the Government

responsibilities when it observes contractor performance

which is not in compliance with the contract. A few words

are in order, however, about the scope of this analysis.

First, there will be no exhaustive analysis of an

inspector's authority to order changes to contract requirements.

When the inspector does have the authority, and enters an

agreement with the contractor which changes a requirement, the

*Q Government is precluded from later enforcing the original

standard.5  But apart from the presense of express authority,
.4.

S some decisions occasionally enforce the agreement or the

*order of an inspector based on a finding of implied authority,

with imputation of knowledge to the contracting officer, who knewor

-.- .
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should have known of the inspector's actions.57 There is

need for detailed analysis of these decisions, because the

real rationale is often hidden; whether autnority is implied

or the decisions proceed under a ratification theory is often

not clear because language is used which sounds like both

theories are being applied at once. The ratification

language appears to be used to decide whether the contractor

is under an obligation to protest or bring the inspector

activity to the attention of higher authority. Where the

inspector is the one designated to deal almost exclusively

with the contractor, and the inspector is involved with

the contracting officer in negotiations of the contract,

knowledge of the unauthorized directions of inspectors has

been imputed to the contracting officer.58 Also, the decisions

appear to recognize a residuum of implied authority to make

contract "interpretations" where the inspector has the

authority to inspect and reject defective work.
59

The second qualification to the scope of this analysis

is that there are other practical problems with inspector

observation of defective performance without objection. Govern-

ment inspection and -.,.'oval of work, which is later followed

by rejection, pose a proof problem. Approvals have been treated

as a prima facie case of contract compliance and complicate
6o

the Government's proof that rejection was justified. Also,

in cases where contract requirements are ambiguous, inspector

approvals may be considered a practical construction of contract

61language and given weight during interpretation.

.p?
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Leaving those problems behind, this discussion will

consider Government responsibilities when it discovers that

contractor performance is defective. There is some discussion

of inspector authority in this context, as well as imputation

of knowledge, but the treatment of the issues appears different.

For purposes of this analysis, one can assume that there is

no binding agreement which limits the Government's right

to insist on a contractor requirement. Also, one can assume

that the issue does not involve imputing inspector knowledge

to the contracting officer for the purpose of ratification

of agreements or escaping the absence of inspector authority
62

under the changes clause to order changes.

Estoppel Generally

Once one assumes that the inspector is not clothed with

authority to change contract requirements by agreement, there

is similarly a problem with holding that the Government has

waived a contract requirement. The decisions appear to confuse

the two doctrines, 3 but waiver in a strict sense refers to
64

the voluntary relinquishment of a known right. The problem

with application of the doctrine to the Government is the

aspect of "authority" once again. Where an inspector does

not have the authority to change the contract requirements,

there does not seem to be much room to hold that the Government

in fact waived a contract requirement. In general, waiver

65
can only be done by a person clothed with authority, subject

to some of the limited exeptions just mentioned, e.g., where
66

there has been ratification.

4 0
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It appears that, even when decisions are loosely using

the word "waiver" to define the rationale for a result favoring

the contractor in these cases, the courts and boards are

really applying the equitable doctrine of estoppel.6 7

Even in the lead case in this area, Gresham & Co. v. United
68

states, the distinction between the two was blurred. Yet

estoppel appeared to be the rationale for the decision.

In Gresham, the contractor was required to supply dish-

washers which were supposed to have an automatic detergent

dispenser. The contractor had been supplying dishwashers

on 21 other contracts, and all of them had before been accepted,

although they did not have the dispensers. The contract was

unambiguous about the requirement, and although there had

been discussions between the Government inspectors and

contractor about failure of the dishwashers to comply, there

nevertheless were no rejections based on that requirement.

The contractor bid on the current contracts expecting that

the requirement would continue to be waived.

On the current contracts, the contractor had submitted

technical manuals which showed the nonconformities, and the

manuals were approved by the contracting officer. In addition,

preproduction models were approved although they had no

dishwasher detergent dispensers. Finally, after production

had begun on the current contracts, the contracting officer

became aware of the problem and ordered that the contractor

comply with the requirements. The contractor sought the

cost of including the dispenser as a constructive change.

-" ,- .-.-_ _ ,€ _ .." '_ _..." " .- _, . _ _,'_ - , • " ,'.-j i _'..', ¢. '..'.'. - ,.'.'..' -'.'...'..-'. .. " ."
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In granting the contractor relief, the court said, "Fw~e

think . . . that plaintiff was led by defendant's acts

reasonably to believe that even though the specification

had been written to require automatic detergent dispensers,
" " ,6 9

enforcement of the requirement had been suspended. 6

-" -. Later in the opinion, the court stated, "3w'e think the

reasonable belief that the specification requirement was dead

or at least suspended, arose during administration of the

twenty-one, prior to the award of the earliest of the

fifteen [contracts] in dispute.' 70

Concerning the necessity of showing authority of some

agent charged with waiving the requirement, the court said:

. . . [t]he waiver of a contract provision
requires a decision by a responsible officer
assigned the function of overseeing the contract
performance, not just any Federal employee or

-. *.officer whose work happens to be connected
with the contract . . . Assuming arguendo that
the QAR [Quality Assurance Representative]
lacked the necessary authority, we think only one
finding is possible: that the contracting
officer knew or should have known of the situ-
ation, and that the authority was in his hands.
If he did not know, he ought to ve known,
and knowledge is imputed to him.

The court had noted that the inspectors were required by the

Pagency to report these kinds of defects, which apparently

played a role in the decision by making it so easy for

knowledge to be imputed to the contracting officer.

The decision is not crystal clear about just what the

rationale was for allowing recovery. The opinion also

cited contract interpretation rules, although the court

found the dispenser requirement unambiguous. 72 While the

-A:.
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term "waiver" was used in the opinion in several places,

it was mixed in with estoppel language. It seems that estoppel

.. was the rationale, however, because the "reasonable belief" of

the contractor does not appear very relevant if one is looking

at Government conduct to decide whether it voluntarily gave up

a known right through the actions of unauthorized agents.

The court hints at the elements for an estoppel, although

there are clearer articulations. It has been said that in

order to establish an estoppel it is necessary for the

contractor to show that "the party against whom an equitable

estoppel is set up acquiesced in the transaction in such a

manner as to change the relationship of the parties and make

its repudiation of the proceedings contrary to equity and

good conscience. '7 3 It is not necessary that the party

against whom an estoppel is urged has made a representation

of any kind,7 4 so long as there is a duty to speak.75  The

common list of elements of estoppel generally include the

following: (1) a false representation or concealment of

a material fact; (2) knowledge on the part of the person

to be estopped; (3) an absence of knowledge on the part of

the party injured under circumstances where that party

cannot be charged with knowing the facts; (4) an intent on

the part of the party to be estopped to have the other party

I. rely, or action has been taken which gives the injured party

a reasonable belief that reliance is intended; and (5) there

has been detrimental reliance by the party seeking to raise

76the estoppel.
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The Government Duty to Speak

There is a Government duty to notify the contractor

within a reasonable time when it knows work is defective.

One Court of Claims decision has noted in dicta that "[o-f

course the Government is under a duty to inform the contractor

as early as possible of any failure to comply which it knows

.077
about . ." One board has made the direct statement that

the Government has a duty to "timely" inform the contractor

78of defects in performance.

Gresham did not address this problem, because there was

more than Government silence involved. The Government had

engaged in affirmative activity which induced the contractor to

believe that contract requirements were suspended. The court

in Gresham thought the Government's approval of drawings and

preproduction samples, and particularly the prior course of

acceptances of nonconforming supplies, important.
79

The only way to reconcile the cases which find Government

liability through silence is to assume there is a duty to

80
speak. For example, in William F. Klingensmith, Inc., the

construction contractor was pouring concrete pillars. The Gov-

ernment was testing the pours, although the contract did not re-

quire the Government to do so for the contractor's benefit.

The contractor knew, however, that the Government was doing

the testing. After one pour, the Government discovered that

the concrete was defective but delayed in ordering rework for

three weeks. The contractor appealed the subsequent order

to rework the concrete, and the Board sustained the claim

9q
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as far as entitlement, although it found no increased costs.

The Board found that the contractor was clearly responsible

for controlling the quality of its work, but it stated its

rationale this way:

We conclude that where the Government has
information concerning the nonconformity of the
contractor's product, it has a duty to reject
the product within a reasonable time. If the
length of the delay prevents the contractor
from intelligently deciding whether or not the
Government's rejection is correct, or prevents
re-work or repair, or causes the contractor
unnecessary wgrk or expense, then it may be
unreasonable.

The Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals has used the

same analysis in holding the Government liable for waiting

almost three months to order a contractor to remove and

replace defective roofing which the Government knew was

being used. The contractor in that case understandably

incurred increased costc because the nature of the job

. made correction of the defective work more difficult as the

construction progressed.

00 The analysis also has application in supply contracts.

, In Hydrospace Electronics & Instrument Corp.8 3 the contractor

was supplying transponders under performance specifications.

After award, the contractor began making some technical

design changes, unaware that they were violating contract

requirements. The Government was discussing other per-

formance deficiencies with the contractor, but it did not

tell the contractor about several defects for nine months, even

though it had early knowledge of the deficiencies through

421 2' -
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monthly reports being submitted by the contractor.

The Board granted the contractor an equitable adjustment

for having had to scrap its original design and accomplish

redesign when the Government finally disclosed the defects.

The Board said:

.. . The evidence is quite clear that the
Government decided to do nothing and to await
the final submittal when it had determined it
would reject the use of aluminum housing.

We do not agree with the Government position
that monthly reports are merely a way to learn
that a contractor is still working on a contract.
They serve another purpose, namely, to keep the
Government informed of just what the contractor
is doing. This does not mean that the Government
is charged with knowledge of every detail appearing
in a monthly report. However, as indicated in our
findings, the Government was aware that appellant
was deviating from the contract requirement for
stainless steel in a manner that was determined
to be patently unacceptable. In our opinion, the
Government, under these circumstances, had a
duty to inform appellant of its erroneous course
of action in a timely manner and the appellant
is entitled to recovery for the consequences of
the Government's failure to do so.

The Board went on to conclude that two months would have been

a reasonable time in which to evaluate the effect of the
4

defect. It appears that the Government is given at least
t4.

some time to evaluate the nature of the defect and its effect

on performance before notifying the contractor.

There are decisions, of course, which deny contractor

claims based on an inspector' observation of defective work

without objection. However, it appears that the distinguishing

fact is not whether there is any duty to disclose, but whether

the Government knew, not only what the characteristics of the

work were, but that they were not in compliance with the contract.

'S
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A Government Agent Must Know That
Work Is Defective

As an introduction to this part of the analysis, it may

be helpful if the conclusion is stated right away. It appears

that the distinguishing feature in these cases is whether the

Government becomes aware not only that work is performed in a

certain way, but also that the work does not comply with

contract requirements.

The general provision inspection clauses are uniform in

stating that the inspection and test by the Government does

not relieve the contractor from any responsibilities regarding

defects or other failures to meet the contract requirements

85?- which may be discovered prior to acceptance. Accordingly,

the general rule appears to be that Government inspections,

and even inspector approvals of work, do not estop the

Government from later enforcing contract requirements,
8 6

in the absence of special contract provisions which manifest

an intent that approvals will constitute final acceptance of

increments of work. 87  But what the clauses, and the decisions,

do not say is that inspector knowledge of defects will

not estop the Government. There is a distinction.

The fact that Government inspectors are conducting

inspections does not mean that they can observe every facet

of performance. It also does not mean that they can be

congnizant of every technical detail that is in a contract

docurent. The decisions seem to realize that inspection,

or even approval, does not necessarily imply that the Government

N, is aware of defective work.

. ,p ' ,.- . , . . . . . , , ..- - --. . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . - . . . .
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For example, one case holds that an inspector's

being at a job is not accompanied by a duty to immediately

catch improper actions and call them to the contractor's
attetion 8 8

attention. Even if the inspector could have been better

informed about the contract requirements, the contractor

can not recover unless it can prove the inspector had

knowledge, not only of the way work was performed, but

also that it was nonconforming. "Unwitting approvals"

by inspectors through inadvertence or ignorance of contract

requirements have similarly been held insufficient to allow

contractor recovery.9 0 One contract even had a provision

which stated that "[a]ll inspection operations performed by

the contractor will be subject to Government verification";

neither Government approval of contractor manufacturing

operations or the right of surveillance were sufficient to

charge the Government with any responsibility for defective

performance. 91

What these cases seem to say is the diligence of the

inspector in discovering defects in performance is a matter

between the inspector and the Government. Until the inspector

has actual knowledge of a deficiency, there will be no

estoppel of the Government.
9 2

One case which does not fit nicely into this analysis

is Norair Engineering Corp.9 3 It involved a construction

contract for construction of a laboratory. The specifications

called for painting of the exterior and interior of the build-

ing, with metal surfaces being given a specified primer coat.

.9'

.q V.
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The subcontractor doing the exterior painting did not apply

the primer coat. When the paint peeled, the Government

ordered repainting. The contractor claimed an equitable

adjustment which was denied by the contracting officer.

The contractor appealed, and the Board granted relief.

The Board noted very little or no discussion between the

Government inspectors and employees of the painting sub-

contractor concerning the application of primer to the

exterior surfaces of the building. There were discussions

about other painting problems, and some methods of performance

not strictly in compliance with the contract were allowed

on interior painted surfaces. The contractor employees

" apparently thought the deviations applied to exterior

painting a8 well. But there was no express approval of

* deviations from exterior painting requirements. In upholding

the claim the Board found that Government personnel responsible

* for the work surveillance were present when most of the

exterior painting had been done, had personally observed
.o*

the spray painting and deviations from tinting requirements,

and could have seen from the color of paint that the primer

coat was not applied. Where the Government had desired

strict compliance with contract requirements in the past,

it had not hesitated to take corrective action. The Board

found that the "Government was or should have been aware

that a primer was not being applied to the exterior of the

building. The rationale of the Board was rather sketchy,B but the opinion says:

.. .. . . .
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. . . the Contracting Officer, through his
representative, was aware that no primer was
being applied to the exterior. Moreover, the
deletion of the primer coat cannot be considered
more material to the performance of this contract
than a number of other deviations from the speci-
fications, which the Government concedes were
made without formal change orders. We therefore
hold that the conduct of the Government
personnel, and their knowledge of an 7sic]
acquiescence in the Appellant's conduct, in the
light of all the circumstances, amounted to a
constructive change or waiver of the primer
coat, etc with respect to the exterior of the
building. 5

If the Board really applied the "should have been aware"

test to determine whether the Government had knowledge of

the defective performance, the approach seems different

from the more recent tolerance shown inspectors who

probably cannot expect to know all of the details of a

contractor's performance. However, it appears that the

decision did actually find that the Government knew of

the deficiency. In that case, the Board may really have

meant to say that,based on all of the evidence, there was no

-., . other finding possible than actual knowledge. There is an

intimation that the Government perhaps was willing to live

with the defect as it had done with some others in the course

of performance, and changed its mind when the paint began

peeling.

The Significance of Imputation
of Inspector Knowledge

One of the common elements of estoppel is knowledge by

the party to be estopped of the material fact. The cases do

seem to require knowledge of the Government as an entity and

.1
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at a level where authorized contracting actions are taken.

Gresham discussed the authority of inspectors and the imputation

of their knowledge to the contracting officer. However, it

had little trouble imputing it. Apparently, in this context,

any knowledge gained by an agent acting within the scope of

his official duties, where there is a duty to report such

96knowledge to higher levels, is sufficient. The regulations

or manuals which guide Government quality assurance personnel

are replete with references to these kinds of duties. The

Federal Supply Service has a pamphlet which states that

the quality assurance specialist shall be responsible for

reporting potential or actual contractor nonperformance, includ-

ing delinquencies, to the administrative contracting officer.97

Department of Defense quality assurance personnel have

similar guidance. 8

The imputation of knowledge analysis in this instance

seems much more relaxed than where the contractor is relying

on an inspector ordered change for entitlement. In that case

the contractor must generally prove that the inspector action

was within that residuum of authority for contract interpretation,99

or that circumstances were such that the inspector was the one

100being relied on to issue such orders. This different

analysis is probably the result of specific contract language

which puts the contractor on notice that inspectors do not have
101

the authority to change contract requirements.

Of course, where an inspector is silent, those considera-

tions are not relevant. Where an inspector approves work, however,

they may be.
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Proof That Government Action or Inaction
Reasonably Induced Detrimental Reliance

Where all of these conditions so far discussed have

".1' been satisfiedand the Government does not disclose its

. knowledge of defective performance, there does not appear

to be any great impediment to contractor recovery if it suffers

needless cost because the Government failed to timely notify

- it of the defective performance, so long as the contractor

can prove the additional element of estoppel- that it

should not be charged with knowledge of the fact.

No Contractor Knowledge

of Defects

Throughout this chapter, there has been reference to

the contractor responsibility to insure that work conforms

to contract requirements. That is the fundamental contractual

V.. duty that the contractor undertakes and is stated rather

clearly in the standard contract clauses. Inspection and

testing by the Government does not relieve the contractor

102of that obligation.

Carried to its ultimate logical extreme, this duty would

-- imply that the contractor should always know of defects in its

-- performance. Yet, the fact that the cases grant relief in

some of these cases suggests that the contractor is not held

to this high a standard where the Government fails to disclose

its knowledge of defective performance. At the same time,

there would appear to be limits on just how deficient a

contractor could be in discharge of its performance and still

be entitled to erect an estoppel in equity against the Government.
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It appears that there is a rule which is similar to

the "last clear chance" doctrine in torts. The contractor's

estoppel claim will fail if the defective performance could

have been discovered after the Government gained knowledge

had the contractor been attentive to the demands of good

workmanship.I0 3 This means that the contractor can not

shut its eyes to work that has been examined by the Government,

although the contractor can rely on the assumption that the

Government will disclose defects which it discovers and of

which the contractor is unaware despite its diligence.

When the Contractor Is on Notice that Contract

Requirements Are in Question

The analysis returns now to Gresham. In that case, the

contract requirements were unambiguous, and the contractor was

aware that its performance did not comply with the plain terms.

It appears that the contractor has a greater burden of proving

reasonable reliance under these facts. In that case the

rule was stated as a requirement that the contractor prove

it was led reasonably by the Government's acts to believe

that the enforcement of the contract requirement had been

suspended. This rule appears consistent with the more

stringent analysis found when inspectors order unauthorized

104changes to contracts. These cases appear to evaluate

the contractor reliance from the perspective of a duty to

_* . protest or notify higher officials. The contractor must

apparently prove that the Government manifested an intent of

those with authority to waive its contractual rights. I0 5
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This distinction in the analysis is probably explained

by the nature of the "fact" which is the subject of the

estoppel. Where the Government is aware of defective

-.4. performance but remains silent, the existence of the defect
is the fact which it withholds from the contractor. But

where the contractor relies on the assent of an inspector

who is without authority to change the contract, the fact

the Government collectively knows is that the inspector is

without authority to waive contract requirements. The Gresham

106
rule, and a subsequent application of it, have relied

on other activity of the Government, not just inspector

approvals, in the determination of whether the c-oitractor

belief of waiver was reasonable. The apparent approval of

drawings which show the defective work, similar approval

of preproduction models, and the prior acceptances--ostensibly

by persons who do have the requisite authority- of identical

supplies, all are other activities which tend to support a

reasonable belief that a contract requirement has been waived.

Yet this more stringent burden is justified by the

fact that the contractor is generally expected to protest

to higher authorities and otherwise not rely on an inspector's

interpretation.107 It appears that the Government will only

be estopped to enforce a requirement which was overlooked by

an inspector with the contractor's knowledge if the contractor

can show actual authority of the inspector or that the
108

Government "countenanced" the inspector's action.

o
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The result is an expansion of the inquiry when the

contractor is relying on inspector approvals as a basis

for conducting the work in a certain way. If the inspector

actually knew that the work was defective, and the contractor

does not, the reliance inquiry is very brief. But where

the contractor as well is aware that there is some question

about the scope of the contractual requirements, it has to

prove that the totality of the Government actions led it

reasonably to believe that persons with authority had waived

the contract requirement. It doesn't appear that mere

inspector approvals are enough. The Gresham result was

based in large part on prior acceptances.

Conclusions

The Government has no duty to inspect for the benefit

of the contractor. The contractor remains responsible

for producing work that conforms to contract requirements.

But the Government does assume some other duties in connection

with its right to inspect which operate to assist the contractor

in meeting these responsibilities.

First, the Government must cooperate in the establishment

of inspection standards which will enable the contractor to

efficiently perform. There is a recognition that the contractor

will encounter practical obstacles in trying to provide precisely

what the Government has contracted for. The implied duty of

cooperation is one way the Government has been obligated to

inform the contractor of minor defects during the course of

its inspection, as well as to participate in the establishment of

. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 9-.9
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objective criteria which it and the contractor can use during

inspection and which are necessary to enable efficient production.

The Government must also disclose its knowledge of defective

performance in a timely manner. Yet, it remains protected from

unauthorized activity of inspectors when the contractor relies

on inspector examinations of work with the knowledge that

contract requirements may be in question. In any event, it

appears that the Government is not estopped by observation

of defective performance unless it actually has knowledge,

through the observation of an agent acting in the scope of

his duties, that the work does not comply with the contract.

Unwitting approvals by inspectors are not enough.

,
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CHAPTER V

CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITIES FOR

QUALITY CONTROL

The past chapters emphasized the Government responsibilities

. and potential liability flowing from its inspection and testing.

* Contractor responsibilities were mentioned incidentally and

then only in the broadest terms. For example, the last

chapter ended with a recognition that the contractor does

still have an obligation to control the quality of the product;

the Government has no general duty to inspect for the benefit

of the contractor.

In this chapter, this focus shifts again, this time to

the contractor. The discussion will evaluate the specific

obligations that the contractor has in controlling the quality

of the product. They break down into two broad categories,

specific testing and inspection system requirements. Each

will be described and evaluated in the context of Government

remedies for failure of the contractor to comply.

Contractor Testing

There are simply too many kinds of tests to permit any

generalizationsabout the contractor's responsibility with

respect to them. However, the broad question which is of

interest to this analysis is when the contractor is obligated

to test. Of course, the question is important because if a test

155
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is considered a contractor's obligation, the cost of the

test s considered included in the contract price, unless
2

the Government has agreed to bear its cost.

Generally

When the contractor is to be responsible for inspection

and test of products before offering them to the Government,

that responsibility must be expressly set forth in the contract

specifications or drawing or in a special contract clause.

4In K & M Construction this rule was illustrated. In

the construction contract in that case, the Government

required the performance of a "functional flow test" on all

sewer lines which were installed. The Government conceded

that there was no provision in the contract which specifically

called for the test but contended that it was ordinary

procedure in the industry for the contractor to perform it.

The tests showed no problems with the sewer. The Board

held that the contract had been changed, reasoning that

in the absence of a contract provision specifically requiring

the test, the Government had the burden of proving that the

test was required by custom and useage in the industry.

.0 The Board also concluded, when the Government failed to carry

this burden of proof, that the reaonableness of the require-

ment is not important; the mere fact that a requirement goes

beyond the contract requirements is the important consideration.

Apparently the same rule applies in supply conuracts.

Although they include a requirement that the contractor main-

tain an inspection system acceptable to the Government, that

" *
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imposes no independent obligation on the contractor to conduct

specific tests not set forth in the contract.5 The standard

provisions, however, have been considered during the process

of interpretation to decide whether the parties intended

a specific test in the contract to be performed by the contractor,

and the inspection system obligation has been considered also

as evidence of the parties' intent to allow the Government to

direct tests, where there were other contract provisions

6providing for that right. Also, failures of that system

may give the Government certain rights to direct inspection;7

that will be discussed later in this chapter.

But the rule still appears to be that the contract must

clearly specify that the contractor is to perform the test.

The Department of Defense uses a Responsibility for Inspection
8

clause, and the General Services Administration has a similar

provision in its Quality Control System Requirements standard.
9

If the specifications give the Government the right to

specify the number and location of tests to be conducted by

the contractor, the order apparently will be noncompensable

10so long as it is reasonable. In Mel Williamson, Inc. the

contracting officer, pursuant to such a provision, ordered

100% testing of fire detection systems. The Board considered

the critical nature of the supplies and found the order

reasonable. Needlessly repetitive tests probably are not.

The Department of Defense clause mentioned above has

been cited as a reason for finding the contractor responsible

for specific test, so it bears a closer look.

*1J
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The DOD "Responsibility for
Inspection" Clause

This clause is not a part of the general provisions,

" 12but it can be included in the contract where deemed appropriate.

The clause says:

Notwithstanding the requirements for any
Government inspection and test contained in
specifications applicable to this contract,
except where specialized inspections or tests
are specified for performance solely by the
Government, the Contractor shall perform or
have performed the inspections and tests
required to substantiate that the supplies

A "and services provided under the contract
conform to the drawings, specifications and
contract requirements listed herein, including
if applicable the technical requirements for 13
the manufacturers' part number specified herein.

This provision has been construed to allow the Government

to order tests not specified by the contract. In RFI Shield-

Rooms a contractor was required to supply rectifiers. The

, contract had no express language requiring the performance

of a 'full-load" test, but the Government ordered one

. , performed. The Board held the contractor responsible for

assuming the costs of the test, finding the clause dispositive.

-] As the Board put it, the clause required the contractor

to perform personally or hire done "any test or inspection

which is needed to demonstrate that his product complies

with the contract terms. That may be a'full-load' test or

a visual inspection or any other test or inspection or

combination thereof so long as it or they are required to

demonstrate contract compliance." The "full-load" test

* in this contract was apparently the only test that could

have demonstrated compliance.

9M.
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The Board also considered the contractor's allegation

"* that the test was unnecessary, but it concluded that the

visual examinations of components by the contractor did not

assess the technical acceptability of the completed rectifier.

That decision must be contrasted to Varo, Inc. v. United

• States, where the court was faced with a similar issue under

a supply contract having an earlier version of the Responsibility

for Inspection clause. That clause stated that "'u nless

-otherwise specified in the contract or purchase order, the

supplier is responsible for the performance of all inspection

requirements as specified herein.'15 The court held that this

version of the clause did not resolve the ambiguity about

who should bear the cost of tests. The court construed the

clause in favor of the contractor's reasonable interpretation.

There are limits on the scope of demonstration testing

that the Government can order. Where a supply cc.tract

specifies technical testing requirements for components

and an "operating demonstration" for the end product, this

does not require the contractor to bear the cost of a full-

blown performance test which incorporates each of the

individual testing requirements contemporaneously. 16

Further, the Government cannot order unnecessarily duplicative

inspections or tests, or it will be held to have changed the

17
contract requirements.

Changes to Testin Requirements

Once a test is determined to be within the scope of the

contractor's obligation, it becomes an element of work. if

-. ..
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the Government orders a change to a test procedure used by

the contractor, the increase in cost is compensable as a

18change, even if the additional test was a better means

of determining whether the product complies with contract

requirements. But voluntary additional tests initiated

by a contractor after rejection or in order to meet the contract

requirements are not compensable, because they lack the

requisite "order" by the Government. 20

Similarly, if the Government and contractor agree on

a method of testing by the contractor as a measure of

contract compliance, because there have been performance

difficulties, Government directions to conduct a more costly

21
test are compensable.

Where the contract gives the contractor an option to

perform tests by alternative methods, a Government direction

to use a specific one will entitle the contractor to an

equitable adjustment for cost increases which are caused

by the order.2 2

An exception to these general rules defining the extent

of contractor testing obligation was established by Astro

23Dynamics, Inc.. In that case, the Government insisted on

performance of an unspecified test of safety valves by the

contractor before allowing it to conduct further liquid

A. nitrogen tests in a Government facility. The contractor

claimed entitlement to the costs of the testing, but it was

denied. The Board stated that 'the test requested by the

Government was reasonable under the circumstances and was
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within a reasonable interpretation of the safety requirements .

The fact that the Appellant at his own plant customarily tested

the system without using such procedures is not persuasive.

We think that the Government at its own facility, where it had

responsibility for the safety of personnel and equipment,

was justified in holding Appellant to the stricter standard.

The test was not a complicated one . . Under these circum-

stances we believe the test was within reasonable safety

precautions which Appellant was required to follow." 24

This case does not represent a complete departure from

the basic framework of the analysis. In all of these decisions,

the key consideration is the reasonable expectation of the

parties to the contract. But Astro Dynamics does appear to

depart from the rule which requires clear contract language

when the contractor is to be charged with the responsibility

25
and cost of doing the test. The rule of reasonableness

which the case applies has generally not even been used

where the contractor is under an obligation to maintain an

26
inspection system acceptable to the Government, although

that provision has been construed with other specific testing

specifications to place responsibility for simple tests on

the contractor.2 7

The Government has a right to expect the contractor to

test where the contract requires it to. The Government

remedies for failure of the contractor to meet its responsibil-

ities for testing and other quality system obligations will

- be discussed at the end of this chapter.

'1
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Other Contractor Quality Control
Responsibilities

There have been more decisions during the past several

years dealing with contractor claims arising out of Govern-

ment surveillance activity. It appears that agencies are

putting more and more emphasis on contractor quality control

and Government reliance on contractor quality data in making

the acceptance/rejection decision. In the Department of

Defense, for example, there is a policy which encourages

the use of certificates of conformance when commercial items

are purchased to satisfy military needs. 28 Reliance on

contractor quality control is even creeping into the

construction contract area, as will be seen.

This increased reliance on the contractor's inspection

system has not escaped criticism. In 1979, the Comptroller

General published criticism 29 of the General Services Admin-

istration Quality Approved Manufacturers Program,30 which

allows certain reliable manufacturers to ship supplies without

prior Government inspection and provides for periodic

surveillance of those contractors' plant operations. The

program allows the contractor to certify that its product

complies with contract requirements, and generally requires

that the manufacturer have an acceptable performance history,

a documented quality control program, and that control is

exercised over the quality of incoming component materials,

as well as the manufacturing processes.

The Comptroller General found that there was inadequate

source inspection by Government inspectors and that the

- * , W 4W *O'o. ,** V -., .. , . 4 ., .-. .-. -. . .V. , - . . . - . . . - . . . - . . . . . *- . ,.,-
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program could not be relied on to assure that products

conformed to the contract. It recommended, among other

things, that more independent testing of items be done at

the destination, on a sampling basis, even when the supplier

.is qualified under the QAMP. The report also found

evidence of possible collusion between suppliers and

inspectors when source inspection was performed and saw

reduced source inspection as a way to reduce that possibility.

Similarly, in 1981 the Comptroller General published
31

a report recommending that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

contractor inspection system requirement be eliminated on

federal water projects. The report found substantial

savings in not requiring the contractor to maintain a

system that apparently was not working very well anyway.

The report concluded that the Corps inspectors did not

consider the contractor inspections reliable, did not

attempt to enforce the contractor inspection provisions

of the contract, and did rather complete inspections anyway.

While the Corps had expected quality to improve and personnel

requirements to decrease, neither had been the case. The

- report estimated that the marginal increase in costs due to

the inspection system requirement was about one percent of

construction contract costs.

The wisdom of these provisions is, of course, not the

concern of this analysis. What is important is they do exist

and are a potential source of liability of the contractor, if

the Government does choose to enforce the provision.

.- A
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Much of the discussion so far has touched some of the

contractor responsibilities for quality. The inspection and

test by the Government is done to determine whether the contractor

has fulfilled the most fundamental responsibility, to furnish

supplies and sevices which conform to contract requirements.

. The contract may also require the contractor to conduct

specific tests, and in the case of the Department of Defense,

the Responsibility for Inspection clause is designed to

accomplish clear allocation to the contractor of testing

responsibility.32 So the discussion now turns to the scope

of contractor obligations and Government rights in the

contractor inspection system provisions.

The Standard Provisions

Until the Defense Acquisition Regulations were amended

in 1982, the supply contract inspection system requirement

was the same among the agencies. It said:

The contractor shall provide and maintain an
inspection system acceptable to the Government
covering the supplies hereunder. Records of all
inspection work by the Contractor shall be kept
complete and available to the Government during
the performance of this contract and for such
longer period as may be specified elsewhere in
this contract. 3 3

The clause used in Department of Defense contracts was

amended to expand the scope of that provision. The new clause

says:

e... The contractor shall provide and maintain an
inspection system acceptable to the Government
covering the supplies hereunder and shall tender
to the Government for acceptance, only supplies that
have been inspected in accordance with said

4.'..,
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inspection system and have been found by the
Contractor to be in conformity with contract
requirements.3

The clause then goes on to clarify the record keeping

requirements of the contractor.

The Department of Defense is also the only agency which

prescribes the use of a contractor inspection system clause

for construction contracts. 3 5 It says:

The Contractor shall (i) maintain an adequate
inspection system and perform such inspections
as will assure that the work performed under the
contract conforms to contract requirements, and
(ii) maintain and make available to the Government
adequate records of such inspections.

All of the agencies have more detailed quality control

provisions available for incorporation into contracts when

necessary. They will be discussed later. What is of interest

at this point in the discussion is the scope of the obligations

that are included in the terms "acceptable" and"adequate" in

these provisions. The requirement for an irspection system

has been in the supply contract clause for decades, and in

DOD construction contracts since 1961; yet there are very

few cases which define the obligation to any degree of

precision. 6

What appears to be clear is that the standard provisions

do not carry any requirement that the contractor perform

any specific testing before offering the work to the

Government unless the requirements for the tests are contained

elsewhere in the contract. 3 7 But the fact that the clause

is in the contract implies that it has some meaning; inter-

pretations which leave language meaningless are disfavored. 8

4. ; i4 Q % .- . . \. .... ,/. . . .. j. -. '.. .' -.. . . . .. . -.. ,-. . . .- ,,-
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I-- The case which is closest to affirmatively finding content in

the standard inspection system requirement is Spencer-Safford

39Loadcraft, Inc.. In that case the contractor was supplying

trailers. The only requirement for any kind of inspection

system was that in the standard provisions. The specifications

also had testing requirements which the contractor had to

meet. After delivery of about thirty trailers, in which

there were numerous deficiencies, the Government mailed

a letter to the contractor directing some organizational

changes, training of inspectors, proper equipping of personnel

doing inspections, furnishing of facilities, etc. The

contractor was claiming that the Government changed the contract.

Before the Board, the Government maintained that the

provisions of the contract required as a minimum that the

contractor maintain an inspection system which employed

an adequate mumber of qualified inspection personnel,

had proper inspection equipment such as gauges and measuring

equipment, controlled the drawings and specifications and

changes thereto, and controlled rejected material. O The

list of contractor duties also included maintenance of

defect standards for inspection personnel, some method of

calibration of inspection equipment, and adequate records to

record and control all of these functions.

The Board denied the contractor's request for relief,

noting that there was no question that the initial units which

were delivered were defective. The Board concluded that "a-n

inspection system producing the desired result was defined by
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the Government and a request was made to adopt such a system.

We believe the record before us discloses no more." 4 1  It is

important to note that the requests made by the Government

were very generalized; the contractor was left considerable

discretion as to the details.

The upper limit of what the Government can expect the

contractor to provide in the way of an inspection system

should be set based on the reasonable expectations of the

42parties when they entered the contract. One important

consideration appears to be the extent to which the Govern-

ment evaluated the inspection system during the pre-award

process.43 The joint service handbook used in the Department

of Defense also provides for discussions between the contractor

and Government quality personnel about the quality require-
A 44

ments in the contract. Such discussions, and the understanding

reached, just might be a contemporaneous interpretation of

the parties that could be entitled to great weight in deciding

the scope of the obligation.45

Another relevant consideration probably is agency policy
46

with respect to these standard provisions. At least, the

intent of the Government expressed in its regulations and

manuals may be relevant to assess what it had in mind when it

used the provision. In the Defense Acquisition Regulations,

the guidance is brief. The regulation admits that the clause

is not further defined by specification but prescribes its use

when,for -easons of ,acticability or because of the nature

of the supplies, it is not considered necessary to describe

- eL Z .o .-.- . -.
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further what constitutes an acceptable inspection system. 7

The examples given include purchase of commercial items or

items which serve a function that is not materially related

to military operations. The guidance which is in the regulations

of NASA and the General Services Administration is similarly

brief. It says that the contractor's inspection system should

be 3uch as to provide reasonable assurance that the supplies

subject to inspection will conform to contract requirements

and should include any quality control procedures necessary

to this end.48

These policies appear to imply a recognition that

the inspection system obligation does not mean that the

contractor will detect all nonconformities before offering

products to the Government. In the Federal Supply Service

Pamphlet which discusses the acceptability of a contractor's

inspection system under the general provisions, the pamphlet

says:

The contractor's inspection or quality control
system will be considered acceptable when it pro-
vides reasonable assurance that the supplies
offered for inspection and acceptance conform
to all technical requirements of the contract
purchase order, and governing specifications.49

This pamphlet also appears to recognize the general nature

of the obligation. The regulation briefly discusses the

record keeping requirement and then says:

The general requirements . . . above become
specific when:

.(1) The contract or governing specification
- requires the contractor to perform inspection

and tests and to keep complete records of
such work. 5 0

** *''.*'*
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The specification which clearly specifies these kinds of

requirements will be discussed later.

The joint service manual which covers quality assurance

activity on Department of Defense supply contracts has

similar guidance to quality assurance representatives who

are evaluating contractor quality control where the standard

provision may be the only definition of the obligation. The

manual says:

(1) In general terms, an inspection system acceptable
to the Government should produce evidence of control
over those functions that are directly related to
the product being procured and provide for:

(a) Government inspection of supplies/
services.

(b) Identification and control of defective/
rejected supplies.

(c) Sufficient inspection and reccrds to
assure compliance to contract requirements.

(2) The acceptability of a contractor's system
will be determined on a contract by contract
basis and will consider product quality history,
complexity, application and technical description
of the item, special contract provisions,
effectiveness of manufacturing processes, and
whether the supplies are in stock or must be
produced for the subject procurements.

(3) The QAR [quality assurance representative7
should not expect or require more from the
contractor than is required by contract. The
contractor is expected to maintain an effective
and economical inspection system that will assure
the acceptability of supplies and services under
the contract, but not to the extent of a quality
program or inspection system defined by a
military specification. In many cases inspection
of the end item alone will provide the necessary
evidence that the product conforms to contract
requirements.51
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It seems reasonable that the scope of the contractor'

""- obligation under the clause would depend on the complexity

*[ of the procurement. Where a procurement is simple, even a

general direction by the Government that the contractor main-

tain a calibration system and recalibrate inspection equipment

may be outside the scope of requirements. Spencer-Safford

Loadcraft upheld such a direction where the contract required

the contractor to perform specified tests involving the use

of such equipment.52

Whether the Government can demand that each item produced

be separately inspected is not clear. Probably, at least the

initial method that the contractor chooses to implement

the inspection system obligation remains within its discretion.

One board decision has been critical of Government changes

" to contractor inspection systems before production had even

53begun. Spencer-Safford Loadcraft permitted the Government

to require 100% checking of supplies before submission to the

-" Government, but an important part of the Board's rationale

was the fact that substantial deficiencies were discovered

in most of the first supplies delivered to the Government.5

On balance, the Government probably cannot interfere with

a contractor's plan to use some kind of sampling inspection

until substantial production problems arise. This, of course,

assumes that there is no sampling specification in the contract

which specifies these procedures. Finally, although the

Government can apparently insist that some inspection activity

take place, it may not require specific tests not otherwise

A-i
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" required by the contract 5 5

- As has been mentioned, in the Department of Defense there

is a general contractor inspection system obligation imposed

in some construction contracts. There are few cases which

address these issues under that clause, although there is no

reason to think that the analysis would change. The clause

- . does specifically require the contractor to use inspections

* "which will assure conformance with contract requirements. Yet,

' . that provision probably is not clear enough to impose any

specific testing obligations on the contractor if they are

not otherwise specified.5 6 Also, the regulatory policies

which have been discussed apply generally to supply and

service contracts, although the DAP states that the quality

assurance policies there apply equally to construction

contracts.7 It would seem that agency pronouncements about

general inspection systems would be as useful to resolution

of construction issues as well.

One final consideration in determining the content of

these general provisions may be the specific quality control

* specifications which are available for incorporation in the

". contract. The joint service manual quoted before reminded

quality assurance representatives that they should not demand

0. requirements to the extent of quality programs or contractor

inspection systems which are defined by military spec "ifcation.'

The existence of such published standards has been cited in

* other contexts as a limitation of what the Governnent can

-:epect as an industry practice; 5 9 it may be useful here also.

0.*
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Special Contractor Quality
Control Provisions

Department of Defense Supply
Contracts

The standard inspection clause is supplemented by two

kinds of quality control requirements. One specification,

which requires establishment of a contractor inspection

system, is used when technical requirements are such as to

require control of quality by in-process as well as final

end product inspection, including control of such elements

-- of the manufacturing process as measuring and testing

equipment, drawings and changes, inspection, documentation,

60
and records of inspection. The specifics of the system are

set out in MIL-I-45208A, which has been reproduced in

Appendix D.

A more stringent requirement is defined by MIL-Q-

9858A,Quality Program Requirements, which is reproduced

*in Appendix E. This specification is used when the technical

requirements of the contract are such as to require control

of work operations, in-process controls, and inspection,

as well as attention to other factors (e.g., organization,

planning, work instructions, d,'cumentation control, advanced

-" '" 61
metrology) .

The Defense Acquisition Regulations generally reserve

use of the first specification for either complex, crixviCal,

or peculiar items. The Quality Program requirement r ed

for items which are both complex and critical. 62 N; tier is

generally used for procurement of commercial items acquired
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63under a commercial item description.

A complex item is defined as one having quality character-

istics, not wholly visible in the end item, for which contract

conformance must progressively be established through precise

measurements, tests and controls accomplished during purchasing,

manufacturing, assembly, and functional operations either as

an individual item or in conjunction with other items. A

critical application of an item is one in which the failure

of the item could injure personnel or jeopardize a military

mission. Critical items may be either peculiar, meaning they

have only one application, or common, meaning they have
64

multiple applications.

MIL-I-45208A6 5

Inspection System Requirements

The specification establishes the basic contractor

responsibility to provide and maintain an inspection system

which will assure that all supplies and services submitted

to the Government for acceptance conform to contract

requirements whether manufactured or processed by the con-

tractor, or procured from subcontractors or vendors. The

specification also has a clause,much like the Responsibility

for Inspection clause, which requires the contractor to "perform

or have performed the inspections and tests required to

substantiate product conformance to drawing, specifications

and contract requirements" and to "perform or have performed

all inspections and tests otherwise required by the contract."

AIA --
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The specification requires the contractor to maintain

a documented inspection system and reserves to the Govern-

ment the right to review it and furnish written notice of its

acceptability or non-acceptability during the life of the

contract. "The inspection system shall be subject to

* disapproval if changes thereto would result in nonconform-

ing product." That appears to be the standard against

which any proposed change to the inspection system is

evaluated.

The contractor is required to prescribe clear, concise,

and complete instructions for inspection and testing. It

must also maintain records which indicate the nature and number

of observations made, the number and type of deficiencies

found, the quantities approved and rejected, and the nature

of corrective action taken.

The specification also requires calibration of testing

equipment. The contractor must establish a system for

identifying the inspection status of supplies, such as by

stamping, tagging, or other control devices. The contractor

must also establish a procedure for examination, testing, and

identification and protection of Government furnished material.

The contractor must also establish an effective system

for controlling nonconforming material, including procedures

for identification, segregation, and disposition of reworked

or repaired supplies. All nonconforming supplies must be

positively identified to prevent use, shipment, and inter-

mingling with conforming supplies. The contractor must also

"-A&.. .
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establish procedures for inspecting subcontracted or purchased

supplies to assure their conformance to contract requirements.

The specification reserves to the Government the right

to evaluate and verify the inspection system "to determine

its effectiveness in supporting the quality requirements

- established in the detail specification, drawings and contract

* and as prescribed herein."

MIL-Q-9858A66

Quality Program Requirements

The emphasis in this specification is not on the specific

Ftesting and inspection provisions of the contract so much as

total control of work operations and manufacturing processes.

The requirements are more stringent than those in MIL-I-

45208A.

The Quality Program must likewise be in writing. It

10" must assure adequate quality throughout all areas of contract

performance, including design, development, fabrication,

processing, assembly, inspection, test, maintenance, packaging,

shipping, storage, and site installation. It requires clear

identification of the authority and responsibility of those in

charge of contractor quality control. The program must

provide for prevention and ready detection of discrepancies

and for timely and positive corrective action.

The Quality Program must provide for regular review by

management of the status and adequacy of the program. It

also must provide for an initial quality review during the

early stages of performance of all quality requirements. The

q .:
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specification also requires the contractor to develop clear

and complete work instructions which assure that criteria

for performance of work by employees are clear.

The specification goes on to require procedures for

evaluation of changes to the contract, such as design changes,

for evaluation of engineering adequacy and compliance with

contract requirements. There is a requirement for calibration

of test equipment, as well as detailed procedures for the

control of subcontractor and purchased material quality.

The specification also prescribes production control

requirements.

The program must "assure that there is a system for final

inspection and test of completed products." This provision

probably eliminates any question about who is responsible

for testing supplies under this specification. The paragraph

contemplates simulation testing necessary to determine

suitability considering the products end use and function.

- The specification specifies more detailed procedures

*- * for controls the contractor is expected to place on

subcontracted work, as well as the controls necessary to

"""" insure segregation of nonconforming and conforming work.

Department of Defense Construction
Contracts

-. The Contractor Inspection System clause is used on

'-. 67
construction contracts exceeding $25,000. Two agencies

within the Department have supplemented the clause with

68
additional Contractor Quality Control Provisions.

.*-1
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The Navy Contractor Quality Control provisions require

an "organization" and written system which are both used

to perform inspections and tests of all items of work.

A quality control representative is required to be

appointed; he is required to remain at the work during

performance. The specification provides for a preliminary

joint review of quality provisions so a mutual understanding

of the details of the system can be reached. The system

must also provide for periodic reporting by the contractor

of quality control activities.

The Navy also supplements these provisions with others

depending on the size of the construction project. These

are put in the technical specifications section of the

contract and futher define contractor responsibilities.

Among these provisions, for use in all construction

contracts where Contractor Quality Control is required is

a provision which requires the contractor to perform "all

job testing required under this contract" except as otherwise

in te cntrct.69specified in the contract. That provision appears to have

the same legal effect as the Responsibility for Inspection

clause used in supply contracts, shifting the responsibility

clearly to the contractor for performing specified tests.
70

Another provision in these supplemental provisions, used on

contracts under $500,000, deletes the general requirement that

the contractor quality control representative not be subordinate

to the job superintendent or project manager, which is included

.e:: in the supplemental general provisions.7 1
NO.'
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The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has a Contractor

Quality Control specification which is very similar to that

used by the Navy. The complete text of the specification

is reproduced in Appendix H. It provides for a written

quality control plan which must be approved by the Govern-

ment prior to the beginning of construction. The plan must

identify the personnel, procedures, instructions, records,

and forms used, and must include a description of the
quality management organization, the procedures for processing

shop drawings and certificates, the quality control procedures

to be performed by the contractor and subcontractors, and

the controls on testing procedures. The specification differs

from the Navy's in that the quality control system manager

does not have to be independent from the construction

supervisor, although he must have the authority to act on

all quality control matters.

The plan must provide for adequate review and approval

of shop drawings, samples, certificates, and other submittals.

The contractor must take action to ensure that only materials

and equipment which comply with contract requirements are

purchased and delivered to the jobsite or used in offsite

fabrication. The system must provide for control of work

at preparatory stages of performance as wellas during and

after performance. The specification also has a provision

which requires the contractor to "perform tests specified or

required to verify that control measures are adequate to
i a

* provide a product which conforms to contract requirements.
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The specification more specifically identifies the

reporting requirements of the contractor and the required

content of records. There is a provision for a "completion

review" of quality requirements at the completion of work.

The Government reserves the right in the specification

to withhold payment for defective or deficient features

until they are satisfactorily corrected. However, apparently

the defects referred to are only "work not properly completed

or not conforming to plans and specifications."

Federal Agency Supply Contracts

There is only one standard quality control system

specification generally used in civilian agency procurements.

FED STD 368A, Quality Control System Requirements, is

used when considered necessary, as when complex items are

being purchased or when control of manufacturing processes

are considered necessary.7 2 The specification is attached

in Appendix F and is very similar to the MIL-STD 45208A.

The specification requires a written description of

the system which must remain current and available to the

Government. The plan must include an organization chart and

description of personnel responsibilities and authority,

identification of inspection stations and methods, description

of test procedures and sampling techniques, and procedures

for segregation of lots and the handling of defective items.

The specification requires the contractor to "perform all

examinations and tests to substantiate conformance to

specifications . . before offering to the Government for

' ' '- "''v.." ' v ' '..-,, '. '., ,- -- " '" " "; '-..'-''.,__- ...__,"", " -
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acceptance."

NASA Supply Contracts

NASA uses a two-tier quality program similar to that

used by the Department of Defense. There is an inspection

system provision for use in contracts where aeronautical

and space system materials, parts, components, and services

are procured.7 3 Although that provision requires the

submission of a written plan, a requirement for formal

approval is discretionary with NASA installations.
7 4

The more detailed Quality Program is similar to that used

in the Department of Defense in concept; it is used in the

procurement of aeronautical and space systems; major flight

subsystems and complex assemblies; support equipment used in

launching, operating, or maintaining flight vehicles; and

test and checkout equipment which directly interface with
.575

them.7 5  The NASA publications have provisions which, like

the others already discussed, shift the responsibility for

testing to the contractor.7
6

Government Remedies For Quality

System Failures

Where there are specific requirements in the specifications,

the Government can order the contractor to perform the work

required. As has been discussed, the Navy Quality Control

Program requires the contractor to organizationally separate

the quality control representative from the construction

superintendent. The Government can order the contractor to

comply with that requirement, even though there may be evidence

N . , .'. . -- ..- .- . -. , -.--. °...- .. ..°. . °;< .J...> ........--.... .<...."
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that the Quality Control Program as a whole increases costs

of the Government unnecessarily because it is unworkable.77

The failure of the contractor to perform testing reauired

by the contract has been considered a valid basis 'or a

78default termination; one would expect the Government to

- likewise insist that the contractor perform those kinds of

- requirements. It also appears that the failure of the

contractor to perform these specific requirements would

justify price reductions. Government reduction of contract

payment because the contractor failed to separate the quality

control organization from the production organization has

been upheld where it was a contract requirement. Also,

a board has at least suggested in dicta that the failure to

prepare a written quality control plan would justify a

- reduction in contract price based on the labor savings to the
.'. "80

contractor.

On the other hand, some of the promises that the contractor

makes in these provisions may not be substantial enough to

warrant default terminations. The failure to furnish reports

or written procedures, where the underlying activity was being

performed by the contractor, has been held to be an insufficient
81

ground for rejection and default termin-ion, as well as an

insufficient ground to justify withholding of Government
82

inspection.

The problem with these inspection system requirements

is they generally lack a very clear definition about ]ust w hat

the contractor is expected to do, as well as the consequences
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of the inspection system failures. To the extent that the

failure would manifest itself through deficiencies in the

end product, the Government could avail itself of the normal

remedies in the supply contract inspection clause or the

Inspection and Acceptance clause in construction contracts.

Yet, apparently the Government is interested in exercising

what rights it may have to correct the deficiency in the

inspection system and forcing the contractor to take corrective

action.8  In contrast to exercise of rights based on the

failure of work to comply with technical specifications, there

is considerably more opportunity for subjectivity when the

Government is asserting inspection system failures as a basis

for action.

The general inspection system obligation does not

require the submission of a written inspection system plan,

4-. but where one is required, such as in MIL-Q-9858A, after
3.

performance deficiencies the Government can require revision

of the existing plan so that the plan is adequate to assure

that the end items would meet contract requirements.84

While there is a chance for subjectivity by Government

personnel, their determinations of acceptability of inspection
$85

systems probably need only be reasonable and in good faith.

It appears more difficult for the Government to justify

direct interference with the contractor's size of its quality

control organization; it probably can only justify a direction

that the contractor add personnel if it can prove that the

- change was necessary to insure that the contractor's quality

'--;.. . -
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control obligations would be met. There is a general contract

provision which allows the Government to order the removal

of an employee deemed incompetent, careless, or otherwise

objectionalT7 but this limited right probably does not give

much right to direct personnel changes otherwise.

Where the Government has formally approved a contractor's

inspection system, as may be the case under MIL-I-45208A,

it must prove some need before ordering changes. Where such

a plan was based on reasonable advice and guidance, a decision

has held the Government liable for constructive change where

it ordered revisions beyond general quality guidelines before

88production had even begun. The Government does not have the

unqualified right to order changes to the system at any time

or without reason. 89 Apparently, quality history unrelated to

the current contract is an inadequate reason for ordering

these changes.
90

Where the Government can prove a substantial failure of

the contractor's obligation to maintain an acceptable inspection

system, the Government has more remedial rights. The definition

of substantial failure is not clearly defined, but it has

been found where over fifty pezcent of the delivered supplies

were defective.91 The Government still may not order tests

not required by the contract,9 2 but it may order the contractor

to tighten the inspection system practices so item-by-item

inspection is done instead of spot checking.9' There, however,

the parties have agreed to the conditions under wN!ich the

contractor may be required to tighten inspection, -he ruLe
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is otherwise. For example, ML-STD-10D specifies the

conditions under which sampling is shifted from reduced to

tightened inspection.9 5

The failure of an inspection system may be serious

enough to warrant the suspension of inspection by the

Government, even where only the standard inspection system

provision is included in the contract. In National Painting

Co. the contractor had been awarded a fixed price contract

for plumbing, carpentry, painting, and electrical work on

eight buildings. The contract contained the Contractor

Inspection System clause used in Department of Defense

construction contracts. The Government refused to insDect

further after noting several deficiencies when it began

inspection. The resulting delay led to assessment of

liquidated damages, and the contractor appealed. The Board

uph'ld the Government's action, saying:

Refusing to inspect further after finding
five deficiencies may not be reasonable in the
context of a large job with scattered deficiecies.
In this case, however, deficiencies were numerous,
and no proof was offered that the refusal to inspect
was any more than a refusal to inspect before the

74 job was ready for inspection.

This is another context in which specific language may

affect the remedy. In contracts using MIL-STD-lOL, the

specification conditions Government suspension of inspection

on continuation of tightened inspection for tn consecutive

lots.97  Absent such contractual authorization or sustat 1

failure of the inspection system, it appears th.at the Govera....

may not withhold insrections simrly because oerformance probo -. .

. * * * .***'% * .* ** .*.x* -
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are encountered. 8  Substantial failures of inspection

systems mean deficiencies which have some impact on the

quality of the end product,99 and it is apparently of no

consequence that "in the operation of the system a few

units slipped by."0

It has been said that deficiencies in an inspection

system are merged with product quality deficiencies where

the propriety of rejection is concerned. Probably,

there is no practical way to define an inspection system

failure that would be a basis for rejection independent of

specific failures of the product to conform. Yet, rejection

of an entire lot of supplies has been upheld, based on the

inspection system obligation, where inspection of a

reasonable number of items disclosed such a large number

of defects as demonstrated that the inspection system had

failed to adequately screen out defective units. 102The

Government is entitled to decline to inspect items where

no contractually required inspections have been performed

and where the inspection system has failed.10 3 The implication

of such a rule is that the Government can order the contractor

to rescreen the rejected items as satisfaction of its

obligation to maintain an acceptable inspection system.

Of course, where MIL-STD-105D is part of the contract, it

has provisions which determine the conditions under which

the Government can order rescreening. 1 0 5

4. .*
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Conclusion

It is this area, quality control responsibilities,

that most needs further contractual definition. As the

Government increases its reliance on the contractor's quality

control systems as a way of assuring product quality, it

seems that deficiencies in the inspection system and other

quality control responsibilities will be subject to more

attention. Even the specifications which purport to define

the contractor's responsibilities are laced with general

responsibilities which sound more like management theory

than definitive performance requirements. But especially

in the case of the standard inspection system requirement,

there appears to be substantial potential for the Government

to justify remedial action on its failure. That provision

appears to be getting cited more frequently in recent

years to justify cessation of Government inspection and

other instances when Government activity can hinder a contractor.

The standard contract clauses do apprise the contractor

of some expected remedial action, but they are directed more

toward deficiencies in the quality of the product or service

than toward problems with quality control. It would seem

sensible for the Government to at least define generally

what is meant by an "acceptable" or'kdequate" inspection

system. For example, the contract could include some of the

policy statements which are in the agency handbooks, such

as that of the Department of Defense which was cited earlier.

Next, the clause should explain the effect of the Government's
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evaluation of the contractor's quality control program before

award. Then, if the Government wishes to reserve the right

to declare the quality control system unacceptable, it should

say so in the contract. The present clause, which is basically

adopted in the proposed Federal Acquisition Regulations, leaves

that problem unclear.

Next, the clause should have remedial provisions. The

Government is apparently interested in directing modifications

to quality control procedures when it deems them advisable;

that could be included in the contract. Further, the

Government could reserve the right to stop performance upon

failure of the system until there were adequate assurances

that the deficiencies were corrected. Similarly, the

Government could reserve its right to suspend its own inspection

activity. Finally, if the Government does intend to take

deficiency deductions for problems with a quality control

program, it might be useful to reach some kind of agreement

about what the various elements of the programs are worth.

Throughout this paper, the analysis has been linked

where possible to the parties expectations when the contract

was entered. The results of some of these decisions appear

to find more content in the inspection system requirement

than was probably ever contemplated.
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APPENDIX A

CURRENT INSPECTION CLAUSES IN FIXED PRICE

SUPPLY, CONSTRUCTION, SERVICE CONTRACTS

Supply

INSPECTION(1958MAY) (FPR§i-7.102-5; NASA PR T 7-105-4)
(a) All supplies (which term throughout this clause includes without limitation raw matertais.

components, intermediate assemblies, and end products) shall be subject to inspection and test by
the Government. to the extent practicable at all times and places including the period of manu.
facture, and in any event prior to acceptance.
(b) In case any supplies or lots of supplies are defective in material or workmanship or other-

wise not in conformity with the requirements of this contract, the Government shall have the nrht

ciher to reject them (with or without instructions as to their disposition) or to require their cor.
rection.'Supplies or lots of supplies which have been rejected or required to be corrected shall be
removed or, if permitted or required by the Contracting Officer, corrected in place by and at the
expense of the Contractor promptly after notice, and shall not thereafter be tendered for ac-
ceptance unless the former rejection or requirement of correction is disclosed. If the Contractor
fails promptly to remove such supplies or lots of supplies which are required to be removed or
promptly to replace or correct such supplies or lots of supplies, the Government either ti may by
contract or otherwise replace or correct such supplies and charge to the Contractor the cost oc-
casioned the Government thereby; or (ii) may terminate this contract for default as provided in
the clause of this contract entitled "Default. Unless the Contractor corrects or rerlaces such
supolies within the delivery schedule, the Contracting Officer may require the deliver, of such
supplies at a reduction in price which is equitable under the circumstances. Failure to agree to
such reduction of price shall be a dispute concerning a question of fact within the meaning of the
clause of this contract entitled "Disputes".
(c) If any inspection or test is made by the Government on the premises of the Contractor or a

subcontractor, the Contractor without additional charge shall provide all reasonable facilities and
assistance for the safety and convenience of the Government inspectors in the performance oft
their duties. If Government inspection or test is made at a point other than the premises of the
Contractor or a subcontractor, it shall be at the expense of the Government except as otherwise
provided in this contract; provided, that in case of rejection the Government shall not be liable for
any reduction in value of samples used in connection with such inspection or test. All inspections
and tests by the Government shall be performed in such a manner as not to unduly delay the
work. The Government reserves the right to charge to the Contractor any additional cost of
Government inspection and test when supplies are not ready at the time such inspection and test
is requested by the Contractor or when reinspection or retest is necessitated by. prior rejection.
Acceptance or rejection of the supplies shall be made as promptly as practicable after delivery.,
except as otherwise provided in this contract; but failure to inspect and accept or reject supplies
shall neither relieve the Contractor from responsibility for such supplies as are not in accordance
with the contract requirements nor impose liability on the Government therefor.
(d) The inspection and test by the Government of any supplies or lots thereof does not relieve

the Contractor from any responsibility regarding defects or other failures to meet the contract
requirements which may be discovered prior to acceptance. Except as otherwise provided in this
contract, acceptance shall be conclusive except as regards latent defects, fraud, or such gross
mistakes as amount to fraud.

(e) The Contractor shall provide and maintain an inspection system acceptable to the Govern-
ment covering the supplies hereunder. Records of all inspection work by the Contractor shall be
kept complete and available to the Government during the performance of this contract and for
such longer period as may be specified elsewhere in this contract.

Ma.d ed dmm)
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DAR % 7-103.5

(Nov. 82 Rev.)

INSPECTION (1982 NOV)
(a) The Contractor shall provide and maintain an in-

spection system acceptable to the Government covering
the supplies hereunder and shall tender to the Government,
for acceptance, only supplies that have been inspected in
accordance with said inspection system and have been found
by the Contractor to be in conformity with contract re-
quirements. As part of such system, the Contractor shall
prepare records evidencing all inspections made pursuant
thereto and the outcome thereof. Such records shall be
kept complete and available to the Government during the
performance of this contract and for such longer period
as may be specified elsewhere in this contract. The Gov-
ernment may perform such reviews and evaluations as are
reasonably necessary to ascertain compliance with this
paragraph. These reviews and evaluations shall be con-
ducted in a manner that will not unduly delay the con-
tract work. The right of review, whether exercised or
not, does not relieve the Contractor of the obligations
under the contract.

(b) All supplies (which term throughout this clause includes without limitation raw materials,
components, intermediate assemblies, and end products) shall be subject to inspection and test by
the Government. to the extent practicable at all times and places including the period of manu-

facture, and in any event prior to acceptance. However,
the Government assumes no contract obligation to perform
any inspection and test for the benefit of the Contractor
unless specifically set forth elsewhere in this contract.

(M) in case any supplies or lots of supplies are defective in material or workrnanship or other-
wise not in conformity with the requirements of this contract, the Government shall have the right
either to reject them (with or without instructions as to their disposition) or to require their cor-
rection. Supplies or lots of supplies which have been rejected or required to be corrected shall be
removed or, if permitted or required by the Contracting Officer. corrected in place by and at the %
expense of the Contractor promptly after notice, and shall not thereafter be tendered for ac-
ceptance unless the former rejection or requirement of correction is disclosed. If the Contractor
fails promptly to remove such supplies or lots of supplies which are required to be removed or
promptly to replace or correct such supplies or lots of supplies, the Government either (i) may by
contract or otherwise replace or correct such supplies and charge to the Contractor the cost oc-
casioned the Government thereby; or (ii) may terminate this contract for default as provided in
the clause of this contract entitled "Default." Unless the Contractor corrects or replaces such
supplies within the delivery schedule, the Contracting Officer may require the delivery of such
supplies at a reduction in price which is equitable under the circumstances. Failure to agree to
such reduction of price shall be a dispute concerning a question - ct within the meaning of the
clause of this contract entitled "Disputes".

r "2 '.,
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(d) If any inspection or test is made by the Government on the premises of the Contractor or a
subcontractor, the Contractor without additional charge shall provide all reasonable facilities and
assstance for the safety and convenience of the Government inspectors in the performance of
their duties. If Governmernt inspection or test is made at a point other than the premises of the
Contractor or a subcontractor. it shall be at the expense of the Government except as otherwise
provided in this contract; provided, that in case of rejection the Government shall not be liable for
any reduction in value of samples used in connection with such inspection or test. All inspections
and tests by the Government shall be performed in such a manner as not to unduly delay the
work. The Government resrves the right to charge to the Contractor an% additional cost of
Government inspection and test when supplies are not ready at the ttme such inspection and test
is requested by the Contractor or when reinspection or retest is necessitated by prior rejection.
Acceptance or rejection of the supplies shall be made as promptlh as practicable after deliver%.
except us otherwise provided in this contract, but failure to inspect and accept or reject supplies
shall netther relieve the Contractor from respionsibility for such supplies as are not in accordance
with the contract requiremcnts nor impose liabilit., on the Government therefor

(e) The inspection and test by the Government of any
supplies or lots of supplies does not relieve the Con-
tractor from any responsibility regarding defects or other
failures to meet the contract requirements which mav be
discovered prior to acceptance. Unless otherwise Drovided
in this contract, acceptance shall be conclusive exceDt as
regards (1) latent defects, (2) fraud, or (3) such gross
mistakes as amount to fraud.

(f) If acceptance is not conclusive for any of the
reasons in paragraph (e) hereof, the Government, in addi-
tion to any other rights and remedies provided b,: law, or
under other provisions of this contract, shall have the
right to require the Contractor (1) at no increase in
contract price, to correct or replace the defective or
nonconforming supplies at the original point of delivery
or at the Contractor's plant at the Contracting Officer's
election, and in accordance with a reasonable elivery
schedule as may be agreed upon between the Contractor and
the Contracting Officer; Provided, That the Contracting
Officer may require a reduction in contract price if the
Contractor fails to meet such delivery schedule, or
(2) within a reasonable time after receipt by the Con-
tractor of notice of defects or nonconformance, to repay
such portion of the contract as is equitable under the
circumstances if the Contracting Officer elects not to
require correction or replacement. Then supplies are
returned to the Contractor, the Contractor shall bear
the transportation cost from the original point of de-
livery to the Contractor's plant and return to the origi-
nal point when that point is not the Contractor's plant.
If the Contractor fails to perform or act as required in
(1) or (2) above and does not cure such failure within a
period of ten (10) days (or such longer period as the
Contracting Officer may authorize in writing) after re-
ceipt of notice from the Contracting Officer specifying
such failure, the Government shall have the right by con-
tract or otherwise to replace or correct such supplies
and charge to the Contractor the cost occasioned the
Government thereby.

(End of clause)

7-103.5
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Construction

7-602.11 Inspection and Acceptance. (Standard Form 23-A; DAR 9 7-602. 11;
FPR § 1-7.602-11)

INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE (1976 OCT)
(a) All work (which term includes but is not restricted to materials, workmanship. and manu-

facture and fabrication of components) shall be subject to inspection and test by the Government
at all reasonable times and at all places prior to acceptance. Any such inspection and test is for
the sole benefit of the Government and shall not relieve the Contractor of the responsibility of
providing quality control measures to assure that the work strictly complies with the contract
requirements. No inspection or test by the Government shall be construed as constituting or im-
plying acceptance. Inspection or test shall not relieve the Contractor of responsibility for damage
to or loss of the material prior to acceptance, nor in any way affect the continuing rights of the
Government after acceptance of the completed work under the terms of paragraph (f) of this
clause, except as hereinabove provided.

(b) The Contractor shall, without charge. replace any material or correct any workmanship
found by the Government not to conform to the contract requirements. unless in the public in-
terest the Government consents to accept such material or workmanship with an appropriate ad-
justment in contract price. The Contractor shall promptly segregate and remove rejected material
from the premises.

(c) If the Contractor does not promptly replace rejected material or correct rejected workman-
ship, the Government ( I ) may, by contract or otherwise, replace such material or correct such
workmanship and-charge the cost thereof to the Contractor. or (2) may terminate the Contrac-
tor's right to proceed in accordance with the clause of this contract entitled "Termination for
Default - Damages for Delay - Time Extensions."

(d) The Contractor shall furnish promptly, without additional charge, all facilities, labor, and
material reasonably needed for performing such safe and convenient inspection and test as may
be required by the Contracting Officer. All inspection and test by the Government shall be per-
formed in such manner as not unnecessarily to delay the work. Special, full size. and performance
tests shall be performed as described in this contract. The Government reserves the right to
charge to the Contractor any additional cost of inspection or test when material or workmanship
is not ready at the time specified by the Contractor for inspection or test or when reinspection or
retest is necessitated by prior rejection.

(el Should it be considered necessary or advisable by the Government at any time before ac-
ceptance of the entire work to make an examination of work already completed, by removing or
tearing out same, the Contractor shall, on request, promptly furnish all necessary facilities, labor
and material. If such work is found to be defective or nonconforming in any material respect, due
to the fault of the Contractor or his subcontractors, he shall defray all the expenses of such ex-
amination and of satisfactory reconstruction. If. however, such work is found to meet the require-
ments of the contract, an equitable adjustment shall be made in the contract price to compensate
the Contractor for the additional services involved in such examination and reconstruction and, if
completion of the work has been delayed thereby, he shall, in addition, be granted a suitable ex-
tension of time.

(f) Unless otherwise provided in this contract, acceptance by the Government shall be made as
promptly as practicable after completion and inspection of all work required by this contract, or
that portion of the work that the Contracting Officer determines can be accepted separately. Ac-
ceptance shall be final and conclusive except as regards latent defects, fraud, or such gross
mistakes as may amount to fraud or as regards the Government's rights under any warranty or
guarantee.

(End e lause)

7-602.111!
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I.

Services

1ISPECnON OF SERVICES (1971 NOV) (DAR 41 7-1902.4)
(a) Al! services (which term throughout this clause includes services performed, material

furnished or utlizLed in the performance of services, and workmanship in the performance of ser-
vices) shal! be subject to inspection and test b% the Government. to the extent pracncabie at all
times and p!aces during the term of the contract. All inspections by the Government shall be
made in such a manner as not to unduly delay the work.

(1: If any serices performed hereunder are not in conformity wih Lne requirements of thts
contract, the Government shall have the right to require the Contractor to perform the services
again in conforrmiy with the requirements of the contract, at no addiuonal ,ncrease in total con-
tract amount. When the services to be performed are of such a nature that the defect cannot be
corrected by reperformance of the services, the Government shall have the right to (i) require the
Contractor to immediately take all necessary steps to ensure future performance of the services in
conformity with the requirements of the contract; and (ii) reduce the contract price to reflec: the
reduced value of the servics performed. In the event the Contractor falls promptly to perform
the services again or to take necessary steps to insure future performance of the services in con-
formity with the requirements of the contract, the Government shall have the right to either (i) by
contract or otherwise have the services performed in conformity with the contract requirements

and charge to the Contractor any cost occasioned to the Government that is directly related to

.': the performance of such services; or (ii) terminate this contract for default as provided in the
clause of this contract entitled "Default.-

(c) Tne Contractor shall provide and maintain an inspection system acceptable to the Govern-
men, covenring the services to be performed hereunder. Records of all inspection work by the
Contractor shall be kept complete and available to the Government during the term of this con-
tract and for such longer period as may be specified elsewhere in this contract.

(End of clause)
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APPENDIX B

PROPOSED FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION INSPECTION CLAUSES

52.246-2 Inspection of Supplies-Fixed-Price.
As prescribed in 46.302-1, insert the following clause

in all fixed-price supply contracts (and service con-
tracts involving the furnishing of supplies) expected to
exceed S10,000 and, when considered to be in the Gov-
ernment's interest, in contracts of lesser value.

INSPECTION OF SUPPLIES-FIXED-PRICE
(DATE)

(a) The Contractor shall provide and maintain an
inspection system acceptable to the Government cover-
ing supplies under this contract. Records of all inspec-
tion work by the Contractor shall be kept complete
and made available to the Government during contract
performance and for as long afterwards as the contract
requires.

(b) The Government may inspect and test all supplies
called for by the contract, to the extent practicable at
all places and times, including the period of manufac-
ture, and in any event prior to acceptance. The Gov-
ernment shall perform inspections and tests in a manner
that will not unduly delay the work. "Supplies," as
used in this clause, includes but is not limited to raw
materials, components, intermediate assemblies, end
products, and lots of supplies.

(c) If the Government performs inspection or test on
the premises of the Contractor or a subcontractor, the
Contractor shall provide and shall require subcontrac-
tors to provide, without additional charge, all reason-
able facilities and assistance for the safe and convenient
performance of these duties. Except as otherwise pro-
vided in the contract, the Government shall bear the

I expense of Government inspections or tests made at'II
other than the Contractor's or subcontractor's prem-
ises; provided, that in case of rejection, the Govern-
ment shall not be liable for any reduction in the value
of inspection or test samples.

(d) (1) When supplies are not ready at the time
specified by the Contractor for inspection or test, the
Government may charge to the Contractor the addi-
tional cost of inspection or test.

(2) The Government may also charge the Contrac-
tor for any additional cost of inspection or test when
prior rejection makes reinspection or retest neces-
sary.

199
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(e) The Government has the right either to reject or

to require correction of nonconforming supplies. Sup-
plies are nonconforming when they are defective in
material or workmanship or are otherwise not in con-
formity with contract requirements. The Government
may reject nonconforming supplies with or without
disposition instructions.
(f) The Contractor shall remove supplies rejected or

required to be corrected. However, the Contracting
Officer may require or permit correction in place,
promptly after notice, by and at the expense of the
Contractor. The Contractor shall not tender for accept-
ance corrected or rejected supplies without disclosing
the former rejection or requirement for correction.
(g) If the Contractor fails to promptly remove, re-

place, or correct rejected supplies that are required to
be removed or to be replaced or corrected, the Gov-
ernment may either (1) by contract or otherwise,
remove, replace, or correct the supplies and charge the
cost to the Contractor or (2) terminate the contract for
default. Unless the Contractor corrects or replaces the
supplies within the delivery schedule, the Contracting
Officer may require their delivery and make an equita-
ble price reduction. Failure to agree to a price reduc-
tion shall be a dispute.

(h) (1) If this contract provides for the performance
of Government quality assurance at source, and if re-
quested by the Government, the Contractor shall fur-
nish advance notification of the time (i) when contrac-
tor inspection or tests will be performed in accordance
with provisions of the contract and (ii) when the sup-
plies will be ready for Government inspection.

(2) The Government request shall specify the
period and method of the advance notification and
the Government representative to whom it shall be
furnished. Requests shall not require more than 2
workdays of advance notification if the Government
representative is in residence in the Contractor's
plant, nor more than 7 workdays in other instances.
(i) The Government shall accept or reject supplies as

promptly as practicable after delivery, unless otherwise
provided in the contract. Government failure to inspect
and accept or reject the supplies shall not relieve the
Contractor from responsibility, nor impose liability on
the Government, for nonconforming supplies.

Qi) Inspection and test by the Government do not
relieve the Contractor of responsibility for defects or
other failures to meet contract requirements discovered
before acceptance. Acceptance shall be conclusive,
except for latent defects, fraud, gross mistakes amount-
ing to fraud, or as otherwise provided in the contract.

(End of clause)
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52.246-12 Inspection of Construction.
As prescribed in 46.304, insert the following clause in

all fixed-price construction contracts expected to
exceed $10,000 and, when considered to be in the Gov-
ernment's interest, in contracts of lesser value:

INSPECTION OF CONSTRUCTION (DATE)
(a) The Contractor shall maintain an adequate in-

spection system and perform such inspections as will
assure that the work called for by this contract con-
forms to contract requirements. The Contractor shall
maintain adequate inspection records and make them
available to the Government. All work shall be con-
ducted under the general direction of the Contracting

Officer and is subject to Government inspection and
test at all places and at all reasonable times before
acceptance to insure strict compliance with the terms
of the contract. "Work" includes, but is not limited to,
materials, workmanship, and manufacture and fabrica-
tion of components.

(b) Government inspections and tests are for the sole
benefit of the Government and do not-

(1) Relieve the Contractor of responsibility for
providing adequate quality control measures;

(2) Relieve the Contractor of responsibility for

damage to or loss of the material before acceptance;
(3) Constitute or imply acceptance; or
(4) Affect the continuing rights of the Government

after acceptance of the completed work under para-
graph (h) below.
(c) The presence or absence of a Government inspec-

tor does not relieve the Contractor from any contract
requirement, nor is the inspector authorized to change
any provision of the specifications without the Con-
tracting Officer's written authorization.

-t
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*(d) The Contractor shall promptly furnish, without
additional charge, all facilities, labor, and material rea-
sonably needed for performing such safe and conven-
ient inspections and tests as may be required by the
Contracting Officer. The Government may charge to
the Contractor any additional cost of inspection or test
when work is not ready at the time specified by the
Contractor for inspection or test, or when prior rejec-
tion makes reinspection or retest necessary. The Gov-
eminent shall perform all inspections and tests in a
manner that will not unnecessarily delay the work.
Special, full size, and performance tests shall be per-
formed as described in the contract.

(e) The Contractor shall, without charge, replace or
correct work found by the Government not to conform
to contract requirements, unless in the public interest
the Government consents to accept the work with an
appropriate adjustment in contract price. The Contrac-
tor shall promptly segregate and remove rejected mate-
rial from the premises.

(f) If the Contractor does not promptly replace or
correct rejected work, the Government may (1) by
contract or otherwise, replace or correct the work and
charge the cost to the Contractor or (2) terminate for
default the Contractor's right to proceed,
(g) If, before acceptance of the entire work, the

Government decides to examine already completed
work by removing it or tearing it out, the Contractor,
on request, shall promptly furnish all necessary facili-
ties, labor, and material. If the work is found to be
defective or nonconforming in any material respect due
to the fault of the Contractor or its subcontractors, the
Contractor shall defray the expenses of the examination
and of satisfactory reconstruction. However, if the
work is found to meet contract requirements, the Con-

4 tracting Officer shall make an equitable adjustment for

the additional services involved in the examination and
reconstruction, including, if completion of the work
was thereby delayed, an extension of time.

(h) Unless otherwise provided in the contract. the
Government shall accept. as promptly as practicable
after completion and inspection, all work required by
the contract or that portion of the work the Contract-
ing Officer determines can be accepted separately. Ac-
ceptance shall be final and conclusive except for latent
defects, fraud, gross mistakes amounting to fraud, or
the Government's rights under any warrant.: or guar-
antee.

(End of clause)
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52.2464 Inspection of Services- Fixed-Price.
As prescribed in 46.302-3, insert the following clause

in fixed-price service contracts expected to exceed
S10.000 and, when considered to be in the Govern-
ment's interest, in contracts of lesser value. Service
contracts involving the furnishing of supplies shall in-
clude both this clause and the clause at 52.246-2, In-
spection of Supplies- Fixed-Price:

INSPECTION OF SERVICES-FIXED-PRICE
(DATE)

(a) The Contractor shall provide and maintain an
inspection system acceptable to the Government cover-
ing the services under this contract. Records of all
inspection work by the Contractor shall be kept com-
piete and made available to the Government during
contract performance and for as long afterwards as the
contract requires.

(b) The Government may inspeci and test all services
called for by the contract. to the extent practicable at
all times and places during the term of the contract.
The Government shall perform inspections and tests in
a manner that will not unduly delay the work. -Serv-
ices." as used in this clause, includes services per-
formed, workmanship, and material furnished or uti-
lized in the performance of services.

(c) If any of the services do not conform with con-
tract requirements, the Government may require the
Contractor to perform the services again in conformity
with contract requirements, at no increase in contract
amount. When the deficiency in services cannot be
corrected by reperformance, the Government may (1)

require the Contractor to take necessary action to
ensure that future performance conforms to contract
requirements and (2) reduce the contract price to re-
flect the reduced value of the services performed.

(d) If the Contractor fails to promptly perform the
services again or to take the necessary action to ensure
future performance in conformity with contract re-
quirements, the Government may (1) by contract or
otherwise, perform the services and charge to the Con-
tractor any cost incurred by the Government that is
directly related to the performance of such service or
(2) terminate the contract for default.

(End of clause)
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SAMPLING PROCEDURES AND TABLES

FOR INSPECTION BY ATTRIBUTES

:"'." 1. SCOPE

1.1 PURPOSE. This publication estab- The plans may also be used for the inspection
* lishes sampling plans and procedures for of isolated lots or batches, but, in this latter

inspection by attributes. When specified by case, the user is cautioned to consult the
the responsible authority, this publication operating characteristic curves to fnd a plan
shall be referenced in the specification, con- which wil! yield the desired protection . see
tract, inspection instructions, or other docu- 11.6).
ments and the provisions set forth herein
shall govern. The "responsible authority" 1.3 INSPECTION. Inspection is the proc-
shall be designated in one of the above ess of measuring. examining, testing, or
documents. otherwise comparing the unit of product (see

1.5) with the requirements.

1.2 APPLICATION. Sampling plans des-
ignated in this publication are applicable, but 1.4 INSPECTION BY ATTRIBUTES. In-
not limited, to inspection of the following: spection by attributes is inspection whereby

either the unit of product ,s classified simply. a. nd items.
as defective or nondefective, or the numoer

b. Components and raw materials, of defects in the unit of product is counec.
with respect ;o a given requirement or set

c. Operations. of requirements

d. Materials in process. 1.5 UNIT OF PRODUCT. The unit of

e. Supplies in storage. product is the thing inspected in order to

.. determine its classification as defective or

f. Maintenance operations. nondefective or to count the number of de-

g. Data orrefects. It may be a single article, a pair, a set,

g. Data or records. a length, an area, an operation, a volume, a

h. Administrative procedures. component of an end product, or the end

product itself. The unit of product may or

These plans are intended primarily to be may not be the same as the unit of purchase.

used for a continuing series of lots or batches. supply, production, or shipment.
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2. CLASSIFICATION OF DEFECTS AND DEFECTIVES
i-. ,'

2.1 METHOD OF CLASSIFYING DEFECTS. 2.1.3 MINOR DEFECT. A minor defect
A classification of defects is 'he enumeration is a defect that is not likely to reduce ma-
of possible defects of the unit of product terially the usability of the unit of product
classified acc,.,rding to their seriousness. A for its intended purpose, or is a departure
defect i5 any nonconformance of the unit of from established standards having little bear-
product w:th specified rCquirements. Defects ing on the effective use or operation of the
will normally be grouped into one or more unit.
of the following classes; however, defects
may be grouped into other classes, or into 2.2 METHOD OF CLASSIFYING DEFEC-
subclasses %within these classes. TIVES. A defective is a unit of product which

contains one or more defects. Defectives will
.' 2.1.1 CRITICAL DEFECT. A critical de- usually be c!assiied as follows:

fect is a defect tha judgment and experience
idcate s to result in hazardous or 2.2.1 CRITICAL DEFECTIVE. A critical
unsafe conditions f o r individuals using, defective contains one or more cr:tical de-
maintaining, or depending upon the product; fects and may also contain maior and or
or a defect that judgment and experience minor defects. NOTE: For a special provi-
"i:cate is likely to prevent performance of sion relating t. cr::~c. defectives, ee 6 3.

'ne tac:c1 ji .n,-tic,n ot -, major end item such

as a s.-' i :,fraft, ?ank, missile or space 2.2.2 MAJOR DEFECTIVE. Amaor o-
v'c''':ce- NOTE; For a special orovision re- "r s"'d fe ts se "6.3.. fective conta:ns .- ,e - r more majo w, cs

ting to c and may also contain minor defects but con-

2.1.2 MAJOR DEFECT. A major defect tains no critical defect.

:s a defelt., other than critical, that is likely
:., result in failure, or to reduce materially 2.2.3 MINOR DEFECTIVE. A minor de-
the usabi'ity of the unit of product for its fective contains one or m.)re minor defects
;ntended purpose but contains no cr:tial or major defect.

3. PERCENT DEFECTIVE AND DEFECTS PER HUNDRED UNITS

"- 3.1 EXPRESSION OF NONCONFORM- "e,'e , ... Un n,'ch.

ANCE. The extent of nonconformaiice of
produt shall be expressed either in terms 3.3 DEFECTS PEP HUNDRED UNITS. The
Of oerce't defective or in terms of defects per number oi oeiecis oer hunorec units ot r.v

hundred units. g:ven ouantitv o units ?- oroiuct ;S e
• -hundred times th e :",;.,r'Der Of diee"s con.-

3.2 PERCENT DEFECTIVE. The percen -
deiective of any given auantity of units of tained therein (one or more defects b-?:n;

. .. . . .: s o r o h u r e r c . t : m s : ".n e n u m b e r o , p o s s i oie in a rv ' .n :: b yor o c : i , b "

eun o ' rodu co .tained therein the total nu..e c: 0. o ,
.ne to ;ni:a.numbe: '-;.its of prod- ,- ,- . ... , .

. e .: r ,, ur" ns .

,0 ,,S

I-
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4. ACCEPTABLE QUALITY LEVEL (AQL'

4.1 USE. The AQL. together with the desc'-i:> the pr,,tp-ctin *, thc ,:,, .uner for
Sample Size Code Letter, is used for index- individti,il lots or batch,,s bt n,. , ir-cIv
ing the sampling plans provided herein. relates to what mlgt be" p;td frm a

se,les If 11,,t" r batchc.;.' , ! .:t r .e t-ps
4.2 DEFINITION. The AQL is the max- !id :ted a" th v. pub l :at: n .1iro ,_n It 's

:mum percent defective (or the maximum necess.ry tu -efer to'!hepor.2ng haiacter-
number of defects per hundred units) that, Istir curve !)f the p!an, to Jetc,rr.ie %,h2t
for purposes of sampling inspection, can be pr'tection the c,i -,umer ,l bavo.
considered satisfactory as a process average
(see 11.2). 4.4 LIMITATION. The , '.a'.,n , -n

AQL zhall :,t nmpv " r :'. . -- r has
4.3 NOTE ON THE MEANING OF AOL. th( r:,h t. p k:, . :.

When a consumer designates some specific unit of pruduct
value of AQL for a certain defect or group
of defects, he indicates to the supplier that 4.5 SPECIFYING AOLV. The AQt to be
his (the consumer's) acceptance sampling used will be ,,,gra.:-'i ',e co:.tract or by
plan will accept the great majority of the lots the Ies,.',<e aeh:;t D:er, C. Ls
or batches that the supplier submits, pro- may he ..... , fr ,r ,::! 4 c."cts c r-
vided the process average level of percent s .r,: '. v .. .. U , dfo:.
defective (or defects per hundred units) in A l .-\QL Ir i;i ,,p , , .,'.. 7..' , s
these lots or batches be no greater than the ig:iat,_. adnit, a , AQLs .r :n l'v',.-c
designated value of AQL. Thus, the AQL de:ects, .r 'uMtro,_:ps vithin that grrp
is a designated value of percent defective (or AQL valles ,of '0 0 or les may be ,':pre:ed
defects per hundred units) that the consumer either in percenit defective ur in defects per
indicates will be accepted most of the time hundred units: tho:e over 10 0 shall be ex-
by the acceptance sampling procedure to be pressed in defects per hundred units o1!V
used. The sampling plans provided herein
are so arranged that the probability of ac- 4.6 PREFERRED AOLs. The values of
ceptance at the designated AQL value de- AQLs given in these .ibles are kown as
pends upcn the sample size, being generally preferred AQLs. If. fr any product, an AQL
higher for large samples than for small ones. be designated other than a preferr,-d AcQL,
for a given AQL. The AQL alone does not these tables are not applicable.

5. SUBMISSION O PRODUCT

5.1 LOT OR BATCH. The term jot c- r other purose -. g pnroductn, sh;p-
batch shall mean "inspection lot" or "inspe.:- , e:

tion batch," i.e., a collection o" units oi" prc:a- 5.2 FORMATION OF LOTS OR SAT.H ..
uct from which a sample is to be drawn and The uroIuc' shal I0 ,sseni.,ed iit n-nti-

inspected to determine conormance with th 0- ,S a Duijot,, L ,tch,:'. ,)r Uc U,,t'er

a:cep-.abmty criteria, anc* may I.,.er from. a mna,:e- aS may De Dr.scrt.bo e 5 -

co0i , o'no'sd esignate. a: a ao. or bacl io" cr batcn shaL, as far as is practicabie.

Il,.
'4

~.. . ....... _ ..... .'. ." .'.Z , rz "- " * ." .- " " "." . -" " "."-."- "- ." " *-- -""." " " .
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5. SUBMISSION OF PRODUCT (Continued)

consist of uniLt of product of a single type, batches, lot or batch size, and the manner
grade, class, S17e. and composition, manu- in which each lot or batch is to be presented
factured under essentially the same cundi- and identified by the supplier shall be des-
tions, and at essentially the same time ignated or approved by the responsible au-

-,.- Lthority. As necessary, the supplier shall"i,':5.3 LOT OR BATCH SIZE. The lot or
batch size is the number of units of product prov de adequate and suitable storage space

batc sie isthenumbr o unis o prouct for each lot or batch, equipment needed for
proper identification and presentation, and

5.4 PRESENTATION OF LOTS OR personnel for all handling of product re-
BATCHES. The formation of the lots or quired for drawing of samples.

6. ACCEPTANCE AND REJECTION

6.1 ACCEPTABILITY OF LOTS OR critical defects. The right is reserved to in-
BATCHES. Acceptability of a lot or batch spect every unit submitted by the supplier for
wil be determined by the use of a sampling critical defects, and to reject the lot or batch
pian or plans associated with the designated immediately, when a critical defect is found.
AQL or AQLs The right is reserved also to sample, for crit-

ical defects, every lot or batch submitted by
6.2 DEFECTIVE UNITS. The right is re- the supplier and to reject any lot or batch

served to reject any unit of product found if a sample drawn therefrom is found to con-
defective during inspection whether that tain one or more critical defects.
unit of product forms part of a sample or
not, and whether the lot or batch as a whole 6.4 RESUBMITTED LOTS OR BATCHES.
is accepted or rejected. Rejected units may Lots or batches found unacceptable shall be
be repaired or corrected and resubmitted for resubmitted for reizispection only after all
inspection with the approval of, and in the units are re-examined or retested and all de--
manner specified by, the responsible au- fective units are removed or defects cor-
thority. rected. The responsible authority shall deter-

mine whether normal or tightened inspection
A 6.3 SPECIAL RESERVATION FOR CRITI- shall be used, and whether reispection shall

CAL DEFECTS. The supplier may be required include all types or classes of defects or for
* , at the discretion of the responsible authority the particular types or classes of defects
* . to inspect every unit of the lot or batch for which caused initial rejection.

7. DRAWING OF SAMPLES

7.1 SAMPLE. A sample consists of one 7.2 REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLING. When
or more units of product drawn from a lot or appropriate, the number of units in the sam-
batch, th". units of the sample being selected
at h, rand m without rega t theseirg qlity. ple shall be selected in proportion to the size• .'.'at random without regard to their quality.

STr stof sublots or subbatches, or parts of the lot or- -m The number of units of product in the sample

is the sample size batch, identified by some rational criterion.

4

........................
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7. DRAWING OF SAMPLES (Continued)

When representative sampling is used, the pies may be drawn during assembly of thc'
units from each part of the lot or batch shall lot or batch.
be selected at random.

7.4 DOUBLE OR MULTIPLE SAMPLING.
7.3 TIME OF SAMPLING. Samples may When double or multiple sampling is to be

be drawn after all the units comprising the used, each sample shall be selected over the
lot or batch have been assembled, or sam- entire lot or batch.

8. NORMAL, TIGHTENED AND REDUCED INSPECTION

8.1 INITIATION OF INSPECTION. Nor- a. The preceding 10 lots or batches (or
mal inspection will be used at the start of more, as indicated by the nulE to Table VIII)
inspection unless otherwise directed by the have been on normal inspection and none
rsnieahryhas been rejected on originai inspection; and.:. responsible authority,

b. The total number of defectives (or de-
8.2 CONTINUATION OF INSPECTION. fects) in the samples from the preceding 10

Normal, tightened or reduced inspection lots or batches (or such other number as wasrused for condlton "a" above) is equal to or
shall contniue unchanged fox each class of less than the applicable number given in
.eects u ceiectives or, successive lots or able VIII. If double or multiple sampling
batchs except where the switching proce- u; in use, all samples inspected should be in-
dures given below require change. The cluded, not "Ifirst" samples only; and
switching procedures given below require a
change. The switching procedures shall be c. Production is at a steady rate and
applied to each class of defects or/efe:tives,, d. Reduced inspection is considered de-
independently. sirable by the responsible authority.

8.3 SWITCHING PROCEDURES. 8.3.4 REDUCED TO NORMAL. When re-
*,u, duced inspection is in effect, normal in:;pec-

_.3.1 NORMAL TO TIGHTENED. 'When tion shall be instituted if any of the following

ncrmai inspection is n effect. tightened in- occur on original inspection:

spection shall be instituted when 2 out oi 5 a. A lot or batch is rejected; or
corsecu-.ve lots or batches have been re- b A lot or batch is considered acceptable
.ected on originai inspection ,'i.e., ignoring under the procecures of 10.1.4; or
resubmitted lots or batches for this proce- c. Production becomes irregular or de-
dure). layed; or

8.3.2 TIGHTENED TO NORMAL. When d. Other conditions warrant that normai
tightened inspection is ii. effect, oormal in- inspection shall be instituted.
spection shall be ;nstituted when 5 consecu- 8.4 DISCONTINUATION OF INSPECTION.
tive lots or batches have been considered In DIe vCNt that 10 consecutve lots or

acceptable on original insppection. batches remain on tightened inspection (or
-'%.3 such other number as may be designated by

6" .32 NORMAL TO REOUdED. When tke responsible authority), inspection under
norrra! insL-tion is in erfect, reduced inspec- the provisions of this document should be
'.ion haU! be nstituted providing that all of dicontinued pending action to improve the
the fnlrowing cond,tions are satisfied: quality of submitted mn;terial.

#6
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9. SAMPLING PLANS

9.1 SAMPLING PLAN. A sampling plan tain the sampling plan from Tables IT, III or
indicates the number of units of product IV. When no sampling plan is available for a
from each lot or batch which are to be in- given combination of AQL and code letter,

. spected (sample size or series of sample the tables direct the user to a different letter.
sizes) and the criteria for determining the The sample size to be used is given by the
acceptability of the lot or batch (acceptance new code letter not by the original letter If
and rejection numbers). this procedure leads to different sample sizes

for different classes of defects, the code letter

9.2 INSPECTION LEVEL. The inspection corresponding to the largest sample size de-

level determines the relationship between rived may be used for all classes of defects
the lot or batch size and the sample size. The when designated or approved by the respon-
inspection level to be used for any particular sible authority. As an alternative to a single
requirement will be prescribed by the re- sampling plan with an acceptance number
sponsible authority. Three inspection levels: of 0, the plan with an acceptance nu-r.ber of"
1, 1, and I'l. are given in Table I for general with its correspondingly larger san:."e size

use. Unless other-wise specified, Inspection for a designated AQL (where available' ay
Level II will be used. However, Inspection be used when designated or approved by the
Level I may be specified when less discrimi- responsible authority.
nation is needed, or Level III may be speci-
fied for greater discrimination. Four addi- 9.5 TYPES OF SAMPLING PLANS. Three
tional special levels: S-1, S-2, S-3 and S-4, types of sampling plans: Single, Double and
are given in the same table and may be used
where relatively small sample sizes are neces-II and IV.
, r v a prespectively. When several types of plans aresary and large sampling risks can or must be available for a given AQL and coe letter,
tolerated.

any one may be used. A decision as to type
NOTE: In the designation of inspection of plan, either single, double, or multiple,

4 levels S-1 to S-4, care must be exercised to when available for a given AQL and code
avoi- AQLs inconsistent with these inspec- letter, will usually be based upon the com-
tion levels. parison between the administrative diffcultv

and the average sample sizes of the avaiia*._s
,." CO,)- LETTER. Sample sizes are plans. Tne average sample size oi mu"'...:

designated by code letters. Table I shall be plans is less than for double (except in t.
used to find the applicable code letter for the case corresponding to single acceptance num-
particular lot or batch size and the prescribed her 1) and both of these are always less tna=.
ir'. 2t'n 12 a single samn--" s, Usuali3' -h, at.-:rr-

#. : ... . .. -

O,. . z. b 5- d2i
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10. DETERMINATION OF ACCEPTABILITY

10.1 PERCENT DEFECTIVE INSPECTION. number of defectives found in the first and
To determine acceptability of a lot or batch second samples shall be accumulated. If the
under percent defective inspection, the ap- cumulative number of defectives is equal to
plicable sampling plan shall be used in or less than the second acceptance number,
accordance with 10 1.1, 10.1.2, 10.1.3, 10.1.4, the lot or batch shall be considered accept-
and 10.1.5. able. If the cumulative number of defectives

is equal to or greater than the second rejec-
10.1.1 SINGLE SAMPLING PLAN. The tion number, the lot or batch shall be rejected.

number of sample units inspected shall be
equal to the sample size given by the plan. 10.1.3 MULTIPLE SAMPLE PLAN. Under
If the number of defectives found in the multiple sampling, the procedure shall be

sample is equal to or less than the acceptance similar to that specified in 10.1.2 except that
number, the lot or batch shall be considered the number of successive sampies required

acceptable. If the number of defectives is to reach a decision may be more than two.
equal to or greater than the rejection num- 10.1.4 SPECIAL PROCEDURE FOR RE-
ber, the lot or batch shall be rejected. DUCED INSPECTION. Under reduced in-

spection, the sampling procedure may termi-
10.1.2 DOUBLE SAMPLING PLAN. The nate without either acceptance or reject:ion

number of sample units. inspected shall be cr:teria having been met. In these circum-
equal to the first sample size given by the stances the lot or batch wiL1 be considered
plan. If the number of defectives found in acceptable, but noran'l inspection wih be
the first sample is equal to or less than the reinstated starting with the next lot or
first acceptance number, the lot or batch batch (see 8.3.4 (b)).
shall be considered acceptable If the num-
ber of defectives found in the first sample is 10.2 DEFECTS PER HUNDRED UNITS IN.
equal to or greater than the first rejection SPECTION. To determine the acceptability
number, the lot or batch shall be rejected. of a lot or batch under Defects per Hundred
If the number of defectives found in the first Units inspection, the procedure specified for
sample is between the first acceptance and Percent Defective inspection above shall be
rejection numbers, a se.-r.d sample of the used, except that the word "defects" shai' be
size given by the plan shall be inspected. Tre substituted for defectives."

1 . SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATI0'

11.1 0 P E P A T I N G CHARACTEI!STIC and multipie sampling are ma-6che as c;3s2..y
CUP.VES. Tne operating cnaracteristic curves as practicable. The 0. C. curves snown. .cr
;or normal inspection, shown in Table X AQLas greater tha. 10.0 ar' oase- . tn:
(pages 30-62), indicate tne percentage o Poisson distribution- an- are F 7:",C; ,3

lots or batches wh.-c-. may *e erpecte, to be defecta per huniLe - e

e::c:C. - h Li~se ~--~ : n~?L of :ol Z <
'-a.... ........ for c "'l 2uc '.:a.:c2:c".:

' !'
Bi
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11. SUPPLEMEI4TARY INFORMATION (Continued)

tive inspection; those for AQLs of 10.0 or 11.5 AVERAGE SAMPLE SIZE CURVES.
less and sample sizes larger then 80 are based Average sample size curves for double and

on the Poisson distribution and are applica- multiple sampling are in Table IX. These
ble either for defects per hundred units in- show the average sample sizes which may be
spection, or for percent defective inspection expected to occur under the various sampling
(the Poisson distribution being an adequate plans for a given process quality. The curves
approximation to the binomial distribution assume no curtailment of inspection and are
under these conditions). Tabulated values, approximate to the extent that they are
corresponding to selected values of probabil- based upon the Poisson distribution, and that
ities of acceptance (Pa, in percent) are given the sample sizes for double and multiple
for each of the curves shown, and, in addi- sampling art assumed to be 0.631n and 0.25n
tion, for tightened inspection, and for defects respectively, where n is the equivalent single
per hundred units for AQLs of 10.0 or less sample size.
and sample sizes of SO or less.

as 011.6 LIMITING QUALITY PROTECTION.
11.2 PROCESS AVERAGE. The process The sampling plans and associated proce-

average is the average percent defective or dures given in this publication were designed
average number of defects per hundred units for use where the units of product are pro-
(whichever is applicable) of product sub- duced in a continuing series of lots or batches
mitted by the supplier for original inspec- over a period of time. However, if the lot
tion. Original inspection is the first inspec- or batch is of an isolated nature, it is desira-
tion of a particular quantity of product asdtingoshed partiuomr tentio of product a ble to limit the selection of sampling plans
distinguished from the inspection of productwith a designated AQLrich has been resubmitted after prior value, that provide not less than a specified

limiting quality protection. Sampling plans

1.3 AVERAGE OUTGOING QUALITY for this purpose can be selected by choosing

(AOQ). The AOQ is the average quality of a Limiting Quality (LQ) and a consumer's
outgoing product including all accepted lots risk to be associated with it. Tables VI and
or batches, plus all rejected lots or batches VII give values of LQ for the commonly used
after the rejected lots or batches have been consumer's risks of 10 percent and 5 percent
effectively 100 percent inspected and all de- respectively. If a different value of con-
fectives replaced by nonidefectives. sumer's risk is required, the O.C. curves and

1 their tabulated values may be used. The11.4 AVERAGE OUTGOING QUALITY
LIMIT (AOQL]. The AOQL is the maximum concept of LQ may also be useful in specify-
of the AOQs for all possible incoming quali- ing the AQL and Inspection Levels for aties for a given acceptance sampling plan. series of lots or batches, thus fixing minimum

AOQL values are given in Table V-A for sample size where there is some reason for
each of the single sampling plans for normal avoiding (with more than a given consumer's
inspection and in Table V-B for each of the risk) more than a limiting proportion of de-
single sampling plans for tightened inspec- fectives (or defects) in any single lot or
tion. batch.

I
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MIL-I-45208A
16 DECEMBER 1963

APPENDIX D SUPERSEDING

MIL-1-45208 (ARMY)
12 OCTOBER 1961
NPD (NAVEXOS P-1034)
APPENDIX A (In Part)
26 FEBRUARY 1960

MILTARY SPECIFICATION

INSPECION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

This specif~cation, has been azpproved bij the Department of Defense and is mndatorVj for use bv
' tA4 Deprtments of the Army, the Navy. the Air Force and the Defense Supply Agency.

1. SCOPE Q-9858, Quality Program Requirements. The
contractor may use, at his option, the require-

t1.1Sp. Thes ctar'ispeci.c tion ss- ments of MKIL-Q-9858, in whole or in part,quirernents for contractors' inspection sys- whenever this specification is specified, pro-
ters. These requirements pertain to the in- vided no increase in price or fee is involved.
spections and tests necessary to substantiate This option permits one uniform system in
product conformance to drawings, specifica- the event the contractor is alread -- ,pl,'ng
tons and contract a='ntS d ts al - with I iL.-Q-9S58.
spections and tests required by the contract.
These requirements are in add- Son to those 2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
inspections and tests set forth in applicable 2.1 The following documents of the issue
specifications and other contractual docu- in effect on date of invitations for bids form
ments. a part of this specification to the extent speci-

1.2 AppUcability. fied herein.

1.2.1 Applicability. This specification shall SPECIFICATIONS
apply to all suppliers or services when refer- M=lrrARY

enced in the item specification, contract or ML-Q-9858 Quality Program Re-
order. quirements

MIL-C-45662 Calibration Systen Re-
1.2.2. Relion to Other Contract Require- quirements

ments. The inspection system requirements Aisions. Whenever
set forth in this specification shall be satisfied 2.2 Amendments and Rev

in addition to all detail requirements con- this specification is amended or revised sub-
tmed in the statement of work or in other sequent to its contractually effective date, the

10 contractor may follow or authorize his sub-
parts of the contract. The contractor is re- contractor ma follow or authoreissu
sponsible for compliance with all provisions contractors to follow the amended or revised
of the contract and for furnishing specified documett provided no increase in price or

articles which meet aU requirements of the fee is required. The contractor shall not be

contract. To the extent of any inconsistency required to follow the amended or revised
between the contract schedule or its general document except as a change in contract. Ifprovisions and this specification the cotract the contractor elects to follow the amended or

schedule and the general provisions shall con- revised document, he shall notify the Con-
trol. tracting Oicer in writing of this election.

When the contractor elects to follow the pro-
1-.32 Options. This specification contains visions of an amendment or revision, he must

fewer requirements than specification .MIL- follow them in full.

*UAL. GO 1K.NMVENT PRIINMG OfFC t981- 703 -023/3235
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", 2.3 Ordering Government Docmments. Cop- and type of deficiencies found, the quantities
- ies of specification., stand.rds and drawings approved and rejected and the zature of cor

required by contractors in connection with rective action taken as appropriate.
speciifc procurements =y be obtained from 3±13 Corrective Actir. The contractor
the procuring agency or as otherwise directed shall take prompt acton to correct assign-- by the Contracting Officer.shltaepopacino cretasg-
b C c cable conditions which have resulted or could

3. REQLmEMENTS result in the submission to the Government of
3.1 Contractor Responsmiltles. Te cn- supplies and services which do not conform&I tractor shl provide snd -lities T c- to (1) the quality assurance provisions of th e

tion sy-te which w-l assre tat a su es item specif.cation, (2) inspec:ions and tzst.3

and servicts ="a- : ' - o;enin.en; for re.: - "' cor-ct - (3) oter in-
acceptance cinform to contr requirements spections and tests required to subsaniate

whether manufactured or processed by the produc conformance
contractor, or procured fro subcontractors 3-4 Dm ings an-. Ckc.gez. The contrac-

• * or vendors. The contractor shall perform or tors inspection system shall provide for pro.-'
have perfo.ed the inspections and :ests re- cedures which will assuze t" the la ....
quired to substantiate product conforma=nce applicable drawings, speciLfcations and in-
to drawing, specifications and cont-ract re- sr-uc-ions required by t:he contract, as we!! as
quairements and shall also perf.orm or have authorized chiang"s thereto, are used for fab-performed all snections and tests otherwxise 'caion, ir.-pecton and testn., p6

~ebyh.zmn To-,rato' iin-r-adtetng
spection system shall be documen:ed and shall rdu
be av-ilable for review by the Government conctor shall provide and r-, ai- rages

and other measu.4ing and testing devices zec-.. iRepresen~azive prior to tahe 0.--!o of zc-

duction and throughoumt the life of the con- essary to assure that supp li es corfc : o
trat The Gover-.=ent a.t its opt on may fr- techncal re-u-e=ent. In o:,'er to assu.rI .
nish written notice of the acceptabilty or continued accuracy, these devices shall be
non-accptability of the inspection sysem. cairated at established interva s aaiwzt

cer .led standards; which have Imown validThe contractor shall riotily the Governm-ent reatonshps to national standard. TIpo
Representative in wril4n-g of any change to
his inspecton sTste-. The inspection sytem uction tooling, such as jigs, fI-.res, tem. "
shall be subject to dispproval i! cihanges plates, and patterns is used as a media of in- V
thereto would result in nonconforminz prod- specton, such devices shall also be proved for

c accura at established intervals. CalibratioD
of inspection eqinmen: shall be in acccrdacc-

3.2 Documentation, Records and Corrective with M.-C-456 . W.en required the con- %
A C °O" tractor's measuring and testing equipmeLA

3-2.1 bupectio and Testing Documenta- shall be =ade awmilabie for use by the Gover- -.
tim. Ispecton and testing ihal be pre- =ent Represenmt-ive to t -er-ine confor.-
s="ibed. by clesar, complete and current in- ance of product V-,th :onx:ac: require=e : .
suctions. The izsr-ction3 31mall ass~e In addition, if conditions wa acom-
inspection and tee. of materials, work in pro- tor's personnel shall be --zde av- ie for
tess and completed articles as required by the oper'aton of such devices and for verflcat on
item speciication and the contract. In addi- of their accuracy and condition.
t.on, citeria for approval and rejection of
product shall be included. 3.4 Process Controls. Process con--L ro-

cedures shall be an. -:e.rzi pa- of the '-
3.2.2 Recard. The contac:or shall - s-ssloec.=on sys-,e_ whenu suc= izs---.cz s az a :

Stan adequate records of all inzpect.ons and par- of the s::ecification or :ne ccn--ac:.
ars. The records s -dicate he nature

and nu--mber o! observatic=s made, the number 3.5 Indication of Lnspection Status. v.,

2"
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contractor shall maintain a positive system ment. All nonconforming supplies sha' be
for identifying the inspection status of sup- positively identified to prevent use, shipment
plies. Identification may be accomplished by and intermin-ling with conforming supplies.
means of stamps, tags, routing cards, move Holding areas, mutually a,-eeable to the con-
tickets, tote box cards or other control devices. tractor and the Government P.epresentative,
Such controls shall be of a design distinctly shall be provided by the contractor.
different from Government inspection identi- u P
fication. 3.S Qualified Products. The inclusion of1product on the Qualified Products List onl.

3.6 Government-furnished Material. When signifies that at one time the manufacturer
material is funished by the Government, the made a product which met specification re-
contractor's procedures shall include as a min- quirements. It does not relieve the contractor
imum the following: of ms responiibiiicy .-or furnishin- s pj:es

(a) Examination upon receipt, consist- that meet all specification requirements or for
ent with practicability, to detect perfoiming specified inspections and tests for
damage in transit; such material.

(b) Inspection for completeness and pro-
pertype; 3.9 Sampling Ins.ect.on. Sampling inspec-

(c) Periodic inspection and precautions tion procedures used by the contractor to de-
to assure adequate storage condi- termine quality conformance of supplies shall
tions and to guard against damage be as stated in the contract or shall be subject
from handlin- and deterioration to approval by the Government.
during storage; 3.10 InspecUIon Provisions..-t...: .'.

(d) Functional testing, either prior to or
after installation, or both, as re-
qu-"ed by" contract t' determine may be used by the contractor when such pro-

satisfactory operation; cedures and equipmen; provide, as a m~n-

(e) Identification and protection from mum, the quality assurance required in the
improper use or disposition; and contractual documents. Prior to applying such

pV roperat us or dispsit on; and alternative inspection procdures and inspec-
Ve t oq ttion equipment, the contractor shall describe

% 3.6.1 Damaged Gove-r-ment-furnished Ma,- them in a written proposal and shall demon-
tera. The contractor shall report to the strate for the approval of the Government
Government Representative any Government- Representative that their effectiveness is
furnished material found damaged, malfunc- equal to or better than the contractual quality
tioring or otherwise unsuitable for use. In the assurance procedure. In cases of dispute as to

. event of damage or malFunction during or whether certain procedures of the contrac-
after installation, the contactor shall deter- tor's inspection system provide equal assur-
mine and record probable cause and necessity ance, the procedures of this specification, the
for withholding material from use. item specification and other contractual docu-
::.j ments shall apply.

.* . 3.Nonconforming Material. The contrac-
. -%.or shall establish and maintain an effective 3.11 Government Inspection at Subcontrac.

and positive system for controlling noncon- tor or Vendor Facilities. The Government re-
forming material, including procedures for serves the right to inspect at source supplies
the identification, segregation, presentation or services not manufactured or performed
and disposition of reworked or repaired sup- ,vithin the contractor's facility. Government
plies. Repair of nonconforming supplies shall inspection shall not constitute acceptance: nor
be in accordance with documented procedures shall it in any way replace contrac.or :nzz ec-
acceptable to the Govern.men:. The acceptance tion or othew,.,ise relieve the con:-actcr f..s
of nonconfor-ning supplies is the pre'rogntive responsibility to furnish an accentabic end
of" and shall be as prescribed by the Govern- item. When inspection at subcon:-ac-crs'

4.
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plants is perf~oed by the Government, such Government contact shall be available for re-
insection shall not be used by contractors as view by the Government ?epresentaive to
evidence of effective inzpection by such sub- deter.ine compliance with the re-reemtA
contractors. The parpcse of this inspection is for the control of such purchases. Copies of
to assist the Government Representative at purchasing docmentz required for Govern-
the cont-ctor's facility to determine the con- ment inspection purposes shall be ft_m-iad
for-ance of supplies or services with contract in accordance with the inst-;ctionz of :'the
requirements. Such inspection can only be re- Govern nent Representative.
quested by or under authorization of the Gov- 312 Receiving Inspection. Subcont- cted
ene-t Mepresen_*t,7e. orpr -sd sup ples shall be subje:edt n

.1 e -. r ? .. _ect-on after rece.pt, as necessary, to assure
,ment. When Government inspection is re- lce 0 - requi.= . ,.A-

quired, the contractor shall add to his par- contactor shall report to the GQver.=ent
chasing document the following statement: Representative a=y nonconrfor-mce found on

"Government inspecton is required Government sou-rce-inspected supplies and
;r: to s.ientfro= yoC_ -- n-.. shall require hzi supplier to coord.ina:e with

on receipt of this order, promptly hs Gover-=men: Representative o- correcz4--e
notify the Govexmen: Representa- aC:oI
tive who normally services you 3.13 Government Evaluatio. TLe co1. trac-
plan so that aproprite planning toets zpeczcon s7rsei and supplies genera:ed
for Covermn;zen; inzsPectuch --" a Z7 :.e . e sube . '--'*--..

ac.omplishe&." and byr.cz::c- "- ;-C"-on by ,-o -

, .. "3.eRepresentave to de.e-=..~'-e its ee ' ctvene ss-
- £n s nc.:g the atvec-der antc..-c-c= the C-ove.nm-_ment R.epre- e in he det sp c , -..

sentative, copies of the purchasing document - and as ;:esc-ibed heein.
are to be furnished dirctly by the subcontrac-
tar or vendor to the Govern4.metA Repreenta- PROVMsIONS
tive at his fac-iit rather than through Gov-
,ez-_ment cnnels, the cnz actor shall add to

his purth-g document a statement sub- dion-

-F, stnally as follows: 5. PRZPARATIO" FOR DELRVERY
"On rece- pt of this order, promptly

.nish a copy to the Governmen This secton is not applcable to this speci.
P.e;resaeztzve who noraly serv- i-

ices your plant or, if none, to the
ne .eet A-7my, Navy, Air Force, or

Defense Supply Agency inspection 6.1 Intended Use- This speciacatio= w-i a-
,oe. in the event the renpresenta- ply to the procurement of supLies and serv-

"ve or oce cannot be located. our .ce5 meci:ed by the r -l=.i .-c.re.nen:
purcasin agme shouId be notil.ed agenes.

--- itly 6.4 Order Dam. P.-c-_een doc=ms

S311.3 Ref e ced Dca . All doccments and should -e .the 'itle, - .ner a=d da:e of
referenced data for purchases applying to a ti s-ecicaion.

CQS:*dan: -tin actilit7:

A"-.Miy---tiions Com.mand .- =-Mui ions Command
'NaT-ce of Naval Xa:erial

*.ir ?r-aq USA.F
DSA -aq DSA

.-%. %
%4
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APPENDIX E SUPERSEDING
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9 APRIL 1959

MILITARY SPECIFICATION
."1

QUALITY PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
Tkhiespc "tion has been appov ed by the Department of Defense and is mandatory for uz by i
tw Deportments of the Army, the Navy, the Air Force and the Defense Supply Agemy.

1. SCOPE All supplies and services under the con-

1.1 Applicability. This specification shall tract, whether manufactured or performed
appl toAuppblies (isscluigeuipinsl within the contractor's plant or at any otherapply to all supplies (including equipments, sucsalb otolda l onsnc

sub-systems and systems) or services when source, shall be controlled at all points ne-
e essary to assure conformance to contractual

referenced in the item specification, contract requirements. The program shall provide for
or order. the prevention and ready detection of dis-

1.2 Contractual Intent. This specification crepancies and for timely and positive cor-
requires the establishment of a quality pro- rective action. The contractor shall make
gram by the contractor to assure compliance objective evidence of ouaiity conformance
with the requirements of the contract. The readily availabie to the Government Repre-
program and procedures used to implement senttive. Instructions and records for qual-

this specification shall be developed by the ity must be controlled.
contractor. The quality program, including The authority and responsibility of those
procedures, processes and product shall be in charge of the design, production, testing,
documented and shall be subject to review and inspection of quality shall be_ clearly
by the Government Representative. The qual- stated. The program shall facilitate deter-
ity program is subject to the disapproval of minations of the effects of qualit deficiencies

the Government Representative whenever and quality costs on price. Facilities and

the contractor's procedures do not accom- standards such as drawings, engineering

plish their objectives. The Government, at its stanges suh eduint ane like

option, may furnish written notice of the changes, measuring equipment and the like
accptiity ofuth ctratos q ti o- which are necessary for the c.eation of the
acceptability of the contractor's quality pro- required quality shall be effectively managed.
gram. The program shal! include an effective con-

1.3 Summary. An effective and economical trol of purchased materials and subcontract-

quality program, planned and developed in ed work. Manufacturing, fabrication and

consonance with the contractor's other ad- assembly work conducted within the contrac-

ministrative and technical programs, is re- tor's plant shall be controlled completely

quired by this specification. Design of the The quality program shall also include ef-

program shall be based upon consideration of fective execution of responsibilities shared

the technical and manufacturing aspects of jointly with the Government or related to

production and related engineering design Government functions, such as control of

and materials. The program shall assure Government property and Government

adequate quality throughout all areas of con- source inspection.
tract performance; for example, design, de-
velopment, fabrication, processing, assembly, 1.4 Relation to Other Contract Req-ire-

inspection, test, maintenance, packaging, ments. This specification and any procedure or

shipping, storage and site installation, document Pxecuted in implemen.ation there-
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of, shall be in addition to and not in deroga- the contractor elects to follow the amended
tion of other contract requirements. The or revised document, he shall nuLify the Con-
quality program requirements set forth in tracting Officer in writing of this election.
this specification shall be satisfied in addition When the contractor elects to follow the
to all detail requirements contained in the provisions of an amendment or revision, he
statement of work or in other parts of the must follow them in full.
contract. The contractor is responsible for 2.3 Ordering Government Documents. Cop-

-"compliance with all provisions of the con- -. reigGvrmn ouet.Cp
c cl sties of specifications, standards and drawings

, tract and for furnishing specified supplies required by contractors in connection with
and services which meet all the requirements specific procurements may be obtained from
of the contract. If any inconsistency exists the procurements mas otaiedirot* bewee th conrac scedue oritsgenral the procuring agency, or as otherwise direct-between the contract schedule or its general e yteCnrcigOfcr

provisions and this specification, the contract ed by the Contracting Officer.

schedule and the general provisions shall 3. QUALITY PROGRAMNMANAGEIMENT
control. The contractor's quality program
shall be planned and used in a manner to 3.1 Organization. Effective management
support reliability effectively, for quality shall be clearly prescribed by the

contractor. Personnel performing quality
1.5 Relation to MIL-I--45208. This specifi- functions shall have sufficient, wvell-defined

cation contains requirements in excess of responsibility, authority and the organiza-
those in specification MIL-I-45208, Inspec- tional freedom to identify and evaluate qual-
tion Syste.r Requirements, inasmuch as total ity problems and to initiate, recommend or
conformance to contract requirements is ob- provide solutions. Management regular)ytained best by controlling work operations, shall review the status and adecuacy of the
manufacturing processes as well as inspec- quality program. The term "quality program
tions and tests. requirements" as used herein identifies the

collective requirements of this specification.
2. SUPERSEDING, SUPPLEMENTA- It does not mean that the fulfillment of the

TION AND ORDERING requirements of this specification is the re-

2.1 Applicable Documents. The following sponsibility of any single contractor's organ-

documents of the issue in effect on date of ization. function or person.
the solicitation form a part of this specifica- 3.2 Initial Quality Planning. The contrac-
tion to the extent specified herein. tor, during the earliest practical phase of

contract performance, shall conduct a com-
SPECIFICATIONS plete review of the requirements of the con-

MILITARY tract to identify and make time!: provision
for the special controls, processes, test equip-

MIL-I-45208 -Inspection System Re- ments, fixtures, tooling and skills required
quirements for assuring product quality. This initial

MIL-C-45662 -Calibration Svstem planning will recognize the need and provide
Requirements for research, when necessary, to update in-

2.2 Amendments and Revisions. Whenever spection and test~ng techniques. 2.strumenta-

this specification is amended or revised sub- tion and correlation of insp-ect'on and test

sequent to its contractually effective date, results with manufacturing methods and

the contractor ma'. follow 'or authorize his processes. This planning will also provide

sbcotow the amended or re- appropriate review and action to assure com-subcontr a'ctors to fnlti )l," tOe am endedi n orere-
vised doc ent p,:vidvd n,, i r -:.e in p rice patilility of mnufacturng, inspeetion. test-
or fee is requirp,.. Lire. contrtctr S all not
be reouied to fo3.3: e ame:ded or revised 2.2 Work Instructions. Tile ,alit- pro-
document except a-s a change in contract. If gram shall assu.-e t.at all w~k afTecting

",.
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quality (including such things as pur- quality program. Corrective acton will ex-
chasing, handling, machining, assembling, tend to the performance of all suppliers and

- fabricating, processing, inspection, testing, vendors and will be responsive to data and
modification, installation, and any other product forwarded from users. Corretve
treatment of product, facilities, standards or action shall include as a minirm':
equipment from the ordering of materials to (a) Analysis of data and examination of
dispatch of shipments) shall be prescribed product scrapped or reworked to determine
in clear and complete documented instruc- extent and causes;
tions of a type appropriate to the circum- (b) Analysis of trends in processes or
stances. Such instructions shall provide the performance of work to previent noncon-
criteria for performing the work functions forming product; and
and they shall be compatible with acceptance (c) Introduction of require4 improve-
criteria for workmanship. The instructions ments and corrections, an initial review ot
are intended also to serve for supervising, the adequacy of such measures and monitor-
inspecting and managing work. The prepara- ing of the effectiveness of corrective action
tion and maintenance of and compliance with taken.
work instructions shall be monitored as a 3.6 Costs Related to Quality. The contrac-
function of the quality program. tor shall maintain and use qua,;:. cost data

3.4 Records. The contractor shall maintain as a management element of the quality pro-
and use any records or data essential to the gram. These data shall serve the purpose of
economical and effective operation of his identifying the cost of both the preventionadcorrect.o, of nonconforming zii-onles ('e.
quality program. These records shall be and onin meii
available for review by the Government Rep- g., labor and material involved in material
resentative and copies of individual records spoilage caused by defective work, correc-
shall be furnished him upon request. Records tion of defective wyork and for qua1i; - control
are considered one of the principal forms of exercised by the contrctor at subcontrac-
objective evidence of quality. The quality tor's or vendor's facilities). The specific qua]-
program shall assure that records are com- ity cost data to be maintained and used will
plete and reliable. Inspection and testing rec- be determined by the contractor. T::ese -ata
ords shall, as a minimumn, indicate the nature shall, on request., e identified a-1 nade avail-
of the obsev-ations together with the num- able for "on ie , , the,Tv.... b" .er

ber of observations made and the number Pe resen ,a t. .
and type of deficiencies found. Also. records
for monitoring work performance and for 4. FACILITIES AND STAND.IRDS
inspection and testing shall indicate the ac- 4.1 Drawings. Documentation and Changes.
ceptability of work or products and the ac- A procedure sh'al be maintained that con-
tion taken in connection with deficiencies. cern.s itself with the adequacy, the complete-
The quality program shall provide for the ness and the curren~tn,-s of drawings Ird

analysis and use of records as a basis for with the control K changes in icsign. With
management action. respect to the currentness K drawings and

3.5 Corrective Action. The quality program chanzes, the contractor shall assure that re-

shall detect promptly and correct assignable quirements for the effectivity: point of
conditions adverse to quality. Design, pur- changes are met and that obsolete drawings
chasing, manufacturing, testing or other and change requirements are removed from
operations which could result in or have re- all points of issue and use. Some means of
suited in defective supplies, services, facili- recording the effective points shall be em-
ties, technical data, standards or other ployed and be available to the Government.
elements of contract performance which With respect to design drawings and de-
could create excessive losses or costs must sign specifications, a procedure shall be
be identified and changed a- a result of the maintained that shall provide for the evalua-

'U' 3
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tiun of their engneermg adequacy and an established periods to assure
evaluation of the aiequacy or proposed cu'-acy. The objective :s tn asre t -

. cianges. The ev-aluation shall encompass spection and test equipmen: 's :dy.-&:
both the adequacy in relation to standard replaced or repaired before r :)e,:)m.,s ":.-

enginccing and de.<-_gn practices and the curate. The calibration f measur'ng :
adequacy with respect to thie desig'n and pur- testing equipment :i'Qein,'-...-pose of the product to which the drawing re- with miiitar specification .lI--C-',.. in
lates. addition, the contractor shlinaereh

With respect to supplemental speci- of onl such subcontr..tor and vendor
fications, process instructions, production sources that depend upon calibration systems
engineeing instruutions, industrial engineer- which effectively control the accuC'" of
i.ng instiuctions and work instructions re- measuring and testing equipment."'? ~~~ ~ n then! ton.pariclar'or'
latn to esn. the contractor 4.: Production Tooling Used as Media of
shal be responsibie for a review of their Inspection. When ro tion jigs. fixtures.
adequacV, CurrentneSS and Comleteness. The tooling ma~sters, trpas atr. il
quality program must provide complete coy- such other devices are used as media ,f in-
erage of all information necessary to produce spection, they shall be p'oved for :c'!rcv
an article in comp!ete conformity with re- prior to release for use. These eices shai!
quirements of the design. be proved again for accuracy at inzervals

The quality program shall assure that formally established in a manner to cause
there is complete compliance with contract their timely adjustment, replacement or Ye-
requirements for proposing, approving, and pair prior to becoming inaccurate.
effecting of engineering changes. The quality 4.4 Use of Contractor's Inspection Equip-,
program shall provide for monitoring ef- mert. The contractor's gages. measunn and
fectively compliance with contractual en- testing devices shall be made available for
gineering changes requiring approval by use by the Government when requred to
Government design authority. The quality determine conformance with concrac:-e-
program shall provide for monitoring effec- quirements. If conditions warrant, contra,.c-
ti;-eiv the drawing changes of lesser impor- tor's personnel shall be made available for
tance not requiring approval by Government operation of such devices and b.e-ma veia:fon

operatio .... suc dev,,e •-r • e~~a-
.esign .uthorizieS. of their accuracy and condition.
Deie'. of or.,- drawvingrs and chang-e

Dc-r-- o corc~ dawigs ndchage 4.5 Advanced Metrology Requirements.
information to the Government in connection 7

shall be an integral part The quality program shall include timely
with data acquisitionidentification and report to theof the quaity program. This includes full

Officer of any precision measurement needcompliance with contract requirements con-

cerning rights and data both proprietary and exceeding the known state of the art.

other. The quality program's responsibility 5. CONTROL OF PURCHASES
for drawings and changes extend to the draw-
ings and changes provided by the subcontrac- .5.1 Responsibility. The contractor is re-
tors and ventors for the contract. sponsible for assuring that all supplies and

services procured from his suppliers (sub-
4.2 Measuring and Testing Equipment. contractors and vendors) conform to the

The contractor shall provide and maintain contract requirements. The selection of
gages and other measuring and testing de- sources and the nature and extent of control
vices necessary to assure that supplies con- exercised by the contractor shall be depend-
form to technical requirements. These ent upon the type of supplies, his supplier's
devices shall be calibrated against certified demonstrated capability to perform, and the
measurement standards which have known quality evidence made available. To assure
valid relationships to national standards at an adequate and economical control of such

•""4
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material, the contractor shall utilize to the applicable requirements for manufac.,ring,
fullest extent objectives evidence of quality inspecting, testing, pack.a1ig, and .... re-
furnished by his suppliers. When the Gov- quirements for Goverr _nt or cont:-:ctcr
ernment elects to perform inspection at a inspections, qualification or approvais. Tech-
supplier's plant, such inspection shall not be nical requirements of the following nazu'e
used by contractors as evidence cf effective must be included by statement or rerence
control of quality by such suppliers. The in- as a part of the required clear description:
clusion of a product on the Qualified Prod- all pertinent drawings, engineering change
ucts List only signifies that at one time the orders, specifications (including inspection
manufacturer made a product which met system or quality program requirements),
specification requirements. It does not relieve reliability, safety, weight, or other special
the contractor of his responsibility for furfi- requirements, unusual test or inspection pro-
ishing supplies that meet all specification re- cedures or equipment and any special revi-
quirements or for the performance of sion or model identification. The description
specified inspections and tests for such ma- of products ordered shall include a reqtuire-
terial. The effectiveness and integrity of the ment for contractor inspection at the sub-
control of quality by his suppliers shall be contractor or vendor source v;-hen such action
assessed and reviewed by the contractor at is necessary to assure that the contractor's
intervals consistent with the complexity and quality program effectively implements the
quantity of product. Inspection of products contractor's responsibility for complete as-
upon delivery to the contractor shall be used surance of product quality. Requirements

* .for assessment and review to the extent nec- shall be included for chemical and physical
essary for adequate assurance of quality, testing and recording in connection ".vih the
Test reports, inspection records, certificates purchase of raw materials by his suppliers.
and other suitable evidence relating to the The purchase orders must also contain a re-
supplier's control of quality should be used in quirement for such suppliers to norif:. and
the contractor's assessment and review. The obtain approval from the contractor of
contractor's responsibility for the control of changes in design of the productz. Necessary
purchases includes the establishment of a instructions should be provided when provi-
procedure for (1) the selection of qualified sion is made for direct shipment from the

" suppliers, (2) the transmission of applica- subcontractor to Government activities.
" ble design and quality requirements in the

Government contracts and associated tech- 6. MANUFACTURI-N'G CONTROL
nical requirements, (3) the evaluation of the 6.1 Materials and Materials Control. Sup-
adequacy of procured items, and (4) effec-
tive provisions for early information feed- peies t ei n poducts sa be
back and correction of nonconformances. ex-tent necessary to assure conformance to

5.2 Purchasing Data. The contractor's technical requirements. Receiving inspection
quality program shall not be acceptable to may be adjusted upon the basis of the quality
the Government unless the contractor re- assurance program exercised by suppliers.
quires of his subcontractors a quality effort Evidence of suppliers' satisfactory con-
achieving control of the quality of the serv- trol of quality may be used to adjust the
ices and supplies which they provide. The amount and kind of receiving inspection.
contractor shall assure that all applicable re- The quality program shall assure that raw

-' quirements are properly included or refer- materials to be used in fabrication or proc-
enced in all purchase orders for products essing of products conform to the applicable

k ultimately to apply on a Government con- physical, chemical, and other technical re-
tract. The purchase order shall contain a quirements. Laboratory testing shall be
complete description of the supplies ordered employed as necessary. Suppliers shall be re-
including, by statement or reference, all quired by the contractor's quality program

.' .
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to exercise equivalent control of the raw ma- for inspection and monitoring shall be corn-
terials utilized in the production of the parts plete and continuous. Corrective measures
and items which they supply to the con- shall be taken when noncompliance occurs.
tractor. Raw material awaiting testing must Inspection by machine operators. automat-
be separately identified or segregated from ed inspection ga30es, moving line or lot sam-
already tested and approved material but pling, setup or first piece approval, produc-
can be released for initial production, pro- tion line inspection station, inspection or test
viding that identification and control is department, roving inspectors - any other
maintained. Material tested and approved type of inspection - shall be employed in
must be kept identified until such time as its any combination desired by the contractor
identity is necessarily obliterated by process- which will adequately and efficiently protect
ing. Controls will be established to prevent product quality and the integrit7 of process-
the inadvertent use of material failing to ing.
pass tests. Criteria for approval and rejection shall

6be provided for all inspection of product and
6.2 Production Processing and Fabrication, monitoring of methods, equipment, and per-

The contractor's quality program must as- sonnel. Means for identifying approved and
sure that all machining, wiring, batching,
shaping and all basic production operations of
aoc Certain chemical, metallurgical, biological,
fabricating of any type is accomplished under sonic, electronic, and radiological processes
fbciare of so complex and specialized a nature
controlled conditions. Controlled conditions

that much more than the ordinary derailing
.include documented work instructions, ade- of work documentation is required. in ef-
quate production equipment, and any special fect, such processing may require an entire
working environment. Documented work in- work specification as contrasted with the
structions are considered to be the criteria normal work operation instructions estab-
for much of the production, processing and lished in normal plant-wide standard produc-
fabrication work. These instructions are the-:F. tion control issuances such as job operation
criteria for acceptable or unacceptable "work- routing books and the l ' e.Frtes pca
manship". The quality program will effec-tielyr itor T q tprocesses, the contractors' quality prcgram
tively onitor the issuance of and compliance
with all of these work instructions. shall assure that the process control pro-

cedures or specifications are adecuate and
Physical examination, measurement or that processing environments and the certify-

tests of the material or products processed ing, inspection, authorization and monitoring
.is ncessary for each work operation and of such processes to the special degree neces-

must also be conducted under controlled con- sary for these ultraprecise and super-complex
-'.'- ditions. If physical inspection of processed work functions are provided.

material is impossible or disadvantageous,

indirect control by monitoring processing 6.3 Completed Item Inspection and Test-
methods, equipment and personnel shall be ing. The quality program shall assure that
provided. Both physical inspection and proc- there is a system for final inspection and test
ess monitoring shall be provided when con- of completed products. Such testing shall
trol is inadequate without both, or when provide a measure of the overall quality of
contract or specification requires both. the completed product and shall be per-

Inspection aad monitoring of processed formed so that it simulates, to a sufficient
material or products shall be accomplished in degree, product end use and functioning.
any suitable systematic manner selected by Such simulation frequently involves appro-
the contractor. Methods of inspection and priate life and endurance tests and qualifi-
monitoring shall be corrected any time their cation testing. Final inspection and testing

4" unsuitability with reasonable evidence is shall provide for reporting to designers any

Z demonstrated. Adherence to selected methods unusual difficulties, deficiencies or question-

6
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able conditions. When modifications, repairs and positive system for controlling noncon-

or replacements are required after final in- forming material, including procedures for

spection or testing, there shall be reinspec- its identification, segregation, and disposi-
tion and retesting of any characteristics tion. Repair or rework of nonconforming
affected. material shall be in accordance with docu-

mented procedures acceptable to the Govern-
6.4 Handling, Storage and Delivery. The ment. The acceptance of nonconforming

quality program shall provide for adequate supplies is a prerogative of and shall be as
work and inspection instructions for handl- prescribed by the Government and may
ing, storage, preservation, packaging, and involve a monetary adjustment. Al! noncon-
shipping to protect the quality of products forming supplies shall be positively identified
and prevent damage, loss, deterioration, de- to prevent unauthorized use, shipment and
gradation, or substitution of products. With intermingling with conforming supplies.
respect to handling, the quality program Holding areas or procedures mutually agree-
shall require and monitor the use of proce- able to the contractor and the Government
dures to prevent handling damage to articles. Representative shall be provided by the con-
Handling procedures of this type include the tractor. The contractor shall make known
use of special crates, boxes, containers, trans- to the Government upon request the data
portation vehicles and any other facilities associated with the costs and losses in con-
for materials handling. Means shall be pro- nection with scrap and with rework neces-
vided for any necessary protection against sary to reprocess nonconforming material to
deterioration or damage to products in stor- make it conform completely.
age. Periodic inspection for the prevention 6.6 Statistical Quality Control and Analy-i ~~n s l p oi eP outs suchctt deteriorto or damag 6.6rct S tatistical l land g Analysis
and results of such deterioration or damage sis. In addition to statistical methods required

oration or corrosion during fabrication or by the contract, statistical planning, analysis,
itratim sorag corshall beuined ab tn pr- tests and quality control procedures may be
interim storage shall be cleaned and pre- utilized whenever such procedures are suit-
served by methods which will protect against able to maintain the required control of
such deterioration or corrosion. When nec- quality. Sampling plans may be used when
essary, packaging designing and packaging tests are destructive, or when the records,

shall include means for accommodating and iere detrctie of 'he rcor
ninherent characteristics of the product or

maintaining critical environments wthe noncritical application of the product,
packages, e.g., moisture content levels, gas indicate that a reduction in inspection or
pressures. The quality program shall assure
that when such packaging environments testing can be achieved without Jeopardizingthatwhensuchpacagin envronmnts quality. The contranctor may employ 3amnpling

must be maintained, packages are labeled to qualit. Th corac may emplamlig
indicate this condition. The quality program inspection in accordance with applicable mil-

shal moito shipin wok toassre hat itary standards and sampling plans (e.g.,
shall monitor shipping work to assure that from MIL--STD-105, MIL-STD-414, or
products shipped are accompanied with re- Handbooks H 106, 107 and 108). If the con-
quired shipping and technical documents and
that compliance with Interstate Commerce trcoussthramlnpashesal
tCom plssincrules wiothIntertappeicom e be subject to review by the cognizant Gov-
Commission rules and other applicable ship- emient Representative. Any sampling plan
ping regulations is effected to assure safe ar- used shall provide valid confidence and qual-
rival and identification at destination. In
compliance with contractual requirements, ity levels.

the quality program shall include monitoring 6.7 Indication of Inspection Status. The
provisions for protection of the quality of contractor shall maintain a positive system

products during transit, for identifying the inspection status of prod-
ucts. Identification may be accomplished by

6.5 Nonconforming MateriaL The contrac- means of stamps, tags, routing cards, move
tor shall establish and maintain an effective tickets, tote box cards or other normal con-

7
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trol devices. Such controls shall be of a de- All documents and referenced data for pur-
sign distinctly different from Government chases applying to a Government contract
inspection identification. shall be available for review by the Govern-

7. COORDINATED GOVERNMENT/ ment Representative to determine compli-
ance with the requirements for the control

CONTRACTOR ACTIONS of such purchases. Copies of purchasing doc-

7.1 Government Inspection at Subcontrac. uments required for Government purposes
tor or Vendor Facilities. The Government re- shall be furnished in accordance with the in-

serves the right to inspect at source supplies structions of the Government Representa-
or services not manufactured or performed tive. The contractor shall make available to

with the contractor's facility. Government the Government Representative reports of

inspection shall not constitute acceptance- any nonconformance found on Government
nor shall it in any way replace contractor source inspected supplies and shall (when re-
inspection or otherwise relieve the contrac- quested) require the supplier to coordinate
tor of his responsibility to furnish an accept- with his Government Representative on cor-
able end item. The purpose of this inspection rective action.
is to assist the Government Representative
at the contractor's facility to determine the 7.2 Government Property.
conformance of supplies or services with 7.2.1 Gov ernmen t-'urnished M a t e r i a 1.
contract requirements. Such inspection can When material is furnished by the Govern-
only be requested by or under authorization ment, the contractor's procedures shall in-

of the Government Representative. When clude at least the following:
Government inspection is required, the con- (a) Examination upon receipt, consistent
tractor shall add to his purchasing document with practicability to detect damage in tran-
the following statement: sit;

"Government inspection is required (b) Inspection for completeness and prop-
prior to shipment from your plant. er type;
Upon receipt of this order, prompt- (c) Periodic inspection and precautions
ly notify the Government Represen- to assure adequate storage conditions and to
tative who normally services your guard against damage from handling and
plant so that appropriate planning deterioration during storage;
for Government inspection can be (d) Functional testing. either prior to or
accomplished." after installation, or both. is required by

When, under authorization of the Govern- contract to determine satisfactory operation;

ment Representative, copies of the purchas- (e) Identification and protection from im-
ing document are to be furnished directly proper use or disposition; and
by the subcontractor or vendor to the Gov- (f) Verification of quantity.
ernrent Representative at his facility rather 7.2.2 Damaged Govermment-furnished Ma-
than through Government channels, the con-
tractor shall add to his purchasing document terial. The contractor shall report to the

a statement substantially as follows: Government Representative any Govern-

"On receipt of this order, promptly ment-furnished material found damaged.
furnish a copy to the Government malfunctioning, or otherwise unsuitable for

i ause. In the event of damage or malfunction-
Representative who normally serv- ing during or after installation, the contrac-

tor shall determine and record probable
nearest Army, Navy, Air Force, or
Defense Supply Agency inspection cause and necessity for withholding material

-" from use.
office. In the event the representa-
tive or office cannot be located, our 7.2.3 Bailed Property. The contractor shall,
purchasing agent should be notified as required by the terms of the Bailment
immediately." Agreement, establish procedures for the ade-
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quate storage, maintenance and inspection of well as inspections ani tests. The purposec:
bailed Government property. Records of all this control is not on!- to assure th at nart :-
inspections and maintenance performed on ular units of hardware conform to ,'ort.rac-
bailed property shall be maintained. These tual requirements, but also to assur inter:ac
procedures and records shall be subject to compatibi!tv among these units of r'r'
review by the Government Representative. when they collectively cor:se major equip-

ments, sub-svstems and svstems.
~NOTES

(The following information is provided 8.2 Exenptions. This specificat:,n -. ill not
solely for guftince in using this specification. be applicable to types of supplies for which
It has no contractual significance.) MIL-I--5208 applies. The following do not

S.1 Intended Use. This specification will normally require the application of this
apply to complex upphles, components, equip- specification:
ments and systems for which the require- (a) Personal ser,:ces, and
ments of MIL-I-45208 are inadequate to pro- (b) Research and development studies
vide needed qualit, assurance. In such cases, of a theoretical nature wh ,ch do
total conformance to contract requirements not require fabrication of articles.
cannot be obtained effectiveiv and economic-
ally solely by controlling inspection and test- 8.3 Order Data. Procurement documents
ing. Therefore, it is essential to control work should specify the tit'e, number and ,date of
operations and manufacturing processes this specification.

Custodians: Preparing Activity:
Army-Munitions Command Air Foree-H-q USAF
Navy-Office of Naval Material
Air Force--Hq USAF
DSA- Eq DSA

_-.
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APPENDIX F

Fed Std 368A
bL - 0: q.. 

F=0. S7:. 36&
. wAy 27, 977

FEDRAL STANDARD

QUALITY CONTROL SYST-.N RE.QUIR.MENTS

This stanaurd was acoroved by the Commissioner, Feoeral
Suppt Service, Cenera Services Aaministration, !or the
use of all Federai agencies.

L. SCOP5 .. This scandard zstaolishes ,nimum requirements (or a :ualiiy Contro syste.n to De orovice. ind
!njin:ained ov a conLractor ioer Z,,vrniren contract for (urn'snn& SuO11es or services. nhe contrac.ir's :uaiii,
ontrot systee. smali ncude :.,%e -nethoas, Droedures, ccnhrols, recorcs, anc maintenance of svsieln :z provice

verfic3ion of ;rocuc: comoiance A'tf contract requirements. The exte.ni 3t this sys-.-n inall cepeno in tme
coinolexity of tme t.em uncer contract. A written description of this sys;em snall '.e prepared zv tMe contractor anc
snalli e avaiiaoe to :me Covernment. The contraCtor's quality control system snail 3e revie' e'j oy 'me ,overnmmrnt
anrd is .iect to :Ie :"saiprova of the ,overnment representative &,,en :ne contractor's Proce:cur-s yilf not
ac~o:r1;.hsn tne:r "aojec.tve.

,.I 5 :.lc3i:n. Tis stan.ard is a;pficao(e when referenced in -me cortract. It is also iooiieasfe at sucolier
lor.1..S ."ere ,-jvernment irispecton at thiese points is required. In sucn cases, it is t e contractor's responsloility
to invoKe the ue--i this standard y hits supplier.

2. 7=--.qENCE0 OOCUMENTS None.

3. U_(NL1CNS. As used herein. che followtng definitions snail aoply:

3.1 Insoection. A zrocess :if exarminin, testing, measuring and otnertse :omparing prooucts and services to
act e:rtninme cornoiiance wian spe-cfied re-.iremeics.

3.2 * ., ii" control. .An overai systerm o aCiviLies, inc:4dn. :nsoect"or . .nose purnose is :o zrovce a
Nuallcy at :roauc, of. service .nat ,meets ontrac: recuremenr.

3.3 StUisUcai c-.uahtv control. ,Q-,.iity control in -wnic s'atistic l tecnniCJes are uset. 7.ese tecnniues
inc.'ide nRe ,ase o tre;uency -mear:suusOn. -neasure of central tencency and aisoer1:ons, control ctarts. ac.ostance
sampling, regression analysis, tes's of significance.

:i. . _QL ,' T e contractor shall provide and .nainain a zoct.mented auality control syvs:ern. wnicn
will ensure tnat the ena products (supphes or services) and associaced components, spare parts. manuals, oacxing,
paecating. ,nar.cing., aind any other contractual requirements. offere" to tme Government -onform to contract
requremnents whether manufactured or orocessed oy ie contractor or procured from suocontractors or iencors. .t
s.all te availazie for review : y the Government rior to tne start of production and during :he life o' the contract. It
s aIl protie control over all phases of "rocuction from the initiat:on of cesion througn. manufacture ?-%d oreoarauon
for celivery.

5. DETAILEf.D R. UIREM.ENTS.

5.1 The contractor snail per.orm all examinations and tests to substantiate conformance to soec-zfications,
ubang Nis own or any other insection (acifitie!, or services acceotable to the ,o.vernrnent, before offering, to the
Government for acceptance.

5.2 0ritanization.

5.2.1 Personnel performing quality control functions shall be identified and liven sufficient weil-.e;ined
resonsibility, auttror;.y, dna te organizzstional freedom to identify and evaluate quality proolems. ane ,o initiate,
reComn'mend, or provide scultions.

5.2.2 'danagemen: sha&' reS.:!jirly revew the status and adet.uacy of the qLuaity organization aia co ." rmance
.0 the quahity :ontrol system.
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ahan.^ aeclsior. to prevent intermixing and Ix'aUtnoriLZCC USC. -ne incicatio. at '-')e rnszev~df s:t..tI .nav Oe
accotnaiiiez D' tags. m~es arcgnS, or otner p-sm tive neans.

5.. meaurinit andO test C&iet.

J. 4.t The contractor sma~ull nave all measuring and testing equiomerst Fecuired to Derform lesung for all
criaracieristic called for in the contract, or small tnave firm arranlgements wtir ano0thtC ireon and testing !acl:I-
acceptacie to the Coverninernt.

5.4.2 MUeasuring dirvices. test ecusomett gages, jigs, .zra.sa I .n"de aI ndJ~ ;tteva. aainst
specified, certtiaed or othrewise vaiia Itearts to entsurle COMttatued accuAracy.

5.3 Sarnoiarc otan. Statistical sarmoLing is generally soecified in the acoaicable Drocue-t soec:21cations. 77hese
are minimum recirements. The contractor flay "se5 otflet statisticai .artoing tecnisues; e.g., :oritroi :rnarts,
Irequefic) distritcutiott. tests at significance; wfltfeeve siucmt samling provids greater- prtc:stori.

'.5.6 linsocctiom stavions. .rte :.znractor small set up Clearly nefitted ri:ttSecion stations for rctivirg, itt-
*process, and irno-procuc:. insoection.

3.6.4 The qualistv of all articies orodwiced tiv suosidtary manuf~acturers and suzoiiers for materials anti
rnfuitrd rtitie to oe ?urtsned. under Ca-'.ttrnment contact sni3l, 05D controlled. Su;Zsiaiary m aIc*%rer% ac

su4oliers asall toe nsotifie ofo an-, ceficiesc.es wriucn require corrective action.

5.4.2 Im- 'orocess :soectiori snrih ze used for duality criaracleristacs wruc-i are ctfficult or imnoossible to
measure tiv ettd-procuCt insoection; iL small not '3e used to eliminate enc-oradct nsoecliofl.

5.S3 c-arod uct insoec-tion. Prior to end-orodud: imsoection. the contractor smail ensure tha, all receiving
ano ar-orocess trisoediions rave Oeen Der1 ormte-I rI-o-oroducs examiftatiorts anso tests snaal -4. pr'crmeo in
accorcairce wtin contract recuiremets.

I... Samoasks of :rocucts to De shipoec in Knocxcown condition srsal 'it :soedtec in Iully issermfed state to
ensure aoc-cuate assernoly.

R...Pe'.orxec rnateria; V*tall. De !ily :nsoected Ocl ore it ;s . e!here.

5.7 R~ecords. The contractor small :r.anrtain ;iiTy control evorc ri swificeit Ostail ,a estazistt evidencde
:,at tre samrp.:ng w-t evresenstat;ve, :,)e recuirec examirnaticts s-sd .ests -.ave- eer nrooeri, oeror'tec. aIc olru*
soecficasocii n ater- ai -as oeen acc!Ot" for Droc-uctimn arid cei~verv *o '.ne

These , ecoras s.a411 De awat,aole for review 3y ttte Coverrimernt reoresetative anid :oes of Mci io -t ors small o
'wrnisrsei nim .mon request.

3.7.: Records sttah cover receiving tnsoectiol. calibration of tes' eIUiOrnmr. : or*CTSZ LSOsdtiOt. anid eno.
:roduct insoection. 'ne ,ecorzs snai incuce cata on oottt conforming and rioncortiormatng Drocuict, or services. and

4show. insciector's or a.'sayst's ,.arne.

5.7.2 The insoection records small include. as a "minimum, the following iormnation. as apoli~ole- lot size,
4 ~sample size, statistical metn~oo Ased, frequ~ency of sampling, criaracteristic oeing examine-. or tested. riumoer of

defe--tives (or defects) int samroie, test results, acceptance and relecetion crteria. reason for re~ection. and dtsoosatiofl
instructions for rejected material.

5.3 Drawries. soec:hicitions. v'ianses. Thne contractor small aeveio and :nain':aln a svstem to ensure tial thie
ates% o.coi ars soectlicasaions. W.d,tttut~i required Dy trwe contract are inicorpcratec it nis Droccldiori
Mid q"Jazt. Z:orIiOL.

5.- ezaratfon lor 'eiver. e contractor small ensure, prior to s.upment. *.,at the -roduct. is zom~let. all
required !aer!:ation. examination. and tests rnave oeelt oerlormec. and :me seDt-f.iec "eca~at -renents n ave OeC't

NO 'ne*., tre *ecwired cormoonerits, soare 3arts. asser-IDly ;mnstructions. tecnical manuals, oacximt slips. sni-,ong envelooe.
insoection kzw:nents. etc., nave tieem tsoeciec prior to sn.zrmett aril horwaraec in aczor.ance *ith :zritrac*

rst.j:.os:li su.O;ies nave zoen -rese!,ved, ^zacwaget, pacAet. and marxet im accordance witn ::tra terms.
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- -.~-- - co.t~c~cr r.,al a Ia I cr:' - ic .t-,J-re. n Is

.1. mi-Il.Sratiin ol-V~e Quoaty Control system in use and iist autnortzrd namels ania t-Ies !or C-1--ifent cintact5. It
sna IlII nluOc:

..5 vrj,4iiiztiofl cfl4L bjiasto clearly oepiCts aie place of quality conltrol furictiUsIa..
ti. Per-sons performing quaitcy control functions. tries! responsibil ities, and autnorilty in dealinS with Mie

* '..Government on Contracts.
c. A flow cn'art of oroduCtion.

% d. kI.Qec-tIon s~ations, inspecuon. procedures. test methods. 100 percent inscection. statistical enIus
tormaton ot lots, lot sizes, collection of samples. sample sizes, frequency of sampling, Aeotancei-
re iect.ion criteria, identification of lots, segregation of lots, disposition of rejected lots, carrecti-e action,
and 3oCed.ue !or recording results of inspection.

e. C'alib-atton of equocment, !requency, procedures, traceability to szandar!:s and reorcts.
!. 5onpics of qtuality contro! forms, tags, charts, labels, and any other 4riter mater use-3 to Cont. oi uaiity.

Mi o.7n saaize "m-W Seea eies-onnsain-5) 'L~ga naettr-m

'p..4-~-t f!QWe-t.fr:idn n atriugproe vt~le1rmCABsns evc
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

CONTRACTOR QUALITY CONTROL

NAVFAC P-445

NAVFAC Construction Quality
Control Manual
(Jan 1974)
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2.. C.T-RACTOR INSPECTION SY-TE. (1964 NOV

The Contractor shall (i maintain an adeaua-e ins:-2ction s-s-
tem and oerform such insp ctlons as will assura' t:n work
perfcrm,ed under :e contract -onforms to contract reurennts,
ano (ii) main:ain and make avallable to the Governtent adecuat:
records of such inspections.

79. CONTRACTOR QUALITY CONTRCL (CQC) (6-72)

(This clause applies only when szecifically re'quired -
Division I "General Requirements" of the specifications)

.a) The contractor shall orovide a quality control organiza-
tion and system to perform ins pections and tests of all items cc
work, including that of his subcontractcrs, to ensure ccn:or.mance
with the contract provisions. Qualizy Control will be established
for all work, except where specific provisions of the contract
prcvide for government apcrovals, inspections and tests. The ccn-
tractor's quality cont-rol system will s ecifical'" include, but
not be limited to, the insnections and ests required _,'n
technical provisions of the contract specifications, and shall
cover all construction operations, including bcth cn-si:te and o::-
site fabrication.

(b) The contractor shall provide a C2QC reoresenta-Ive,
*suppl.emante necessary by additional zersonnel, who shall be
cn the work at all times during progress, wth cocrolete au:-ori- ,'
to take any action necessary to ensure conformance wth the con-
tract. The CQC reoresentative shall be acocinted '; a .e-_-er
addressed to him and signed by an officer of -h i'
shall detail the CnC representative's a .t.ority and reson nt_
to act for the contractor. The CQC representative sh-all reccrt
directly to an officer of the firm and shall not be su-ordinateo
the job superintencent or project manager.

(c) The contractor shall furnish to the Goverrmen t -"_tin.
(15) calendar days after receipt of the "otice of Award, a C'C
Plan which shall detail the procedures, instructions, and reports
to be used to assure conformance with the contract. Unless
specifically authorized by the OICC/ROICC in writi.n , nc con-
structicn will be started until the contractor's qualitv control
plan is acproved. This plan will include, as a minimum.:

(I) A cony of the appointing letter to the contractcr
quality control representative, outlining his duties, rescons--
bilities and authority, and signed by an officer of the firm.
:ncluded in this letter as a minimum, must be the authority to
direct removal and replacerent of any defective wozk.

A-1
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(2) The cualitv control organizaticn n car: r rm,
showing the relationshiz of the quality ccnrrol oraanization to
other elements of the company.

(3) Names a-n-7 qualifications of prsonne_ in . h ual-
ity control organization.

(4) Area of resconsibiit_', and authcri-_ of earh

individual in the quality control organization.

(5) A listing of outside organizat.ons such as resting
laboratories, architects, and consulting engineers tnat wi! _e
emplcyed by the contractor and a :',escr- :4 o r eerv..es
these zi-r s will orovide.

(6) Procedures for rev:iewing all shoco dra;.-ings, sza:.es
certificates, or ocher submitals for contract compliance, incl,:d-
ing the name o: the oerson(s) authorized to sign the s- m- tals
for the contractor, as complying with the ccn-ract.

(7) An inspection schedule, -.... t the osrc ..
keyed to th ns-_:cti--

schedule, indicating what test will be cerformed, when testing
_lbo perfor med, and by whom.

(8) Method of docum=enting the quality control ceraton,
inspection, and testing, including a copy of all forms and reports
to be used for this purpose.

(d) As a minimunm, inspection proced.res s..a i nclude:

(1) Preparatory inspection. (Performed cror -c egin-
ning any work, or segment of work.) Precara-crv ins-ec:n shall
nciuae a review or contract r-ucreoe- - s; rev~e; and ar:;al of

snop drawings and sld-mittal data for the ' :r segn-n t ofrk,
(see saragraph (h) below) ; a check to assure t-a:t zrc-s_-cns have
been made to provide required control testing; an eazrna-_in of
-:he work to ascertain that all prelminarv work has been com-
pleted; and a physical examination of materials and ecuipment to
assure that they conform to aoproved shoc a=w:n-s or s ial
data.

(2) Initial Inspection. ',Performed as soon as a repre-
sentative segment of the particular item of wor. has been accom-
plished.) Initial inspection shall include pezformance c sched-
uled tests, examination of the quality of work:manship, a review
of test results for compliance with contract recauraments, a
review for cmissions or dimensional errors, and approva or rejec-
tion of the initial segment of the work.

(3) Follow-up Inspection. (Performed daily or as fre-
quently as necessary.) Continued testing and examinations to
assure continuing compliance with contract requirements.

A-2
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(e) After t"e contract is awarded, but- befo-recosrto.
o~eraticns are szarted, the -contrac-tor shall meet 44- no:c/
ROICC, or nsrrsetovand d.&scuss th'- I::co-r
reciuirernents. Te p urpc s e of th e me e zin g sn.al b1 t o a e.
a mutual und:erst-andi--ng r-ltv to details ofm nc d

0-g fo*-t e used for reccrdina the cuallt'i cc n:ro. Ic71a:e
nspections, tests, accrovals, certficaios 0di:~~n:

the system, and government surv7eillance. hS ee-:nr4 s-17l also
develoo a schedu'z for future wee2kly or b ie ekl CQC r,eetin':-cs an--'
shall establish oroceo-ures for submission of da:alv. retort s and
other record dccwtents.

~.The ccnt-ractor shall suo;m4- Ja:l- : C reorts zs
-~cjOC, 44ntifving pr-,me and sub-cont-racto~r Cersonne- and

equipment on the site, idle ecuipmenz and personnel, rao-erial
del iveries , weatn-er cornditions ; --he work- accom lsnaod; tn-e nscec-
tico and tests conducted; result-s of insrcecticns and tests;-
natu-re a:defect-s found; causes :or reecin oro:.oseo r;-ee I a.I
action; and corroctive actions taken; together w-- te -:c'own
certificatlon; "The above retPort: is comzlete and correct and all
materi4al and 3zcui,--,ent used and work pe rforned 'urana thas
reporting period are in cornliance wiath thIe contract 7nlans and
soecricatiors, to zmne best of my kn-ede2xcept as nomaC
above.' This certification shall be signed- for tne co.ntractor
by the duly authorized CCC rep-,esentativ/e.

(g) Where test results by a testing lab'oratory., are pro-vided,
they,. shall site th-e contract rec.:u~remeno-s, t: .e actu,.al test-
results, and include a stateament that the item tested conforms
(o r fIaS o3 C on 0 r7 to the iI- soc caticn re: u'remants.

h)AlSubmit:a's , shop drawings, caa z ut:s, sa.o es,
etc., unless o t h er,--s e s e c ifc a 11 nct e d, shnal Ic L .ncrz
certified by th*e:- contractor as con-,7rrmanc to tr~a clans ana 3:. eci-
fications. Four 1,4' Copies of all shop drawincs, cataloccts
or other siubmittals, with the contr-actor's ap .cval ind.icae'
thereon, shall be sent to the ROICC for record purposes, wta
one (l; working day of the contractor's approval.

* A-3
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U.S. ARMY CORPS OF
ENGINEERS
PART NINE

PROPOSED CQC SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTS

1. GENERAL. The Contractor shall establish and maintain an effective
quality control system in compliance with GENERAL PROVISIONS paragraph
CONTRACTOR INSPECTION SYSTEM. The quality control system consist of plans,
procedures, and organization necessary to provide materials, equipment,
workmanship, fabrication, construction and operations which comply with
contract requirements. The system shall cover construction operations,

* both onsite and offsite, and shall be keyed to the proposed construction
sequence.

2. COORDINATION MEETING. As socn as practicable after receipt of Notice to
Proceed and before start of construction, the Contractor shall meet with the

" Contracting Officer (CO) and discuss the Contractor's quality control (CQC)
system. During the meeting, a mutual understanding of the system details
shall be developed, including the forms for recording the (QC) operations;
control activities, testing, administration of the system for both onsite
and offsite, and the interrelationship of Contractor and Government ccntrol
and surveillance. Minutes of the meeting shall be prepared, signed by both
the Contractor and the CO and shall become a part of the contract file.
There may also be occasions when subsequent conferences will be called to
reconfirm understandings.

3. QUALITY CONTROL PLAN.

a. General. Prior to start of construction, the Contractor shall
furnish his QC plan to the CO for acceptance. Construction will be
permitted to begin only after acceptance of the QC plan, or approval of that
portion of the plan applicable to the particular feature of work to be
started. The QC plan the Contractor proposes to implement shall identify
the personnel, procedures, instructions, records, and forms, and, as a
minimum, shall include:

(1) A description of the quality management organization.

(2) The number, classifications, qualifications, duties, responsi-
bilities and authorities of personnel. A copy of the letter, signed by an.4 authorized official of the firm, which describes the responsibilities and

delegates the authorities of the system manager shall be furnished.

(3) Procedures for processing shop drawings, samples, certificates,
and other submittals.

(4) QC activities to be performed, including those of subcontractors,E offsite fabricators, and suppliers.

(5) Control testing procedures.

238
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(6) Documentation format for QC activities, and testing.

b. Notification of Changes: After approval of the QC plan, the
Contractor shall notify the CO in wri'ing of any proposed change to his QC
System.

c. Corrective Actions: At any time it is determined that the QC
system, personnel, instructions, controls, tests, or records are not
providing construction which conforms to contract requirements actions
shall be taken to correct the deficient management.

4. QUALITY CONTROL ORGANIZATION.

a. System Manager. The Contractor shall identify an individual,
within his organization at the site of the work, who shall be responsible
for overall management and have the authority to act in all CQC matters for
the contractor.

b. Personnel. A staff shall be maintained under the direction of the
system manager to perform all QC activities. The actual strength of the
staff during any specific work period may vary to cover work phase needs,
shifts, and rates of placement. The personnel of this staff shall be fully
qualified by experience and technical training to perform their assigned
responsibilities.

5. SUBMITTALS. Procedures for purchasing materials and equipment,
subcontracting, and processing shop drawings, samples, certificates, and

other submittals shall be developed. The procedures shall include the
establishment of responsibilities to assure at each level adequate review
and approval, timely delivery including verification procedures, and proper
storage.

a. Procedures. Action shall be taken to ensure that only materials
and equipment which comply with contract requirements are purchased and
delivered to the jobsite or used in offsite fabrication, unless specific
deviations are approved as specified hereinafter.

b. Selection and Control. The Contractor shall review the contract
.- requirements and determine those submittals needed to assure himself of

contract compliance. Within days after receipt of notice to proceed,
the Contractor shall submit to"the CO for review and approval, in duplicate,
a network analysis system (NAS) printout or a submittal control document

V- (ENG Form 4288) listing and scheduling all submittal items required in the
contract. When requested ENG Form 4288 will be furnished to the Contractor.
The print out or control document shall include such items as shop drawings%'

and manufacturer's literature, certificates of compliance, material
samples, and guarantees. The document shall schedule for each item, the

W projected need dates (at least 60 day in advance) for obtaining submittals
and material nrocurement. When NAS is used for schedule control, the

A2
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contractor should consider its use for scheduling submittals in lieu of ENG
Form 4288. A print-out limited to a list of procurement activities in i-j
order shall then be furnished with each progress schedule report. if the
ENG Form 4288 is used, the scheduling shall be coordinated with the approved
progress schedule and information contained therein shall be revised and
updated at each schedule update. Adequate time shall be allowed for those

*.. submittals specified to have government approval. The Contractor shall
review the listing at each progress schedule update and copies of updated
documents shall be submitted to the Contracting Officer in the specified
quantity. Payments to the Contractor will not be made for material or
equipment which does not comply with the contract requirements.

c. Certification. The Contractor is responsible for, and shall certify
that the submittals comply with contract requirements.

d. Transmittal. The Contractor shall submit copies of all submittals
to the contracting officer.

e. Government Approved Submittals. When submittals are required to be
*." approved by the CO, each copy of the drawings will be identified as having

received such approval by being so stamped and dated. Delays in the
approval process shall not be the basis for consideration or a time
extension when such delay is the result of the contractor's failure to make
proper submittal or make corrections in accordance with the specifications,
or the CO's comments, or is a result of a resubmittal which is required
because of an unsatisfactory original submittal. Approval action by the CO
will not relieve the Contractor of his responsibility for compliance with
the contract but will indicate only that the general method of constructLon
and detailing is satisfactory.

f. Deviations: All proposed deviations from contract requirements
shall be submitted in writing for approval by the CO.

6. CONTROL. The Contractor's quality control system shall include at
least the following three phases of control and management for definable
features of work:

a% a. Preparatory. This control phase shall be performed before beginning
-a work on each definable feature of work. It shall include a review of

"* contract requirements, to assure that materials, sample panels and equip-
ment conforms to contract requirements, and that control testing including
procedures are finalized. This control shall also include examination of

* the work area, upon which new work is to be placed, to verify that work
over which new work is to be placed conforms to contract requirements, and
determination that required materials are on hand and properly stored. The
CO shall be notified at least 24 hours in advance of each preparatory
activity.
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b. Initial. This phase of control must be accomplished at the time of

arrival of workmen on site to accomplish a definable feature of work and at

any time new workmen or crews arrive for assignment to the work. The

contractor's control system must permit the transfer of information on

quality requirements specified in this contract to each workman before he

starts, demonstration from each workman that he can provide the specified

quality of work, and motivate him to continue. It is also during this phase
-r that control testing to prove the adequacy of the contractor's control

procedures shall be initiated and verified. The CO shall be notified at

least 24 hours in advance of each initial activity.

c. Follow-up. The follow-up phase shall be performed continuously to
verify that control procedures are providing an end product which complies

with contract requirements. Adjustments to control procedures may be

required based upon the results of this phase and control testing.

7. TESTS.

a. Testing Procedure: The Contractor shall perform tests specified or

required to verify that control measures are adequate to provide a product
which conforms to contract requirements. The Contractor shall procure the
services of an industry recognized testing laboratory or he may establish an
approved testing laboratory at the project site. A list of tests which

Contractor understands he is to perform shall be furnished to the
Contracting Officer. The list shall give the test name, specification
paragraph containing the test requirements, and the personnel and labora-

tory responsible for each type of test. The contractor shall perform the

following activities and record and provide the following data:

(1) Verify that testing procedures comply with contract requirements.

(2) Verify that facilities and testing equipment are available and

comply with testing standards.

(3) Check test instrument calibration data against certified
p standards.

(4) Verify that recording forms, including all of the test
documentation requirements, have been prepared.

b. Testing.

(1) Capability Check. The CO reserves the right to check laboratory

equipment in the proposed laboratory for compliance with the standards set

forth in the contract specifications and to check the laboratory equipment
in the proposed laboratory for compliance with the standards set forth in

the contract specifications and to check the laboratory technician's
testing procedures and techniques.
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(2) Capability Re-Check: Should the selected laboratory fail the
capability check, the Contractor will be assessed a charge of to
reimburse the Government for each succeeding re-check of the laboratory or
the checking of a subsequently-selected laboratory. Such costs will be
deducted from the contract amount due the contractor.

(3) Project Laboratory: The CO reserves the right to utilize the
Contractor's control testing laboratory and equipment to make assurance
tests and to check the Contractor's testing procedures, techniques, and test
results at no additional cost to the Government.

(4) Transportation of Samples for Testing: Costs incidental to the
transportation of samples or materials will be borne by the Contractor.
Samples of materials for test verification and acceptance testing by the
Government shall be delivered to the Corps of Engineer division Laboratory,
f.o.b., at the following address:

For delivery by mail:

For other deliveries:

8. DEFECTIVE WORK. The Contractor shall not build upon or conceal
defective work.

9. COMPLETION. At the completion of the work, the CQC representive shall
conduct a joint completion review with the CO. During this review the work
shall be examined, quality control shall be reviewed, and a list shall be
developed of work not properly completed or not conforming to plans and
specifications. This list shall be included in the quality control documen-
tation with an estimated date for correction of each deficiency. The
contractor shall make sure that deficiencies have been corrected prior to
the specified completion date. Payment will be withheld for defective or
deficient features until they are satisfactorily corrected except as
otherwise provided in the GENERAL PROVISIONS paragraph INSPECTION AND
ACCEPTANCE.

10. DOCUMENTATION.

a. The Contractor shall maintain current records, on an appropriate
approved form, of quality control operations, activities, and tests
performed including the work of suppliers and subcontractors. These records
shall include factual evidence that the required activities or tests have
been performed, including but not limited to the following:

(L) Type and number of control activities and tests involved.

(2) Results of control activities or tests.

(3) Nature of defects, causes for rejection, etc.
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(4) Proposed remedial action.

(5) Corrective actions taken.
b. These records shall cover both conforming and defective or deficient

features and shall include a statement that supplies and materials
incorporated in the work comply with the contract. Legible copies of these
records shall be furnished to the CO daily. The records shall cover work
placed during the time period the records are furnished and shall be
verified by person so designated by the Contractor.

qA-30
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1.1 ?;huose. The vu-ose f this Standard is to promote the ccn-on use of Cfds 1od :Zr3sea :er-alnoz.
to quality and related progrns, t.us Proving :3 clirity in o an3.

1.2 Scone. This docurent pro,ride: a standardized interpretation of' 7alit- as1 ur
- .
n

c
e "er-s d-

. tions to *e applied tnrougncut the ieter-ination of zro.uct quaii-y.

7.3 Ao l cation. The terns and definitions contained herein shall be used ;n s;ec i.ons, s:a:a-d,
drawings, technical manuals, contracts, quality control inspection and related
documents, end in engineering evaluation reports.

2. REFERENCED 'CLMITS

2.1 Not applicable.

-% 3. TER :)d I FMIIMS

Acceptability . limit or limits placed upon the degree of roncon1f-;0
-
snc

e 
.ec-i0ad J- :are-

Criteria rial exoressed in definitive operstica2 ser-s. .Scu.0: .....
Acceptable wAality The maximum percent defective (or one nsoc- zu uer ;f cts er un.-red
Level (AQL) nitsl that, for the puroposes of sa -pling :section, can be con:4o-red sat-

isfactory as a process average. 'Source- '"' . .

Acceptance 7he act of an authorized representative of the "overnen'. y ui:h the c7er-
meat assumes for itself, or as an agent af another 0 aner-:-P 0: .Isting and

identified supplles tendered, or approves specific ser'rices rendered, as

partial or complete performance of the contract an tbe pax- of t-e contractor.
(Source: ASPR 14.-01.6)

A.Acceptance Numnber The maxcimumn number of' defects -r 4efacti-te onits in -.,a 5?e that mil
permit acceptance of the inspection lot or uatch. 5Sorce: .-- ST"-;COA)

Attribute A characteristic or property which is a=praised --eL,-s :f :hether it does
or does not exist, (e.g. go or not-go) with respect t: a gi-en requirement.

(Source: Handbook H53)

Average Outgoing The average quality of outgoing prduct -ncluding ' acepted lots, .lus al.
AIuaily (ACQ) rejected lots sfter the rejected lots nave teen eflectVe!VY 7203 percdnt in-

spected and all defectives replaced by :on-iefect:es. ¢.rce: M.-ST D-'0)

Average Outgoiag -he -aoxlm of the average outgoing qualities :'or ill -osible 4nc=.ing
'huality Limit (AOQL) oualities for a given sampling plan. (Source: .- 3- -3

Average Sample The curves that show the average sample sizes =nlcn ray be expected to occur
Size azrve u.nder the various sampling pl-ns for a given process -. U:,. 4 u-ce:

._L-STD-1 5)

Batch See "Lot"

Calibration Comparison :f two instruments or neasurig ievices, one -f ilsicn is a
standard -f known accuracy traceaole ta national sanards, to detect,

correlate, report, or eliminate by adjustment any iiscrecancy in accuracy of
the instrument or measuring device being compared with the sta:dard.
(Source: M-C-"5664)

Certificate of A ioctractor's ".itten statement, :hen authorized by octract, zertifiag
Conformance that supplies or services comply with contract req"irenents. (Source:

ASPR 1.306(c)).

Characteristic A hysical, chemical, "risual, functional or any other identifiabl4 property

of a product of material. (Source: MM-SD-1O9A)

Classification of The enumeration of possible defects of the unit of product, classified
Defects according to their seriousness. Defects will normally be arouped i"to the

classes of critical, major or minor; however, they may be grouped into other

classes, or into subclasses within these classes. (Source: .- ST:,?'05)
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Clearance :;urer (i) is the number of successively inspected units Which _-ust be found free :f is-

facts concerned before a certain action to change the inispection c ce e-ure
can be taken. (Source: Handbook H'C07)

Contract Quality The detailed requisites for quality incumbent on the contractor, ccnstst-Ig
Requ.rements of (i) all qaality requirements contain-ed in a contract; ian: .ii the

detailed contractual recuisites provided by the contract In-cent--"e
cont-actor to substantiate confor--ance of pro-'uct or se-ice to 71a.1ty
requirements of the contract. (Source: ASR 14-C'.2)

Critical Defect A defect that judgement and experience indicate is likely to result in
hazardous or unsafe conditions for individuals using, maintainlng, or de-
pending upon the product; or a defect that judgement and experience indicate
is likely to prevent performance of the tactical function of a major end
item such as an aircraft, communcation system, land 7ealcle, missile, snip,
space vehicle, su.-reillance system, or major part thereof. Source:j,.. , Cl-STD-1O05 )

Critical I unit of product that contains one or core -ritIcal defects and may alsc
Defective contain major or minor defects. (Source: >m-STD-1O5)

Defect Any nonconformance of a characteristic with specified requirements. (Source:
- n-STD-105)

Defective A unit of product which contains one or more defects (Source: "E-mZ-3Z-105)

Defects-Per- P-. number of defects-per-hund.-ed %n-_its of any given -.antlty of product is
Hundred-Units .sA number of defects contained therein :ivided by the total nunoer of units

of product, the quotient =ultiplied by one hundred (one or =ore-defects
being possible in any unit of product). Zxpressed as an ecuation: Defects
per hundred ulte = Number of Defects 1 100 (Source: A-M'f-105)

lumber of Units

Defiation Written authorization, granted prior to the =anufacture of an item, to depart
from a particular performance or design rectirement of a contract, spec-
ification, or referenced document, for a specific number of units or
specific period of time. (Source: X0D-D-5010.19)

ExamnLation An element of inspection consisting of Investigation, without the use of
special laboratory appliances or procedures, of supplies and services to
determine conformance to those soecified recuirenents which can be deter-
mined by such investigations. Examination is generally non-estractive end
includes, but is not limited to visual, aucitory, olfactory, tactile,
gustatory, and other investigations; simple physical card.-ulaticn; gagIng;
and measurement. (Source: .M-STD-1C9A,,

Y"ormulation of See "Lot Formation"
Snspection Lots

Government Procure- he function by whicn the Soverrma-nt determ-ines whether a contractor has
ment Quality fulfilled his contract obligations pertain ing to qzuality and quantity. This
Assurance (NA) function is related to and generally preceeds the act of acceptance.

(Source: ASR 14-001.1)

inspection The examination and testing of supplies and services (including, then
appropriate, raw materials, components, and intermediate assemblies) to de-
termine whether they conform to specified requirements. (Source:
ASPR 14-001.3)

Inspection by Inspection whereby either the unit of product or charactaristics thereof, is
Attributes classified simply as defective or nondefectlve, or the number of defects in

the unit of oroduct is counted, with respect to a given requirement.
(Source: 3ia-STD-105)

inspection by Inspection wherein certain quality characteristics of sample are evaluated
Variables with respect to a continuous numerical scale and expressed ts precise points

along this scale. Variables inspection records the degree -of conformance or
nonconformance of the unit with specified requirements for the quality
characteristics involved. (Source: .=-STD-109A)

C., 2
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inspection, A system whereby supplies and ecipm=er.t in storage a-re 'se"acted to, -- t
Cyclical not 11.-a~d to, periodic, 3caecL ad, andO specie: inpetz 1=_ .. .. C=t!ZmoUus

action to assure that material is tIntained in a rea:7 for 43sue z:ttzzo..

(Sourc : AM-STD-139A)

inspection, inspection which is performed during the anu.factartog :r repai: ryr:e -- an
In-process effort to prevent deec:ives from occurrng and to Inspect tni cn aacter-

istics and attributes w ncn are not capable of being Ltpec± at -"-t
inspection. (Source: XC--STD.- OA)

Inspection Level An indication of the relative sample size for a given amount of orcduct.

(Source: ,C-STD-109A).

inspection Lot See "Lot"

inspection, First inspection of a particular quantity of product as disti~gulsced fo
Original the inspection of product wihica aas been resubmitted after prior rejection.

(Source: Ya-STD-105)

Inspection, Quality All examinations and tests performed on items or serv-ces for the purpose of
Conformance determining conformance with specified requirements. Source: Defense

Standardization .hnua 4120.J-M)

Inspection Record Recorded data concerning the results of inspection action. Source:
.M-STD-109A)

inspection System A requirement to establisn and maintain an inspection system in accordance
Requirement with Government specification, AMI-45208. The requirement is referenced

in contracts .hen technical requirements are such as to recuire cco.trol of

quality by in-process as 'well as final, end item inspection. (Source:
ASPR 11-1O1.3)

inspection, Ispection unader a sampling plan using the same quality level as for normal
Tightened inspection, but requiring more stringent acceptance criteria. (Source:

KL-STD- 09A)

Limiting Quality Limiting quailty ( Q) is the maxium defective L product yC:ty ,'r the
worst product quality that the consumer is w

4
l'' g to accept at a specifled

Probability of occurrence. (Source: Handbook H53)

Lot A collection of units )f product bearing IdentificstIon and treated as a
unique entity from which a sample is to be irawn and inscected to detar -- e
conformance with the acceptability cr .eria. (Source: C.-STD-.U5)

Lot Formation The procedure of collecting, segregating, or delIneatlng prcduction initz
Io homogeneous identifiable groups according to type, grade, :Iass, size,
composition, or condition of manufacture. (Source: C.-STZ-IC9A,

Lot Size The =umber of units of product in a lot. (Source: 'C.-DZ-105)

SUintainability A characteristic of design and Installation which is expressed as the prob-
ability that an item will be retained in or restored to a specified con-
dition with1n a given period of time, when the maintenance is perfor--ed in
accordance i ' prescribed procedures and resources. iSource: :C.-STD-721)

AinteaacCe Quality The actions by which it is determined that material =aintalned, overhauled,
Assurance rebuilt, modified, and reclaimed conforms to the prescribed techrical re-

qufrements. (Source: DOD-D-4.155.15)

'-tjor Defect A defect other than critical, that is likely to result in failure, or to re-

duce materially the usability of the anit of product for its intended our-
pose. (Source: MM-STD-105)

>tjor Defective A unit of product that contains one or mre major defects, and ay aL1so

oontain minor defects but contains no critical defect. (Source: M.1-STD-1O5)

tterial Review The formal Contractor-overnment Board established for the purpose of
Board reviewing, evaluating, and disposing of specific non-corforming supplies or

services; and, for assuring the initiation and accomplishment of corrective

action to preclude recurrence.
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Measuring and 7ost All1 devices uised to easure. ae teast, ts:ect,±az.erwe te
Zqu iean t examine m~aterials, 3uplIies and e1tuitnen:' to Ste iota :t

techr.ical raquj*sots Sure: ?---C e-C- n
>Ve tro I cg Y

>-tnor Defect A defect that is n--t 2Leyto re--ute trt--:teutto
produ.ct fOr t netducsor:aooru::-ad 5.t

ards haviing li'ei :e-rig on _rt.-eu
(Source: I-37

dnor Defective A unit of product that conta-ins Dne or =ore _Pz~ feots b-ut :ootairo t

critical or naisr iefect. I courcet: - -

:fonconfomance'is failure of a x4it of :cd:-c: o our t.; -:e~ iOoeuivcz u

any quality onAracterls-oic. (Source: '(oco 53,

Normal inspection Laspecticn, u;nder a san-pJ-tzg :'-.n, 4riC2 is3 used ... en- t-cr' to 7:Z i-riderce
that t=@ !ual~ty of the :rrozcn b-eL-J- eub.ittd -_s bett : r tro rertan
the speciffied trua-lityr level. (Source: ?!an.'book H53)

Objective Quality Any statenent of fact, eitter :unieor r z.a- tat-:e, .0tttigt the
Evidence quality of a product or serno-e c-asen nozaeraOos ceasurzeotts, or

tests 4hich can be veri'ied. (Evid-ence -ui2. -cc expressed 4-" terms of spec-
ifcquality requirements or ccsracter s::oa. 2tia .-- 2c--r4i t S are

identifted in irawizogs, specificatioons, cod :other loctoenta ni-n -- CZi--

the item, orocesa, or procedure. v.:ur c e: >-. os

Coe Hundred Percent Inspectton in which specified citoractertatics -f er4cn uztnt of cr:ouct -ire
Inspection examined or tested to deter=-ne conform-ance .ith reotoirenents. :_.:rce:

M5-STO-iO9A)

Operating Character- The curve of a sanpl-Ig plan whicn shows te =:crcerntage of 1-ts or catoces
4 stic Curves (CC which =ay be expected to be accepted pder thes specocoso!, ;I;.itgpan
Curves) for a given procass s4Ualty. (ScUrce' .'!

Percent Defective The percent defective Of any given c-uantity7 of: -nits :of cr L3c :s r9
hundred tines the number of' defective unIts of o:rcduct contaicet2 totereion
divided by the to tal nm~ber o f u;ni ts of :rcbuc, ia. : ercent
Defecti-7e =Iubrof D;efectiresX C (Suc: : S725

Number of =nits inscecteb

Pro-Akward Survey ALn evaluation of a prospective contractor's oas t t ef o q~dr tote
terms o:f a orcoosed contract. tScurce

.0Probability of :hat percentage of iapection. lots eoccecta to -.eocceoce:_ --er-te Lozts ore
Acceptance subjected to a specific sampling oIan. La:e 7D-_.k

Process Average :sa the average cercent of defectives or i*9rz -"-ocr o fic. ~
units of orod'uoti submitted b1y the sutrler fu3r otia

I> (Source: MlSli5

P4. P roouct Quality An action by the Government to :ecerzine that toe :uadlty of suclies o

?0 Rdeview services accepted by the DIoerroent do,i:. -ct p 'hsh
.1 %, requirements. ( Source: CO-:e-l%.I

Qualification The entire process by which products are oir-ofrom os-nufooturers r !s
tributors, examined and tesed o..to oeo ien7touoed on I -O2-

%Products List. (Source:- Defense Straucaoo hr.-us.al 0.jM

Qualified Product A product which has oeqn exastined and tested and listed on, or uaiedfor
inclusion on the applicabole ,ulie To .o, it. 'Co;urcq. . ef-nse
Stizdsrdizatiun -'anut.al O

Qualified Product A list of products, quallefled under the renuirrnentcs stated I:. th e -applicable
List (QL) specificaton, including appropriate product idjentificatton 1_1 test r-

ference with the name and plant adiress of the cwvufact- rer or jistributur.

eN as applicable. (Source: Defense Standaruloatiun 'i~aual*'. 3

a ~% % 16. %=O."''* -J *.-7.-r, p % . 'N
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Qus itty A;ssurance -he indiasA a, 1.-ctly : ar e a 4it.- ze-' -m eI
NReoresentati-rie -.~ eat ua!_ j assrance functicn at a .'acsir fac-Zy

.ait ortrol A managene't fcnction whereby zont ity of ra. :
43 exercc'sed 'o' she z..-tose ; C

S'ucce:M~-f-ZA

;*u ,7 F~. 3 go 2azt -:s-,e rqquirezent f:r onie y
-e:.Ifqmns . coor,:r.co .4th f.-

ogrmshsfl I ssur- adecocae out --- -oac
:o-rnaoce;, for -example, iesi~a, ze-:,=o:cac>.s a . ,cocs:; sse=-

olyinsectontest, ip nn~ c~ trg,'>
tastallation. (Source:. AS?R . C

A a~c sac-to'e selected in such a ;ay stat act ni
onance :.f b-eing selected. 'Souce

Rezhced Thesrectio n -nszection under a sampo1-Ig plan : sing thes Za_- u _' s'
inspection, but requiring a smaller sandse for net:

Re'ecticn :;umb"er The c-iniumn cunber of lefects or JefectJ.,ve i n
cause cejecti n of the lot ceqnresentei 7tcte 3iolze. iczooC.

Railazility The zro'bacZility that en item ii sertoco it; - n : _- -.c 3:-
- 41-l.A 4interval. ,Lnder stated condit'ins. io~

* ~~~~~Reliability All actions necessar- to prcrile adectca~eonee -:nat ~tcLocoa
Ass-urarncst established celiability cec-:irezents, Sccczce: ::-

Resubmitted ot A. lot Thic: has been reJected, sub~ecsed to either sc_-.. ------------
or both for the purpose ofcctgci eetreuit ci. . - 7 c-.1 -s

",4erecccxed or replaced, end sudni"tec again fcc aczzsact Ca

Sunole~t -7 more Lnits of nroduct ira,,n frocm 0 -0 c. Z.
j.- -3 being selected ait random L 7,:- - --

The u,=ber of unLits selected ITh o-'''t---1-_e-------------

WI.% eresetativte -.atces, o-r ca&rts of the :00 :r cn, ident'li rat -- -- -"--' 'or 0

% n;hn cecrasentative saanpine is uetbe nits "Z'-= ae'cz -r t --

or batch shall be selectei ac r--'--,

wedSaple Slze The c,=her of unite of croduct in ... e s electec ccc :nst~c::sn.

Sam;ple .,-it A mnit of product selected to be osan D' -"i \t.7:. ,::oA;

Sanpltngq, dicisec Saznplioig orocedures -shtch vill not iuaran-tee -a tr'.i'y crreae:.tat-.:r cc cn-

3ampllIng The sampling frequency, f, is the cati3 oet.ee. the c>.noer c: _ns.scor
Frqency (f' tuct candsmly selected for inspection at enispczaoti tth

numoer of units of product passing the inspection station. zcrtre:
Hiandbook H1G7)

V*Sampling Plan A statement of the sample size or sizes to be used Ltnd the qssocl±trA
*acceotqxoce 4nd rejection criteria. So ur ce: 'C ci3W T -Ct A)
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Samoli1ng Plan, A saeCific type8 Of aI u-t-c 'a=- -n :;- 4 7t

firleCLst ;s:le leadIs to a' 7-'. o'cc-
sample. The izsoectton of aac tc7. %
decision to accept tr

:znti:.uous 4ith t he9 san-Vl1.! frSeoo- :-to as1s cf
the inspection reco e ..

-Samling Plan, A specific type ocf attributes sandin-g ol='nin ecls' ~ to accac:t cr
Aitiple reject an iaspection lot may7 :e rsaeac - -me- or ocre -atls r-=ta

inspection lot haebeen n~ceazA il'- ays cc reacoed: after oct
more tan a designated cumo:er zf sanole ac os :aco t-soectec. Z ourze:

'S Y-S-1D--13 D)

Sampling Plan, A4 specific ty-pe :' senoltog clan Ic- wncn-,e o.ail 2_ selected cue at
Seq dtial a tim.e. After eeca init is to-szected, toeq cecost::: -3 =ate t.o accent, eat

or coninu pccttn inttt -te ce- -,r -7 acion rirt I et
Sampling terminates when the9 Lt!soe:-cttoo racs.3 :' toe san7o- .e uts 4ater-mooa
that the accepctance or reJeaction decIsion= can ca =ade. 7-e oaoasize to
not fixed in advance, out dezds :co-actus.a insocecoton reut.Sourc:

.4 Handbook H53)

Saolig Plan, A specific type of sandin4g zl-o in :i-too a 3tacc> .c ;r r act an
Single Inspection lot is based on a single sample-. {lze:r~.~

Sampling Plan, A specific type of samplin-g plean 1 onte Los:ecoJco cerods3 ;f-C :: or-
Single-Level, cent 'ispction and sampling Lt-snection ac-a alternated wit-n tOC s3ampl-n-g
Continuous rate remaining constant. (Sou.rce : c...........

Screening inspection in which' each i*tem :f tj-o-d:- Ls for cesigotececo coarac-
'S Cszection teristics and all defectIve ttem Sare. cate

Specification A document intended Primarly for u.se 7: .r!et,sno clearly ens
'S ccurlaly describes the essential an-, ect-oneoto fo r Items,

materials, or serricee, toclunio-7g -teo :7 it i-' be deter-
mined that the recuic-enents -17e been m,.se'fcatioze for tOemn 3ad
materials3 may also contain oreser -sI--------- tackIng and oearkizg
requirements. (Souros: D'efens3eStna-----a '-----

4 a~~~~torage Quality Storage qualityr control is the teci'
2  

-- - ate'"e rciedfo
Cotrol vendors which -was cot prev-riously toot :1:0 cc-oac

at destination is rectaired; Inerpectizac :f02-'re4 :-
consuming installations fo~r return -. str3 '" pair faciliti as.
or for release to iiemosal areas : te e aoscc
supplies selected from storage to asses c-: -ilt. mace:ei
stored, and tne -m.t soe
and inspection of materiel o rior t:z o.: cc. : sre:

N XD-D-hiI15. 13)

Sur"7y, Product A review and evaluation to determine t ca -------e--eac, f-a en-cal ecie
*riented ments relating to c1all'ty sod or t~-o c-.ian 4.tent.

(Source: kaeR 1A-i0)2(b))

Testing Is an element of inspection and generally7 tano ccc toe leternlnation by
technical means of the properties or elemeents ocT su-pplls, cr -conoonerris
thereof, including :'onctlotal 2pe nt 'o oiorl-c heaplcaono

eatalishd scentic: principles ad porocedures. (Source: AS?%t-ot

Thit of Product A unt of product Is the th-Ing itspected--------- -o determine tts Class-
ification as defective or condefect±-re or to co-tnzt the oazer of deafects.

* it may be a single article, a pair, a set, a leg1t, an aea, an operation,
a volume, a component of an end ;roto.ct, r'ee~ -:7coduct itself. The
unit of produact may or may not be the saes as t--e :o-c4t of puronase, supply,
production. or shipment. (ore -:~I

A.

6

4..



.ii~rA '.aitter.aun zta%~t accept a 4 n: ,:e

-nstection, are 'ou~t. to npet:act4 ra-.aLzents-I,
less are coras±dsre4 suitaoie n'~ Ie as :s31 after rqw.r y 2.n ro~
..etoo. '3&ource: X)D-D-5010 . 9}

5 'l:ot applicable

J

4..AI -FTU41--'
5.1 :lt appicaol
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- .- rzed Services ?Irocur-ment Rgai:

(2) :efease Stazdarc-izartl:r Vanual -A:. 3-!-l Ftraz:: olicies, ?r-ceures n z~::~s

(Y ecaztment or:efense Directtves;

5%(a) DOE'D-4155.11 - LImproved >hnagezeat :'zr ua!ity And R eliability ZA j. ;.1 -3

(b) XOD-D -501C. 19 - Cornf igraticn naest
(C) ?7oposec XOLDD - :=proved tm-aezent fC Metology and Calib~rqtIo-nrrz

(4) Department of Defense flstr.ctiorns;

( a) DDD-5.2- Z.ualic'y Cont~nl an ? iairrtaagn.- itd i 3t.:r- -e
(b) :C -D-c.5 5. '5-;uali74t~ atnd 3.1iaoll:y .7ss*,rance it Ceor an- nnsc,~s

(5) Depaxtment of Defen~se Maniboocs;

(a) H53 - uide for Sampling Dsoection.
(b) H1C6 - Alti-level DontI.P.uous Sazpling ?rccetrese 1--d CablIes T:r Das-eetton -- Al oluos
(c) Mi?-Singe-level 'ontin-uous Salio ?ocduesan Cables ':7Tsecn:

',6) !ilitary Standlards;

(a) vmL-S7D-1C5 - Samoling ?roce-durgs and Cables fo-r Dspec:ion 7 t.tites.
(b) 576-1D9A, - Z-uallty Assurance Ter-s and De.InItloas.
(c) !EL-SCD-721 - Definittons of Effecrireneso Ce3rcs for Rel'a

4 
lty, vtln aana:::v-- ,Moz7-n actors3,

and Safety.

(t >i.Utax- Specif -cat ions;

(a) r ~8s Ulity ?rorsn Recuirements.
t ~(b) MZ.-2-5DS 0npctIonl System R-evoL-ernts

(a) >rC 4 66 alib-ration System R'equirement..

V ~~~~~Custodians: rea o cIiv
Arm-y - fl Dr --

Navy - '7ccr ec:'t -2
Air For ce - 23

Ut Review activitIes:

:ar;-y, AS, MC, 5A, CM, :D
U Air 3-orce -23

UU~~ *U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 1976- 603-766.5274
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